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Over-Crowding . .

A Tight Squeeze

the,

There are more SPO boxes,
ore full tables at Gailor, more

in Lake Cheston,
joggers; basically,

Student enrollment at the

University increased in 1980
from 1000 to 1063, includ-

ing 324 freshmen, 21 trans-

fers, 34 re-entering students,

and 42 special students. Con-
trary to the rumor of a larger

than anticipated freshman
class. Dean Paschall sighted the

reason as being a higher reten-

tion of old students.

The number of freshmen
is determined by the Registrar

and Director of Admissions
from an estimate of the
number of students likely to

pre-register, based on an aver-

age taken over the previous 5

years. For instance, having

considered the number of

graduating seniors, students

on 3-2 programs, on academic
suspension, or on foreign

exchange programs, last year's

pre-registration was estimated

to include between 630 and
640 students. The final count
was 640. The Admissions
Committee therefore aimed for

290 in the 1979 freshman
class. They fell short of this

by 18 and ended up with a

smaller number of students

than desired for the '79'80

academic year.

With these figures fresh in

their minds the adminstration

Although having .such a

large enrollment is welcomed
at most liberal arts colleges,

due to the recent inflation

,

here problems arise because of
Sewanee's limited surrondings.
Housing, crowded classes and
the mere fact that there are
60 more people walking the
campus all have created pro-

Deans Cushman and Seiters
worked all summer long arrang-
ing for appropriate rooms
mainly by adding new housing
and doubling up in some

The Sewanee Inn now acco-

modates 12 more students,

while the basement of the EQB
house was converted to the

French house replacing Dr.

Leonard's office, which was
moved to the hospital. Some
homes off campus were added
to housing, including the old

Lemon Fair building, the

Frank Hart home, and
Barnwell Apartments. Singles

of Elliott hall were converted

from study rooms to doubles

for boys. According to Dean
Cushman much time was spent

on the phone contacting stu-

dents who would "want to live

Step***,. E. Puckett III

THE SEWANEE PURPLE

Wishes to express its grief at

the untimely death of

Stephen E. Puckette, III

(Class of '79)

His life touched many both on and

the Mountain,

and he will be sorely missed.

thei eful"

i claf

nded313

school students. Accoi
both the deans and adi

this was a pleasing number of
freshmen and the real in-

crease came from retention of

The estimate of those pre-
registered is made on a break-
down in classes of returning
students. Of this year's return-
ing students 725 were pre-
registered, 29 on leaves of
absences, and 9 on academic
suspension, leaving only a
few non-return ing students.

This unpredicted figure result-

The Deans hope that the
retention of the students was
due to the improved advising
system for freshmen and
greater attention given to com-
municating with students.
Dean Paschall also states that
perhaps a decline in available
jobs, increased traveling
expenses, or the increased
value of a higher education
as possible reasons for staying

Dean Paschall feels that

there is not a crowded class-

room situation because it is

the upperclassmen who make
up the larger proportion of

students. He feels that perhaps

there is a greater spread over

the various majors, whereas be-

fore some majors had consid-

erably less students than

others. He sees the upper
level English classes being the

only exception due to the

Othe thai

uff and i

t Gailo
SPO 1

ger mc
visible increase of stude

not as obvious as the hi

or classes. Matrons

of yet, although the

office is having a smal

blem getting all the m
in the morning.

Future plans to deal with
such problems might be reno-
vation of the right side of
Elliott dormitory or of the
Hunter and Phillip's attic.

According to the adminis-
tration, it would not be bene-
ficial to return to the original

number of student enrollment,
for, by accepting fewer
students next year, in the
following years classes would

SA Adds Amendmen I,

Gown Requirement

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOK MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

CALL 967 3148 OR STOP BY
FHt -ALPORT FOR ItMJ-QRWA-Ti9

W

Last spring, the Student Ass-

embly approved two amenc

mentsto the Constitution of

the Student Government: 1) to

abolish the requirement that

at-large student Assembly

representatives for the

classes must be gownsmen
and 2) change the type of

majority vote needed to

amend the Constitution. These

amendments must be voted on

by the entire student body.

Amendment 1 is:

WHEREAS the order of

Gownsmen requirement . for

at-large Student Assembly

representatives from the Soph-

more, Junior, and Senior clas-

es was originally intended to

provide an OG presence in the

popularly-elected body of the

Student Government of the

University of the South, and

WHEREAS experience has

shown that at-large

representatives feel no special

allegiance to the OG in the

execution of their role as SA
class representatives, and

WHEREAS the OG
requirement has placed an un-

due restriction on the number
of capable students eligible

to run for the position of

at-large class representative,

and WHEREAS the student

body is capable of exercising

good judgement in electing its

representatives to the Student

Assembly, BE IT RESOLVED
that Article II, Section 2b of

the Student Government con-

stitution be amended to read,

"Three representatives be

elected at-large from each class.

Under the current Consti-

endrr be-

comes effective upon approval

of at least one half of the

student body /'{Article V, Sec-

tion i) not one half of those

voting. Thus the second

amendment reads as follows

WHEREAS the effectiveness

and accuracy of the present

procedure for amending the

constitution of the Student

Government is impaired by its

excessive dependence on voter

turn-out. BE IT RESOLVED
that Article V, Section 1 of the

Student Government constitu-

tion be amended to read,

"An amendment to the consti-

ity vote of the Student Asse-,

bly must be submitted to a

referndum of the student

body. The amendment be-

comes effective upon approval

of a two-thirds of the students

voting. Amendments must ori-

ginate in the Student

Assembly."

Referendums will be held,

along with elections for

student trustee, on 25

September 1980 from 9:00 to

12:00 in the SPO and 11:30

to 1:00 in front of Gailor.

More

Rush

Revision

A two week waiting period

between formal visits to frater-

nity houses and "shake day"
heads the list of changes in

rush rules passed by the In-

ter—Fraternity Council.

Dean of Men, Doug Sei-

ters, explained that this in-

terim will give the freshrr

deal of pressure, while mem-
bers of the fraternity will

also have more time to get

to know the freshmen.
The IFC also passed a

resolution preventing rush par-

ties in the dormitories, "The
representatives of the eleven
fraternities that comprise the

IFC are constantly checking
each other, and making cer-

tain that no fraternity has an
unfair advantage. Competition

Seiters.

In past years, the rule-

checking among IFC members
aided in the restriction of
freshman men from fraternity

parties, and the
each fraternity

scheduled five hour parties,

not exceeding $200 in cost

and with no alcoholic bev-

erages served. The rush party

limitation gives the fraternities

with less funds for parties an
equal opportunity in rush.

Other than the two pre-

scheduled rush parties, no
fraternity would think of
having parties at their house,
but the application of these

rules to on—campus apart-

ments is under considerable
controversy.

According to Dean Seiters,

1H1
rule preventing

nity member's room has been
revised so that now up to three
freshmen can be present in a
Fraternity member's room.
The IFC determined that the
previous rule prevented fresh-

from meeting fraternity

ould s

According to Phil Dunklin,
president of the IFC, en-
forcing rush regulations at on-
campus apartments will be a

problem. "We, the IFC, have
definite jurisdiction in the
dorms; however, the apart-
ments are spread out, thus
making it difficult to apply
the rules. If an apartment con-
tains eight fraternity members,
and each invites three fresh-

men to a party, then it is possi-

ble to have as many as 24
freshmen present, and not be
breaking the rush rules."
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Easter Semester, 1980

FRESHMEN
(9 of 280)

Downs, Anne F. 12.13
King, Kevin L. 12.06
Ritter, Rynett 12.00
Hicks, Josephine H. 11.60
Dickinson, Laura D, 11.44
Pearigen, Paul D. 11.41
Garrett, Timothy K. 11.25
Davis, Rebekah W. 11.20
Ferguson, Kathleen R. 11.20

SOPHOMORES
(23 of 314)

Sherman, James C. 12.00
McComb, Rebekah A. 11.82
Lewis, Nancy L. 11.80
Abernathy, Charles H. 11.60
Geitgey, Kay L. 11.60
Singer, Marita J. 11.60
Youngers, Coletta A. 11.60
Goodwin, Glenn R. 11.50
Weaver, John R. 11.43
Brewer, Erin E. 11.35
Worsowicz, Gregory M, 11.35
Parks, Leonard C. 11.33
Clouser, Sheryl 11.25
Strickland, Melanie 11.22
Mathes, James R, 11.06
Baird, Elizabeth A. 11.00
DeJarnette, Helen G. 11.00
Reina, Dominick J, 11.00
Selden, Karen M. 11.00
Tritschler, Laura J. 11.00
Urbano, Margaret M. 11.00
Wells, Gay C. 11.00
Gary, Roy W. 10.88

JUNIORS
(29 of 186)

Stolley, Lisa K. 12.40
Snapp, James R, 12.25
Reed, Kevin 12.20
Zinn, Eric J. 12.18
Moore, Leonard H. 11.83
Fox, Kevin L. 11.81
Boatwright, G Etteinne 11.80
Burns. Phillip J. 11.79
Doyle, Ramona L. 11.77
Bishop, Martha P. 11.67
Griggs, Terri L. 11.50
Summerell, Finn 11.50
Thompson, George M. 11.50
Harkness, Laurel 11.40
Williams, E. Douglass 11.38
Hull, Eleanor Page 11.31
Lewis, James B. 11.29
Pensinger, Melinda 11.29
Blount, Steven M. 11.20
Coates, Lindsay K. 11.20
Turbyfill, Stephen R. 11.20
Rakes, Patrick L. 11.07
Williams, Laurence K. 11.06
Williams, Marcus P. 11.06
Hall, Susan L. 11.00
Hopper, Caroline M. 11.00
Lynn, Nicholas J. 10.94
Mulkey, James G. 10.94

Turner, Anne C. 10.93
Johnston, Shannon S. 10.89

Pogue Wins Award

Opening

Convocation

by Margaret Wjllcox

The Vice-Chancellor's wel-

come address to the faculty

and students of the University
highlighted the Opening Con-
vocation on September 8.

Vice-Chancellor Ayres dis-

cussed the present status of the
University as well as the
"common goals, ideals, and
dreams" of all those commit-
ted to Sewanee. The Vice-
Chancellor referred to the
"good fortune" of overcrowd-
ing this year and reported that
the budget of the University is

debt free and has maintained
its surplus for the third straight

year. Yet the Vice-Chancellor
also pointed out that this year
begins the most significant
financial undertaking, that of
the Capital Funds Drive, in

Sewanee's one hundred twenty
three year history; "most sig-

nificant, however, only in

dollar goals for the most sig-

nigicant undertaking actually
took place after the Civil War
when a few bishops with de-
termination and faith raised

$300,000 to begin this insti-

tution of learning."

In addition to his report of
the University's financial state,

Vice-Chancellor Ayres also
stressed that we realize the
significance of our Sewanee
education. According to the
Vice-Chancellor, the secular
world is searching out the ed-
ucated person with a system of
values. Because Sewanee has
stressed Judeo -Christian values
from its founding, Vice-Chan-
cellor Ayres asks that we take
the opportunity to use our
Sewanee education to help
solve problems in the world
around us.

Following the Vice-Chan-
cellor's address, the new
gownsmen in the College and
School of Theology received
their gowns signifying academ-
ic distinction and qualities of
leadership, thus ending the
University's 123rd Opening
Convocation.

Career Services

What good is a liberal art* pHnrjjtinn?

"Far better than a technical education for most people,"
says Barbara Hall, Assistant Director of Financial Aid and
Career Services. "Those technicians have developed a parti-

cular set of skills. What happens when they receive their

degrees, begin work in their specific field, and then find
they don't like their work?"

"Sewanee students on the other hand develop skills that
not only are marketable but also transferable. The ability

to express precisely and well in speaking and writing gives

the person educated in the liberal arts the advantage of moving
in the job market as circumstances dictate."

All of this speaks to the thrust of the Career Services
area. While Sewanee will continue to offer placement services

to graduating seniors, there will be more emphasis on moti-
vating students (beginning in their freshman year) to think

and identify their skills.

Career Services will continue to be available for counseling
and research when a student has developed a sense of direction

and begins formulating his/her plans for work and/or graduate
school. Both Mrs. Hall and Mr. John Bratton, newly apoint-
ed Career Services Associate, are available and ready to help
students.

As to future plans, during the Fall Semester an Advisory
committee will be established composed of three students,

alumni, parents and business people to advise the Career
Services Office on needs, procedures, etc., in the area. Also
later this year a course will be taught on methods of gaining

entry into the business world through effective interviewing,

resume writing and overviews of what to expect from many
perspectives.

As a service to all students, the Purple will run a regular

Career Services column listing events, graduate school and
business recruiters coming to campus, announcements, etc.

Note particularly on this month's calendar the Business

Careers Symposium on September 28 and 29, conducted by
members of the Class of 1961 who have been successful in

the world on business.

CALENDAR OF CAREER SERVICES EVENTS

September 18: Registration deadline, Graduate Record Exami-
nation Interviewing with University of Tennes-
see Law School recruiter

September 22: Registration Deadline, GMAT

and 29: Business Careers Symposium

September 30: Interviewing with U.S. Navy

PRACTICE YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS
Test your ideas, direct your questions to successful business-

men at Careers Symposium. DRESS NEATLY!!! LOOK

Leonard Pogue, a 1980
graduate of the University of
the South, received the
Thomas Arkle Clark award at

the Alpha Tau Omega Conven-
tion held this summer. He was
selected as the 1980 Province
Eight winner after being nom-
inated by his ATO chapter at

the University of the South.
Recipients of the annual award
must show exceptional scholas-

tic excellence, fraternity and
campus/community leadership

, and manly charac-

Pogue majored in English,

and was a member of the
Blue Key, Green Ribbon, and
president of the Order of the
Silver Spoon. He also served

on the Intei—Fraternity Coun-
cil, the Student Committee
on Alumni Affairs, and as pres-

ident, vice-president and public

relations officer for the ATO
chapter at Sewanee. Cannon Hall: The More the Merrier



Richard Chapman:
community"

"a blessing to the Sewan

Student Needs Met by

New Counseling Service

by Jumana Auyeh
counsel students, avoiding in-

Sewanee, home of a casual volvement with a large bureau-

blend of chaos and caffeinated cra
^
v

- _. . . .

mentality, welcomes Mr. Ric- Mr. Chapman wanted to

hard Chapman as director of *°rk where faculty-student

the University Counselli

In his new post, Mr,

Chapman is expected

the community's a
needs, ranging from
relationships and ca

ving u nusual stress which might

nterfere with a student's

ability to function productive

ly. This recent addti

University

and student-student relati

were characterized by mutual
trust and respect, "where there

the liberal arts tradition and
where there was a clearly

defined institutional mission."

When he first came to Sewanee
for interviews, Mr. Chapman
was quite impressed by the

tne University

pec ted

SIREN

SILENCED

ren which accompanied the

grit of bare-chested student

firemen rushing out of Mc-

>am of the siren

through classroom windows,
while all notetaking and con-

ization ceased. ..the still

ich interrupted the usual

Gailor clatter, trays and
kies poised, when the siren

heard. Firemen will jump
run quietly in response

the newest improvement
the fighting of fires

created a mass of confusion

with the switchboard, but

there are also other disadvan-

tages. Many places on cam-
pus are not within hearing

range of the siren. During
ice storms or power failures,

the

of anythir for

>f thf

whether it was a false alarm.

Under such a noise it is hard

for firemen , or anybody , to

act calmly and carefully.

the ntair the little

marvels

reputat

a good academic
I liked what I

here and liked what I

technological

called beepers.

Begun in the 1920's, the

Volunteer Fire Department has

dergone other changes. In

early days, it consisted

of every able-bodied man who
would respond to the bells

atop Breslin Tower as they

unced a fire. The rest

of the townspeople would also

^spond, not to fight the fire

it to spectate and cheer the

courageous men to victory.

"It takes away from the

Heroism of the job. ..when the

iiren went off, everyone ran

to see what was happening..
"

stress. Thes
are feelings that interfere

a student's ability to function

and live a satisfying and pro
ductive experience at Sewanee.

Vice Chancellor Ay re:

called Chapman a "blessing tc

the Sewanee Community. He

usual flrst
.

vear

J pressures versity Cc

ith
:"

students even further."

Mr. Chapman has a respon
sibility for students in th«

College, Seminary ant

Academy and expects tc

coordinate efforts with other:

associated in Student Servici

Deans

He
students to come by the office

and intoduce themselves even

when there is no pressing

need. Students facing a

difficult situation or any undue
stress now have a comfortable

lity

utlet. There an
isits and all

onfidential.

Mr. Chapma
Iready being l

neetingh

nbers of the

Chaplai

located

faculty. T
ie Counselling stress ;

!7 Woods Lab depend
he Counselling
s. Judy Rick-

in 101 Woods

;ss, dealing with academic
Icohol abuse, chemica

Fires became con-

events, adding to Se
atmosphere and to

sibility and prestige

firemen.

The Fire Departme
began to see a need
provement in order to better

protect the domain. Quicker
responses to fire alerts and
nore skilled firefighters were
he immediate answers. This
/as accomplished by intensive

raining sessions for prospect-

ire firemen and then choosing
he best to occupy these

The task of alerting firemen
and the rest of the town)
>assed from the Breslin Tower
bells to the siren. Once set

off, the siren would ring for

tes, releasing a
f "waking the
Keith-Lucas,

s Department.

Lab.
A native New Yorker,

Chapman attended Hamilton
College and completed grad-

uate studies at Colgate, Sy-
racuse and Harvard. At present

he
the

Charlottesville. Chapman
worked for 10 years at the
State University of New York
in Morrisville as a counsellor
and head of the Counselling
Service.

In reference to his accepting
the position at Sewanee, Chap-

Everyone has problems ,nul

Chapman relates that the only

adult way is to deal with them,
not to hide or compensate for

them. Students are very

timid about counselling

because they fear showing
weaknesses. However,
Chapman says "it is truly a

sign of strength in a person's

personality to deal with pro-

blems forthrightly, genuinely,

and directly."

-r improvement. This time
e department looked to

odem technology to in-

ease its efficiency. Although
e plan originated approxi-

ately five years ago, it was

The beepers are carried

the belt by each member
the Fire Department at

Dr. Keith-Lucas says that

the majority of the firemen,

including himself, are pleased

with the beepers. They are

"informative" as to the nature
of the call and are not "dis-

ruptive" to the community,
school, or concentration of the

firemen. The student head of

the Fire Department, Erling

Riis, although pleased with the

beepers' efficiency, dislikes

being "married
1

of the si

beepers .

deny the

by me)

e best for the pro-

the do:

sound capable

head of the F

iewhat dwindled,

ely
able change

could be the degree of pre-

stige accorded firemen now
that their job is less of a

spectacle. Although the old

siren has been retired as the

official "caller to arms," it

will still be tested every Satur-

should malfun
will i

. Older
all other sights

Mr. Chapman is teaching

psychology class each term
1 has joined the Sewanee
smical Dependency team.

I could terrible tennis player; he loves

/een coun- music, the theatre, and has
1 assisting thrust himself enthusiastically

supporting others who into his work here.

35 CENT BEER
HAPPY HOUR 5:30-7:30 pm

THURSDA Y NIGHTS _

598 - 5774

For sandwiches, quiche, kegs, and
an occassional cookie . . . 11:30am - 12pm

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

fSSti
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Memories

Back at Sewanee again!

Last year at this time I was still

wandering around in bit of a

daze, reeling from the thrill

of being away from home
for the first time and being
an honest-to-God college

student.

This year I am still a college

student (barely) and it's no
longer thrilling. I still walk
around in a daze (or stupor)

but now it is by choice.

All of those things that

either amazed or shocked me
last year now seem like a part

of everyday life. Professors

and students in their scholarly

gowns no longer cause me to

feel insignificant and humble.
These men and women are

human.
However, those men that

have their gown and their cape
or kilt have my liver's utmost
respect. I feel humbled by

Of course, of all of

Sewanee 's unique activities

that take getting accustomed
to, the football games have
got to be the most amazing.

They are not like anything
else. At my first game it

wasn't until the third ouarter

that I got around to looking

at the game. The guys in drag
banning together sharing re-

freshment, plus the home sec-

tion milling around, talking

and swapping party invitations

and the newly recruited cheer-

leaders provided for a totally

different game than most of
us had in high school. After
attending a few of them you
wonder how you ever managed
not to get bored at your high

school games. These people
have a genuine enthusiasm,
bottled and otherwise. They
cheer for the team with all

their hearts when the team

it does take them a few
minutes to recognize the fact

that a touchdown has been

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETE FLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES

TO THE MOUNTAIN

sn. Tenn.

967.76112
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Tigers Bite into Season

The Sewanee Tigers grid-

iron squad unveiled an im-
pressive aerial attack as they
knocked off Illinois College
in their 1980 season opener.
The Tigers rode sophomore
quarterback Tim Tenhet's
right arm to a 21-14 triumph
over the newest member of
the College Athletic Confer-

On the game's third play

Sewanee fumble deep in Tiger
territory. The visitors tallied

on a one yard run to grab
'a 7-0 lead with just three

minutes gone in the first

.period. But the Tigers, coming
off a 7-2 record and a con-
ference co-championship in

1979, marched right back up-
field. Tim Tenhet, having
wrested the starting quarter-

back job in fall practice while
Robert Holland attended
school in England, directed the
Sewanee offense. And Sewa-
nee, the CAC's leading rushing
team in 1979, relied on
Tenhet's arm and a very adept
receiving corps to fight back.
Midway through the first quar-

ter the Tigers evened the score

on a 29 yard touchdown
pass from Tenhet to junior

split end Jim Fleming. On
the play Tenhet scrambled to
the left, then hung the ball

up in the right side of the end
zone where Fleming prevailed
over a straining Blueboy de-

fender for the score. Jeff

Swanson, a converted soccer

player called on to assume
the place-kicking chores, added
the point after to tie the game
at7-7.

In the second quarter, free

safety Greg Worsowicz picked
off an enemy pass to set the
Tigers' up again. Tenhet
moved Sewanee to its second
touchdown, the score coming
on a 22 yard toss that Se-
nior wingback Mark Law-
rence cradled to his chest

in the end zone for a 13—7
lead. Swanson's conversion
gave the Tigers a 14—7 lead

they had finished the first

half. With less than three

minutes elapsed in the third

quarter, Greg Worsowicz
checked into the Sewanee
offensive unit and promptly
outraced the field to the end
zone. Tenhet notched his

third scoring pass of the
afternoon with a perfect spi-

ral on Worsowicz's fingertips

at the goal line. The inear-

The game became a defen-
sive struggle until late in the

fourth quarter when, with less

than five minutes remaining,
D lino is College converted an
interception into a touchdown
to narrow the Sewanee lead
to 21—14. On aewanee's
next possession Tim Tenhet
coughed up the football at the
21 yard line of the Tigers,
and suddenly the visiting Blue-
boys were back in the game.
An 11 yard completion on first

down on first down carried
the ball to the Sewanee ten
yard line, but there the de-
fense stiffened. An incom-
pletion and a sack brought
up fourth down and goal for
Illinois at the Sewanee 14
yard line. Senior linebacker
Larry Dickerson batted down
a pass and the Tigers ran out
the clock for the victory.

Tim Tenhet led the Tiger
offense with 11 completions
in 25 passing attempts for 200
yards and three touchdowns.
Fleming led the receivers with
four catches for 69 yards and
a score. D. J. Reina came out
of the backfield for three re-
ceptiops totalling 38 yards.
The Sewanee defense was led
by linebacker Weston Andress
with 12 tackles, and Senior
Erling Riis, who made nine
stops from his strong safety
position.

In their second outing of
the season at Hampden
Sydney, Virginia, Sewanee was
victimized by penalties and
turnovers. Hampden—Sydney
drove 67 yards with the

opening kickoff to take a 7—0
lead over Sewanee. The
home squad then picked off
a Tim Tenhet pass and
marched in for their second
score and a 14—0 lead at toe
end of the first quarter.

The Sewanee offense finally

untracked itself in the second
period. Woody Ledbetter ig-

nited the Tigers with a 33 yard

Ledbetter and Tenhet
each carried once, before Led-
better vaulted over for the
touchdown on third down
to culminate a 76 yard drive.

Swanson's conversion
narrowed the Tigers' deficit to
14—7. Weston Andress and
Larry Dickerson led a defen-
sive charge that forced Ham-
den—Sydney to punt, and the
Tigers were on the move again.

Senior All-Conference tight

end Mallory Nimocks hauled

in a 46 yard pass from 'Ten--

het as Sewanee threatened late

in the first half. The drive

stalled at the Hampden—Syd-
ney ten yard line and Jeff

Swanson came on to nail a

half.

Turnovers and penalties, in-

cluding a holding call that null-

ified a Tenhet to Fleming
touchdown pass, stifled the
Tigers in the second half.

Hampden—Sydney returned
an interception deep into

Sewanee territory in the fourth

quarter and tallied their third

touchdown to build the

final margin of 20-10.
With a record of 1—1, the

Tigers return to McGee Field

on September 20 to host
Millsaps College. After an
open date on September 27,
the Tigers will meet Centre
College on October 4 for

Homecoming, and will help
celebrate Parents' Weekend
with a game against confer-

ence rival Southwestern on
October 11.

The Scrambling Tim Tenhet escapes a linebacker's

tackle to complete a pass. Sewanee defeated Illinois

College 21-14 in their season opener.

ACROSS FROM BANK

INDIAN CLOTHING ROOM

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts $5—$18
Bedspreads $10

seconds and close-outs

PLANTS'CANDLES'GOURMET KITCHEN UTENSILS*

TOYS'NEEDLEWORK'POTTERY' STAINED GLASS*

University of the South SEAL FOR NEEDLEPOINT
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

rrAWRS
STEAK & PIZZA

HOUSE
STEAK ROOM OPENS DAILY A

PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 10:30

NOON BUFFET NOW SERVED Monday-

BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Soccer Swings

into Action

by Stephen Poss

The Sewanee Soccer
Team is one of the

strongest in recent history

due to its talened re-

turning upperclassmen and
a potentially strong fresh-

man class. Returning to

start for the Tigers are

seniors Shaun Gormley,
Robert Clemmer, Gary

Rowcliffe and Steve Poss.

The lone starting Junior

will be Randy Addison.
Sophmore starters are Bill

Kerner, Richard Garbee,
Jed Carter and Sam
Dumas. Possible freqsh-

men starters are Eddie
McKeithem, Chris Smith
and David Reese.

Soccer opened this

year with a scrimmage at

MTSU, which was lost

by Sewanee 0-2. Coach
Rick Jones said the team
played well for a start

and was optimistic for the
home opener with Tennes-
see Temple. That game
was played last Tuesday
and proved a hard fought
contest that pleased the

home crowd. Sewanee
jumped out in front on a

header by Richard Garbee
off of a corner kick in the

first half. The second
half was barely under way
when Shaun Gormley
eluded the Temple defense
to put the Tigers two
goals up. The game then
took a turn for the worse
as Temple took advantage

of some confusion in Se-

wanee s defense and
jumped back with two
goals to tie the score.

Neither team could
manage a goal in overtime,

although Shaun Gormley

had a sure goal just before

the end, but was tripped

by Temple 's goalkeeper.

The referee refused to

award a penalty kick to

the Tigers

Sewanee's next game is

this Saturday in Atlanta
against Ogelthorpe. They
were a weak team last

year but with a new coach,
could provide Sewanee
with a good match. The
next home game is Satur-
day, September 21 against

University of Alabama-Bir-
mingham.

New B- ball

Coach
by J / Hendricks

Nina Helvenston, Affiliate Broker

Matthews Realty & Auction Company

Why not live, work & play on Sewanee Mountain?

Lovely home, large and small, estates, choice bluff

and wooded acreage

Land, lots of land for investment, building

"We jell Sewanee. ..All over America"

Call 598-5832. or Webbs, 598-0400

967-0522 967-7185

Rick Jones was named
Head Basketball Coach last

week, replacing Jerry Waters

who resigned to take tbe head
coaching job at the University

of South Carolina at

Spartanburg. Waters coached

at Sewanee for two seasons,

compling a 20-29 record. Last

year's winning team finished

second in the College Athletic

Conference.
Jones was assistant basket-

ball coach and head soccer

coach last year. He will

continue as soccer coach this

fall but a new soccer coach and

assistant basketball coach will

be named in the next few
weeks.
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Anderson The Only Alternative

When people talk about the possibility of an

Anderson presidency, certain objections are bound

to be raised. First of all, someone will make some

statement such as: "Well John Anderson is certain-

ly a fine man and a well-respected Congressman at

that, but even if it were possible for him to be elected,

he couldn't be an effective president. He's an inde-

pendent, and an independent presidency would never

work with our two-party Congress." Then another

will most likely add, "Yes I like Anderson all right,

but he's only playing the spoiler in this election, and

I sure as hell won't be responsible for helping to

put a Ronald Reagan in the White House."

In short, these are probably the two major ob-

jections that constitute what might be called the

"anti-Anderson attitude". I choose to call it by that

name because with such widespread dissatisfaction

with the canditates, people tend to talk more about

who they're against than who they're for. And of

course, we've all heard a great deal about the strong

anti-Carter and anti- Reagan sentiments this year.

The trouble is, though, whenever John Anderson

becomes the subject of a political discussion, people

really don't have anything bad to say

about him. Oh sure, they might try to make some

"prayer in the public schools bill"

the 60's. But other than that,

aise any doubt or question about

ter, his voting record and stand

the kind of president he might make.

Instead, they simply dismiss the idea of his indepen-

dent candidacy altogether, because, as most of the

experts contend, there is no room for a third force

in our traditionally two-party based government.

Admittedly, with the exception of Abraham Lin-

coln, the emergence of third or new forces in major

party politics has rarely bee succ<

candidates have traditionally run <

and at best, have been able to

incorporated into the platforms of the major parties

However, as opposed to a George Wallace or a Eugent

McCarthy, John Anderson is running on a broad plat

that Anderson represen

the largest block of vott

group of individuals wh

ire truly representative of a large

fact, some observers, including

editorialist Jeffery Hart, admit

sents the views of what may be

'oters in this country: that is, the

11 themselves fiscal conser-

uld greatly reduce

mployment, and

ate sector of the

big deal about the

he tried to pass i,

people rarely ever

his personal cha,

•ssful. Third party

n narrow platforms

get their proposals

jcial liberals.

This block usually includes younger voters, who,

generally speaking, are not in opposition to the E.R.A.,

are strongly concerned about the environment, and are

wary of the possibility of an escalated arms race.

On the other hand, these are the same people who be-

lieve that government has become too costly and too

ineffective, and because of tha

its role in such areas as housing, un

welfare. And, they contend, the pri

economy could do far better in many areas where the

government has traditionally failed.

For those of that political persuasion, Anderson

offers many we/come new ideas which are much more

specific, more detailed, and far more acceptable than

the standard fare of the Republican and Democratic

platforms. One particular example is his economic

revitalizetion program. Anderson stresses first the

need for budgetary and fiscal restraint, as opposed to

both Carter and Reagan, who are proposing massive

tax cuts for 1981. Clearly, Anderson is the only can-

didate who adheres to a traditionally "conservative"

economic policy, since he believes that first the budget

must be balanced before any tax cuts can be initiated.

To talk about a massive tax cut, he argues, at a time

when deficit spending and inflation are both very

high, "is irresponsible."

Instead, Anderson offers various programs of

tax-based incentives to fight inflation ans strengthen

the economy. Such proposals include incentives

to hold back wages and prices, a series of tax

advantages for industry to promote capital investment

and research; and, the indexing of tax brackets to keep

inflation from imposing higher rates. Also, Anderson

Ward on Pole Uprising
i bit m

Poland is as certain

:ircu instances and the consequences
of Polish uprisings are harder to deal with.

Although the strikes, which began in July, have ended
(except for continued scattered work stoppages), the Polish

crisis will continue. It is a crisis of governing. I am not in the
least optimistic that the situation of the workers -- or of anyone
else in Poland - will improve, that the workers will have free'

trade unions three years from now, or that democracy can be
developed in the Polish political system. .

The workers in Gdansk and Szczecin demanded and received
from the Government a commitment to undertake a number
of major reforms. Four are especially important: (1) Pay in-

creases, especially Tor lower paid workers, (2) an end to govern-
ment censorship of the media (3) better access to the media by
the church (for example, televised Sunday worship), and
(4) the creation of self-governing trade unions free from govern-
ment or Party pressure. In return, the workers agreed to
recognize that the Communist Party (The Polish United
Workers' Party ) is the leading force in Poland. Each one of
these concessions, the four by the Government and the one by
the workers, is unlikely to result in lasting concrete change

improvement.
Polish economy suddenly begins to perform

uncharacteris ically well the pay increase will probably be
If housing, food meat in particular)

isure as the worke
little that the r money car

n of censo rship in the maj r press, television
inlikely to

the Governm ant has such complete contro
s the media house organs than

On the other hand, a certain degree of freedom in publishing
already exists in Poland. In fact, Poland is considerably closer
to our concept of freedom of speech than is any other Eastern
European country. In the last few years various "opposition"
journals have been published. Their publication has not been
legal - much that happens in Poland is not legal - but the

tended to look the other way. It is now quite
ne opposition press may be published legally,
urprising indeed if the Government does not
se some limits on what can be published and

possible that so
but it will be i

eventually impc
broadcast.

Church :

Poland as it is anywhere in the world. Roughly 90% of the

Polish people claim to be practicing Catholics, and services

are well attended.

Even some of the events of the strikes illustrate the impor-
tance of religion. For example, The Times of London reported

that Lech Walesa, the strike leader in Gdansk, used a pen with

the picture of the Pope when he signed the agreement with

the Government.
The Church is the only authority structure in Poland which

commands general respect, and for this reason the Government
and the Party badly need its help in controlling the country.
But the power of the Church and the power of the Govern-
ment and the Party are fundamentally opposed to each other
and if tensions lessen the Church will probably find that is

access to the media is less than complete. Possibly the State

Committee on Radio and Television will leirn a lesson from
American commercial broadcasting and relegate religion to the
programming in the wee morning hours much as local stations

here do public affairs programs. Prime time is tough to ge"t

in any society.

Worker's organizations freely formed by the workers have
existed once before, in 1956. In little more than a year the
Party had successfully contained these organizations by co-

opting them into the established Party labor unions where they
could be easily controlled by the Party leadership. I will be
surprised if Party ingenuity fails on this occasion, although the
recent effectiveness of the Workers' Defense Committee and
the improved organizational skills of the workers will make
the Party's job harder this time. The difficulty that any
form of democratic representation is antithetical to Marxist-

Leninist political system, and such a system currently prevails

in Poland under the careful scrutiny of the Soviets.

Finally, even though the Party will probably be able to
undermine most of the agreements made with the workers I

doubt whether the Party will henceforth be able to function
effectively as the "leading force in Poland." It has never
commanded widespread respect in the country, and its standing
these days must be low indeed. The necessity of coming to
terms with the workers, who after all had carried out on a
massive scale a quite illegal activity, must surely have eroded
the Party's credibility as an effective force - not to mention its

long-standing incompetence in directing the economy, which
directly contributed to the organizing of the strikes in the
first place. Most importantly, as a result of the sudden resin-
nation of Edqard Gierek, for the first time since 1956 the
Party is headed by a leader without stature. Kania, the new
first secretary, is a rather shadowy figure who has emerged

improve. The Roman Catholic faith i

DEMI
EDITOR

The government currently

in our employ spends some-
where in the neighborhood

put each year. This money
is spent by the government,
operating as an agent for

the people, under the assump-
tion that there are many

fense, police, fire protection,

etc. which may be obtain-

ed more efficiently in a co-
operative manner. Although
at times I question the eco-
nomy of this arrangement, I

eal quarrel with the
it's ability to provide

-mentioned services

itably and efficiently

becomes
jmewhat twisted , however,
'hen that co-operative main-

the pow
ate those who cho

to support co-operative
programs, "for

one begins to wonder just ex-

actly how free such a soc-

iety is. That is precisely

the point where we are.

It is also important to re-

alize that no matter how
id democratic we may

think lillle it



- Orthodox Paradox -

As a wee-tyke regularly attending Sunday School and church
I remember vividly the emotion, awe and fear that went up and
down my spine whenever the organist struck up 'Onward Chris-

tian Soldiers.' Of course I had little idea or the meaning of
those words then, and it was not until many years and several

history courses later that the impact of the hymn and its poten-
tial symbolic threat finally awakened me.

For it was the paradox that I failed to comprehend, of
soldiers marching onward to war while carrying the banner and
cross of Jesus. Soldiers under a national banner I could
understand, but fighting a crusade in the name of the church
and Christ always, I suppose, underlined my incomplete grasp of
the fervor religion can instill in its faithful.

No longer Revisionist historians may use as examples the
medieval crusades, the birth during the age of Romanticism of
fervent nationalism carried to the political extremes of the mid-
19th century European revolutions, of the contemporary Irish

Catholic-Protestant struggle and most recently, in Iran, the suc-
cessful overthrow by Islamic fundamentalists of the Shah's
regime. These case points illustrate the frightening success
of the excesses of power in the hands of religious (and usually

fundamental in interpretation) leaders. And I will risk saying,
we are on the verge now. of entry into the next case point,

with the imminent election of one Ronald Reagan.
Much has been brought to the public's attention this summer

since the two political conventions of the phenomenon of 'bora
again politics.' Under the auspices of such conservative
evangelicals as Jerry Falwell, Robert Schuller, Oral Roberts, Jim
Bakker and others, this 'New Christian Right' is setting itself up
as a leading voting block this November, all the while espousing
such vehement conservative ideals as required prayer in school,
banning of all abortions, and increased spending for defensive
purposes. Several political action committees (PAC) have been
organized and are linked more than just spiritually to the
evangelical TV masters' wallets. Jerry Falwell of Lynchburg,
Virginia-, and his Old Time Gospel Hour, as watched on TV by
some 4 million weekly, raises more than $50 million annually,

and is now the backbone of the Moral Majority, Falwell's

custom-tailored PAC. Falwell disclosed in a newspaper
interview that nearly one-fifth of the. nation's ministers are
allied with in his Moral Majority crusade.

In California, the Christian Voice Committee is similarly

aimed at registering evangelical Christians, and thus mobilizing
as many as 25 million voters to the polls who do not normally
get out and vote, surely enough to affect the outcome of
any election.

Perhaps adding to the chaos and oddity of this year, within
this New Right ideology is the not to be overlooked fact that

each of the three contenders for president, as well as numerous
candidates for other offices, are admittedly bora again, having
seen a new spiritual light and direction. Jimmy Carter popular-

ized this notion in his 1976 election, and now, the disenchant-
ment many feel towards him is abetting the other B.A.'s.

In a lengthy New York Times series on Christians and
Politics, a professor of theology said, "Evangelicals suddenly
found themselves standi

socio-political conflict, defending all that had once automatic-
ally been assumed to be general American values." Carter's
general ineptness and the threat other politicos envious of such
power which is invested in the President's office are cashing
in on what they see and declare as the perilous state of Amer-
ican values and morals.

The origin of this phenomenon seems to me to be in the
final maturing or healing of the country since the corruption
and evil of the late 1960s -early 1970s. Loosing a war and
then an entire administration to political crime scarred the
nation, and perhaps former Nixon aide and convicted criminal
Charles Colson's early conversion should have stood as a beacon
for things to come. He will be enshrined as both the worst
and best of a decade of self-indulgence and self-rightousness,

and to me, idealizes those politicians who, after sinning them-
selves n again, and then ask for the forgiveness of the

At the Detroit convention, born again Bonzo's
acceptance speech was laced full of Christian epithets,
beseeching Americans for a renewal of the family, and closing
with an unheard of on national TV one minute long silent

prayer, perhaps the least of his acquiescence to his Moral
Majority cohorts political demands.

Falwell and company had a strong voice in formulating the
Republican platform, and even were so bold and close as to
try to dissuade Reagan from choosing Bush as his running
mate in favor of a more conservative, and also born again
Jack Kemp.

Further evidence of Reagan's allying himself with elements
of this New Right are the endorsements he has received from
Phyllis Schlafly, leader of the stop the Equal Rights Amend-
ments drive; Howard Phillips, chairman of the Conservative

Caucus; Jesse Helms, ultra-conservative and hawkish senator

from North Carolina; and most damning of all, the Ku
Klux Klan. At a recent Dallas rally of the Religious

Roundtable, attended by some 15,000, Reagan said, 'I know
you can't endorse me. But I want you to know that I endorse

This rubbing of elbows will certainly not go unrewarded
come a November victory for Reagan. Imagine Schlafly or

Helms as Cabinet members under that trigger-happy actor of
westerns. Peking and Tehran are already taking heed. Civil

defense authourties will have a field day planning new shel-

ters safe from neutreon bombs and the tike. 'Ladies and Gentle-

men, the next boat to New Zealand leaves at....'

Sensationalism I confess to; out of the realm of possibil-

ities, I will not. The welding of church and state, as feared in

the Constitution, can have diastrous effects, and yet as one
evangelical Christian admitted in downplaying it, 'we want
influence, not control."

This Sunday afternoon, while listening to the Shapard

Tower carillon, I can induce those same chills and shivers up

and down my spine, thinking of that old hymn, rising up into

some old Lutheran church's rafters... "Onward Christian

soldiers, marching as to war, with the cross of Jesus going on

Unaboded
Abided
by Judy Clark

This Fall, 106 college

students are settling into

off-campus housing. With
the guidance of the Deans
of Students, this

adventurous 10% of the
student body have ferreted

out lodgings in all conceiv-

able crannies of the do-

Nearly half of these

lodgings are rooms or
apartments in faculty and
other residents' homes.
The opportunity for many
to find college housing in

these homes results from
this year's over-enroll-

ment. In most cases,

the university is an inter-

mediary between the

student and the landlord.

Other students living in

this quasi-university

housing include the five

women living in the

Women s House and the

eight students at the Ten-
nessee Clergy House.

Other off-campus stu-

dents live in less conven-

tional abodes. Different
groups have pooled their

funds, plants, and stereos

to set up house keeping in

habita tio ns ranging from
the Old Lemon Fair to

Whitney Cabin, the Stable

Trailor, and a Barnwell
apartmentfthe barrack

which still stands across

from Selden). In addition.

Eat your heart out, J

and its accompanying admini-

strative labyrinth. It is inter-

esting that co-op employees
are by far the most diligent

voters, also that as their num-
bers increase, the need for us

subscribers of the co-op to

vote diminishes. The result-

ing self-perpetuating co-op will

certainly make any discussion

of freedom in our society

totally ludicrous.

If you have not yet tossed
this article away and dismissed
its author as a bleary-eyed
Reagan fanatic, your perser-

see page 1

1

Unstable Poland

out of the Party bureaucracy and is relatively unknown even
in Poland. It is quite possible that Kania has been chosen
simply as an interim leader, someone who can stumble on until

the various factions can agree on a stronger leader. Possibly

Kania can hang on, perhaps he can even inject some vitality into

the Party, although I doubt it. In any event, the crisis in

governing in Poland is likely to continue.

The role of the Soviet Union will be critical to further

developments in Poland. Already, in an important article

recently published in Pravda, the Soviets have indicated that the

agreements made with the striking Polish workers are unaccep-

table. Military intervention, similar to that in Hungary in 1956
or in Czechoslovakia in 1968 is a distinct possibility, especially

if the Soviet leadership concludes either that the Polish Partv

cannot control events or that the Polish situation has stabilized

in a way which threatens the interests of the Soviet Union in

Eastern Europe. An invasion would be costly, however. -It

would be uncharacteristic of the Poles not to resist with inten-

sity. The actions of the Polish Army cannot be predicted

but it is quite possible that at least some units would join in

reslstence. Soviet relations with the West would, of course,

be seriously damaged, perhaps irreparably. More likely, the
Soviets will continue to keep heavy pressure on the Polish

Government and Party to put the Polish house in acceptable

Soviet order.

Meanwhile, Poland will lurch from this crisis toward another,
next year, five vears .... sometime.
Dr. Barclay Ward is a professor of political science and has spent
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Outside Inn

Survives

As opposed to past years

of at least a questionable

existence, the Outside Inn

promises to hold plenty of

nteri for the

ity this year,

according to Sewanee Arts

President, Jumana Ateyeh.'
Describing the Outside Inn

as providing "an alternate

fun place for people to go;

not a fraternity house, but a

ial circle

the
rery

without considerable problerr

for Jumana. Because <

its isolated location, the In

ptible

ndjlis e.ik i

These two depictions of American Indians are exam-

ples ofthe work of Don Powers of Chattanooga. They
are part of a collection of paintings currently on dis-

play in the Gallery of Fine Arts in Guerry Hall.

-Fine Arts Dept Presents Diverse Exhibits

(Fine Arts, by Susan Strickroot)

Sewanee's Fine Arts Depart-
ment will feature a diversified

program of exhibits and pre-

sentations, guaranteed to sa-

tisfy several artistic inclina-

tions, including painting, draw-
ig, photography, and poetry.

of these events, with others

scattered throughout the Uni-
versity.

Currently on exhibit in the
gallery are the collections of
Jeanne and Don Powers of
Chattanooga, presently re-

siding at the Sewanee home of
Robert Donaldson. Mrs.
Powers, who studied with
Lamar Dodd at the University
of Georgia, and in Corona,
Italy, is exhibiting a collec-

tion of landscapes and floral

paintings done in oil and
watercolor. She participated

in the Ball State National Print

and Drawing Competition, and
displayed her works in exhibi-

tions by the Art Students

League, of which she was a

Don Powers, former direc-

tor of the Tennessee State Mu-
seum, is presently exhibiting

a collection of thirty egg

temperas characterizing the In-

dians of the southeast. In 1976
he received a two year commis-
sion to do these paintings,

which are presented in the gal-

lery in order of their progres-

sion to show the artist's de-

velopment in this technique.

Both collections will be on
display through September 28.

Following this exhibition

will be a series of Thursday af-

ternoon poetry readings to be-

gin within the next few weeks.

Scheduled first are a set of

poems published in a recent

Mduntain Goat, followed by
poetry of Sewanee Academy
and St. Andrews students, and
students under Dr. Richard
Tillinghast, a former professor

at the University.

Other presentations will

take place throughout the se-

mester, highlighted by "Chil-

dren of This World," an exhi-

bition of 500 photographs

from all over the world. Also

to be presented in the Bishop's

Common in mid-September
will be "Works on Paper," a

multi-medium exhibit by
Terrell James, a former student

under Dr. Ed Carlos, chairman
of the Fine Arts Department.
Miss James is renowned for her

monumental sculpture in the

recent Houston Art Festival.

Dr. Carlos feels that this will be

one of the most exciting and
varied Fine Arts programs in

Sewanee's history.

year, and one time black

paint was spilt all over the

floor. Several thousand
dollars' worth of microphone
equipment was stolen.

Largely because of police

co-operation, nothing was

Jumana anticipates that, with

their continued support, in

addition to that of a sur-

rounding dormitory a-.id fra-

ternity houses, vandalism will

no longer be a problem.

Nevertheless, Jumana con-

tends with other obstacles,

such as avoiding clashes with

other scheduled events and

a fizzling interest from her

staff later in the semester

as other activities begin to

As for the present, Jumana
awaits the arrival of new
microphone equipment and
the end of rush before be-

ginning a new season. That
is not to say that consid-

erable activity is absent from
the Sewanee Arts' center.

Under brand new lighting

equipment, Shakespeare and
drama classes are held at

the Inn four days a week,
making it "a functional studio,

a kind of extension of Guerry
Hall stage."

Other plans include more
active involvement with the

Seminary. "If there is any-

thing I could reverse from

of our events," explained

Jumana. She added that

the Outside Inn should be
a center for "good talent

and feeling for every aspect

of which

Silver Season
Glimmers

The Concert Series for

1980-81 promises to be an
engaging one as the Univ-
versity enters into its 25th
season of providing the
community with well-known
and talented artists. The
fall program will include a

performance by the classi-

cal/jazz duo of Richard
Stolzman and Bill Douglas;
a concert to be presented

by Ars Musica, a Baroque
chamber ensemble; and an
appearance by David Wilde,

the accomplished classical

pianist.

The new year will un-
fold with a concert by
Gaechinger Kantorei of
Stuttgart and the Los Angelos
Chamber Orchestra; followed

performa

Goldoni's "The Vene
edy," and the Gregg Smith
Singers.

The season opens on

itorium, with the
awaited arrival at Sewanee
of Stolzman and Dougl;

Richard Stolzman, t

reknowned clarinetist,

dubbed by Wash ingto n

Post Paul Hu:
be "an artist of indescrib-

able genius." In the past

two years Stolzm;
produced ten record:

RCA and Desmar and has
been the
al coveted honors awarded
to only the finest of
strumentalists.

Accompanying Stolzman
will be bassoonist/pianist Bill

Douglas who is

composer of the

enced scores which will be
performed by th<

along with more classical

arrangements. Mr. Doug];
has recently joined with
Richard Stolzi

eral recordings for Orion
Records, and has played

GYMNASIUM HOURS FOR STUDENTS
Main Gym Including Basketball Floor

And Weight Room Open Every Day Until

6 p.m.

Remainder Of Gymnasium Exclusive Of The
Pool And Including The Indoor Tennis Courts

Open Every Day Until 10 p.m.

INDOOR SWIMMING POOL HOURS
FOR STUDENTS:

Monday through Thursday
Friday

Saturday and Sunday

2:30-3:30

2:00-3:00

2:00-5:00



Sports Editorial

A Die-Hard
Against the
D.H. Rule
"And batting ninth, the pitcher, Joe Fastball." These

words are a common occurence to National League Base-
ball announcers but never heard of by American League
fans except in every other World Series. Why? Because
of the Designated Hitter rule that the AL accepted. How-
ever, the National League executives have always fought
over this rule and again it is rearing its powerful and ugly
bat.

responsible for the offensive side of the sport. The:
two major arguments for the rule and they are closely re-

lated. The pitcher is considered to be an easy out and thus
to make the game more excitingihave a long ball hitter bat

I am not going to argue whether or not the pitcher is
an easy out. I'll let it pass even though I've seen numerous
doubles, homers, and even triples hit by "l's."

The point I will stress is that the pitcher is not the only
weak player. Shortstops are not known for their power
hitting nor are catchers known for their speed. Does this
entitle them to have subs? Where do you draw the line?
Should baseball evolve into several units: offensive and de-
fensive and even special teams? Should we argue for a rule
that you can have a player with a rocket arm but brick
hands waiting on the right field line every time you need to
throw out a tagging third base runner?

As to the other argument, I ask: What price excitement?
True baseball fans are not bored by pitchers hitting and
untrue baseball fans are bored anyway. Americans by the
thousands watch golf every Sunday, but the PGA does not

ule where the golfers have to drive around in golf
" >n just for the sake of

Let's keep baseball the true sport it is; don't let it become
specialized into extinction. And let's remember that a pit-
cher who has to enter the batters' box is less likely to toss
bean balls while on the mound. I feel baseball is a fairly
unspoiled sport but if the Designated Hitter rule comes into
effect, it will diminish the virtue of athletic ability that perme-
ates trie baseball diamond.

I should point out that I say this even though I'm a Braves
fan and it would be great to be able to use Burroughs, Natv
orodny, and Pocaroba more.

by Jimmy Hendricks

Harriers Hurry
by Steve Hancock

As the Sewanee Cross Coun-
try team prepares for the 1980
season, one often reflects back
to the nationally ranked '79
team. Coach McPherson should
be pleased with the dedication
the team is showing by putting
in two practices a day; one
at 6:00 am and the other at
4:00 pm.

The men's team has 7
returning runners of last year's
team as well as some potential
freshmen who will be fighting
for places on the team.

Returning harriers include
Johm Beeland, Mike Ball, Matt
Ligon, Tom Seldon, Lenny
Irvine, Steve Hancock, At
Morrell, and Captain Pat Rakes.

Outstanding among this year's
freshman are Charley Yeoman,
Art Hancock, Charley Atnin,
and Jeff Kibler.

The team's first meet was
held Saturday, Sept. 13 on the
University golf course where
they greeted and defeated Bel-
mont, Lipscomb, Milligan, Sam-
ford, and Bryan. Sewanee
finished behind Greater Nash-
ville, Vanderbilt, and MTSU;
three teams with whom they are
not in competition in Division
III. Top fin^hers for Sewanee
were: John Beeland(9), Mike
Ball(17), Tom Seldon(22), Pat
Rakes{24), Lenny Irvine(32),

Steve Hancock(37), Charles
Yeoman(38), and Matt
Ligon(41) out of a field of 90
competitors. The team's spirits

are soaring as they start down
the long road to the NCAA
Championships in Rochester,
New York.

In Women's Cross Country
competition on the same day,
they ran to a third place finish
with top finishers being C.
Hinrichs(4), Nancy Reath(6),
and Jacki Scott. They were de-
feated by Greater Nashville and

' '

" Divi-

You'll Never Forget...

quickly taken to neart, is about
to be lost forever...the fire

alarm! It was somewhat un-
nerving at first but soon it be-
came a signal for students

that were not even firemen.
I know of some girls that

at the sound of the alarm
would run to a good viewing
position where they could
watch those firemen run to

the trucks. There is something
thrilling about seeing a guy

thing somewhere

Sadly enough though, tech-
nology reigns and the firemen
now have their own personal
beepers. And the older girls

now have only their memories,
Sewanee, like any other

college, holds all of the usual

terrorizing freshmen hassles,

such as registration, roommates
and papers. As time goes
on you nearly adapt to these

things but those things that

are so amazing here at Sewanee
grow on you and add to the
fullness of life around here.
Not only do they entertain,
they teach us something about
ourselves and others.

(I don't mean to be melo-
dramatic, just deep) . I sur-
vived my freshman year here.
And I came back because
after having been here I

couldn't imagine going any-

Village Wine & Spirits Shoppe

Smoke House - Monteagle
Fine Imported & Domestic Wines & Liquors

All your party needs found here and at the Smoke House Soda Shop
Soda Shop now carrying a complete line of bar accessories & mixers

Perrier Water, Mr. & Mrs. T's, Canada Dry, Master Mix, Imported Beers

MatadorSteak Room
DeCherdB,Vd

J^>!^
S,e,Te,n,

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BM&

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet
including Salad Bar S2.45

-I l:00ain- 10:00pm

-4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Tel. 967-4535



Campus Squeeze

18 students moved into

their off-campus rooms to

assume caretaker or coun-

seling positions. These

include 13 men living in

various fraternity houses,

three students living at the

Sewanee Academy as

dorm counselors, and one

young matron and her

husband at Benedict.

What causes these

students to eschew the

communal dormitory life?

The reasons given are as

varied as the dorm
refugees themselves.

Often cited is the inde-

pendence such housing
provides, freedom from
dorm noise and regulations

appeals to many. I found

one student joyfully

pounding nails in walls to

the beat of the blaring

stereo. Another studies in

blissful solitude before

seeking friends on campus.

One throws wild parties.

Still another finds space

for her plants and cats.

Some students insist

that they aren't seeking,

and haven't usually found,

an isolated existence.

Many maintain that they

see more of their friends

more frequently now that

they are not in a dorm
rut This is especially

true of meal times for the

60% of off-campus
dwellers who continue on
the board-plan at Gailor.

Sound idyllic... yet,

living off campus
inevitably leads to increas-

Some students, living off-

campus in less conventional

housing, have pooled their

funds, plants and stereos in

habitations ranging from the

old Lemon Fair to the Stable

Trailor...

ed responsibilities for the

student. Often greater

financial expenses are in-

curred. No maids empty
their rooms of last nights'

beer bottles. Those off
Gailor must endure the

trials of learning to cook

For most of the Se-

wanee Students who have

chosen the campus alter-

native this year, the ad-

vantages strongly outweigh

the added responsibility

and relative isolation.

They have escaped the

regulations and any typi-

fication associated with

dorm life. As one believer

in independent living

summed up the reasons for

his contrariety: "'Living

off campus affords the

Sewanee student a degree

of privacy and personal

space which offse ts the

tensions and pressures that

characterize life in a small,

iso lated academ ic

community such as

Sewanee. "

For those of us who
don't experience a pressing

need for such physical and
mental living space while

in school, a visit to an off

campusite can relieve that

hemmed-in feeling which

occasionally results from
the continual site of the

corrugated iron motif of
your bunk-bed and those

popcorn scented halls.

Friendly visits mean a lot

to them. They might

let you feed the cat...

seeks unemployment by promoting jobs in

the private sector, and he proposes a two-tier minimum

wage to help the disadvantaged find work. Indeed

these are issues that the other candidates have failed

to address specifically.

In matters of defense, Anderson is the only

candidate to express the need for restraint in arms

buildup. He questions the need for developing the MX
missile system, and is critical of Carter and Reagan for

proposing measures that might escalate a major arms

race. In his opinion, we do not need more nuclear

weapons systems, as those we a/ready have can kill

every Russian "200 times over." So, instead of seeking

"nuclear superiority", Anderson proposes that we seek

to maintain an "essential military equivalence with the

Soviet Union", by strengthening conventional

weaponry and our armed forces, areas of American

defense which are truly lacking. In addition, he

believes that the United States should continually

strive for arms control. However, as his platform states,

"arms control agreements, particularly with the Soviet

Union, are not agreements between friends, for we

cannot rely on the paper promises of our adver-

saries. Arms control must be based on effective

Finally, concerning the questions of environment

and energy, Anderson has addressed issues that Carter

and Reagan have virtually ignored. One example
concerns the question of the use of coal. On this issue,

Carter and Reagan have both announced that they are

in favor of mining more coal, but they really don't say

much more than that. Anderson, on the other hand,

has created an entire plan for a Coal Export Authority,

designed to make the best use of America's coal

reserves. Also, he favors the possibility of slower

growth for nuclear power, so that alternative energy

sources can be phased in over time. And of course,

there is his 50 cents a gallon gasoline tax plan, which

he contends will promote fuel conservation and, with

the revenues gained, will offset the increase in Social

Security taxes next year.

An example of overcrowd-

ing, the old "Lemon Fair"

for yourself. The cultiva- cabin has become student

tion of other friendships housing.

requires a special effort.

K& It Supply Store
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN. TENNESSEE 37318

MARY HEALY
HAS SOMETHING
TO SINGABOUT.

Nineteen years

ago, Mary Healy

had a success she'll

never forget:

recovering from

cancer. She and
almost 2 million

others are living

proof that your

contributions are

important. As
important as

life itself.

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American J

Cancer Society f.

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

*
A representative

will be on the campus
TUESDAY

September 23, 1980

to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

OFFICE OF
FINANCIAL AID & CAREER

SERVICES

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderblrd Campus
Glencfale, Arixone 85306

Welcome

St. Luke's Bookstore

S^'f^G??? Tkt risers of life at
Setfante. deplete ytwr

^OcertTsV^ ^iH'O jfeser-Vei
7

fteplerusV, WitK

tKatural foods, snacks/

and -SoppltrrLtnts at Slf\?V( GOOD
GfiOCEfW STORE—the. cUdooS alternative

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEW
KET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SE

E MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARK
WANEE MARKET SEWANEE M' TKFT SEWANEE
ET SEWANEE MARKE""" <"

,. MARKET SEV
MABKET SEWAr" tffl^ -^NEE MARKE
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ET SEWANEE ..... T SEWANEE MARKET SEV
MARKET SbW AEE MARKET SEWANEE M/
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WANTED:

Someone to be a mot
helper for 2 children, ages

2% and new born;

4 days a week, Monday thru

Thursday, from 4 p.m.

6 p.m. Must heve own t

portation and be reliable.

Call 967-9560,

Mrs. C.Z. Deutsch

Previous experience and refer-



Clearly, as he "boldly confronts the issues", we can
see that Representative Anderson is the only positive
alternative for the 1980 election. For without him, we
are restricted to a choice between two candidates who
offer the voters very little. One is an inept president
whose lack of convictions and leadership, and
inconsistency in policy-making have rendered him
unworthy of a second term. The other is an aging

for, who i : to hold on to some
1920's ideal vision of America; and, whose simplistic
views on the nature and role of government, tend to
make us question if he is slightly out of touch with
reality. However, in John Anderson, we have a truly
intelligent and eloquent statesman, whose twenty years
experience in Federal government have given him a far
deeper understanding of how it works, as opposed to
the "outsiders" he's running against. And that, most
certainly' makes him the best one suited for the office
of president.

Nevertheless, arguments against him persist. And
those who champion the cause of protecting our two
party system argue, for one, that even though he may
be smart, and may have some good ideas, his plans
could never be successfully enacted, if he were
President This, of course is returning to the original
claim that major party affiliation, especially affiliation
with the majority party of Congress, is essential in

acting effective as President. I hear this argument
often, and it a/ways amazes me, because its rebuttal is

so obvious/ Mainly, if party affiliation is most
important in dealing with Congress, then why hasn't
Jimmy Carter's democratic affiliation served him
better? Secondly, since it is highly unlikely that there
will be a Republican takeover, then how can Reagan be
expected to fare any better with Congress? Instead, it

would seem likely that an experienced congresssional
leader like John Anderson, who has earned much
support from both his Republican and Democratic
colleagues, could stand a better chance of achieving
more with the legislature.

And finally, the only other argument against

Anderson, but of course the most serious one, is the

claim that he is a spoiler candidate. In other words,

the best he can do is take votes away from Carter, and

thus, give the election to Reagan. This notion is

supported by many observers including Anthony
Lewis of the New York Times, who asserts that
Anderson voters would not want to be responsible for
helping elect the dark and sinister, hawk, Ronald
Reagan. Therefore, in his opinion, we should swallow
hard and vote for Carter, even though we may not like
him very much.

Well I for one don't buy that idea, because to me,
the difference between a continued Carter presidency

Reagan presidency is not very great: in fact.

offer

general

ally as bad. Either option
fallow years' of weak government, and a

'sening of our present predicament in the
economy and foreign policy. Secondly, it seems that
the whole basis of Lewis' argument is that Ander-
son doesn't have a prayer. Sure, that's what everyone
says. In fact, I a/most began to believe it myself until I

read the results of a recent ABC NEWS- Louis Harris
poll. In that poll, the voters were given this question:
supposing that John Anderson "had a genuine chance
of winning, "how would you vote in this election?

The results of that poll gave Anderson the lead in

many key states, including California, New York,
Pennsylvania, Itlinios, Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Massachusetts. It also gave him a total of 216 out of
the 270 electoral votes needed to win. Clearly, with
that, it seems reasonable to assume he has a serious
chance as well.

We can elect John Anderson, if we're willing to put
conscience over party.

Ben Smith, sen

for Anderson':

Letter to

the Editor

verance shall be rewarded. I

ask only two things of you:
1) that you register to vote
in the upcoming Presidential

election, 2) that you consi-

der the candidacy of Ed Clark.

I ask number one in hopes
that your vote will not be
one of support for govern-
mental self-perpetuation, and
that at the very least, the po-
liticians must acknowledge

I ask number two hoping
only that after reading the
thorough article in the March
1, 1980 Saturday Review on
Ed Clark and the Libertarian

party, that you
just might vote for him. +

cont. from page 6

a doubt, an early winter holiday.
Why else would Santa choose
Thanksgiving to roak» his first

appearance of the year in the Macy
parade?

All things >

Sometimes I pretend there really is

pile of wet, brown leaves, expecting
them to flv uo in the ,,;

gracefully t

and float

ground, just like the

_ imercials. But they don't.
They simply cling to my shoes, and

of my

THIS EUVS
FOR YOU
SEWANEE

Trey Bryant

Anheuser-Busch
College Representative

Courts Hall 223

Phone 598-0932

Budweiser.

Natural Light

Budweiser Busch

Michelob

•....._, k ,
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TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN
FOODS

PREPARED FRESH DAILY

5kops ftrtsrei *t

ftie Irn.diA't Past

Sprite ^"tfe

Country Q°/
/M^e sl|8 P

Old T/me S« J»-

5h»p

Trail aj P»Jt

Gift SUp

When You Come to the Mountain Think of ...

^ ySKnyAert.

To CKrtstnUdS

/tft»» /ear;

faster

^ of &/

o.ry -tint

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTR Y HAM,
BISCUITS, CATFISH, BAR-B-Q, VEGETABLES,

CHARCOAL-BROILED STEAKS,
A LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING

OVER 20 ITEMS
AND FINE SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY!

OUR HEARTHROOM WILL ACCOMMODATE
1 00 PEOPLE FOR PRIVA TE GATHERINGS

JIM OLIVER'S FAMOUS SMOKED
COUNTRYHAMSAND MEATS

Mike's

Disco

Fri. & Sat., Sept. 19 & 20
Sept. 26 & 27

9 p.m.— 1 a.m.

.$1.00 OFF...

entertainment;
Open Nightly on the: ' Strip '

in Montea

Tuesday Nights
we special Student nights at BIG DADDY'S

With Disco entertainment and Student Discounts
$1.00 OFF Regular Admission Charge

with Student I.D. for the Disco
Specials on Pizza and Beer

PARTIES AND REUNIONS

Now Booking Reservations for private parties. Big Daddy's can
accommodate up to 160 people. Excellent menu offered, food
catered by the Smoke House Restaurant and/or Big Daddy's pizza.
We can arrange the music. Also, Disco or Live Band. Fantastic
Light Show. For More Information and Reservations, contact Jim
or James David Oliver, Smoke House Restaurant, Monteaqle 942-
226B.

Watch Our Ads for Live Band Dates t

REGULAR ADMISSION CHARGES
far any of these nights

| with this Coupon and Student I. D.

1

Big Daddy's Pizza ?
+ *

t Game Room *

OPEN NIGHTLY AT 5:00 P.M.

(Formerly Billy's Hut)

Call 924-9902

For Carry-Out & Delivery

Tuesday Night Special

2 Tacos for the price of 1

6:00-8:00

#*Mr*****************#****#*#*y
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(sic.)

Party weekend is almost upon us. For three days the

campus will be infiltrated i with all sorts of boisterous people,

from returning alumni to prospective students. Among the

many visitors there exists one group that is hated and feared

by hundreds of Sewanee residents. We all know who I m
talking about: the dreaded Import

They arrive in groups of three or more, usually from

Sweet Briar or Hollins and usually in Daddy's stick-shift

Mercedes. They carry with them large make-up cases, mono-

gramed hanging bags and electric curlers-i

isuspecting co-eds study r

really knows. No male
admit he's responsible

Baldwin who are merrily prancing

Who invites them up he

on the campus is stupid

for the 17 girls from Mary
in and out of Benedict. Whenever I ask someone where he
found his Import, he merely shrugs his shoulders and in-

nocently claims, 'We were set up.'

The Import makes her first official appearence at the K.A.

grain party, where her date warns her to take it easy on the

punch, she smiles sweetly, consumes 8 glasses and passes out.

Her next appearance is not until 10:00 that evening when,

after sleeping through dinner and recurling her hair, she ar-

rives at her date's fraternity house to drink rum and coke.

It is here that the first of many unpleasent encounters occurs:

The Import vs. the Sewanee Co-ed.

\

This event normally takes place in the fraternity house

bathroom, where the Import is retouching her lipstick and the

Sewanee Co-ed is adding more water to her drink. It's not a

pretty sight. The Import makes the first move.

Import: "And what school do you go to?'

Sewanee Co-ed: 'Here.'

Import: 'Oh, what fun! Is every weekend like this?' I swear,

this is more fun than my debut!'

Sewanee Co-ed: 'Yes.'

Import: 'Is my hair all right? I'm not sure how it looks in the

back. Is it crushed?'

Sewanee Co-ed: 'No.'

Import: 'Say, haven't I s

I know! Didn't we m
Sewanee Co-ed: 'No.'

Impart: 'Easter at U.Va.?'
Sewanee Co-ed: 'No.'

Import: 'The Old South at Carolina?'

Sewanee Co-ed: 'No.'

Import: 'Well, where on earth have we met?'
Sewanee Co-ed: 'You're staying in my room.'
Import: ^Silly me! By the way that's a darling skirt j

goto See you later!'

The Import's next official appearance is at the football
game, where she cheers for the wrong team and animatedly
chats with other imports, confident that she used enough
hairspray to protect her 'do' against even the most violent
gust of wind.

By Saturday
beginning to shov
on her teeth, and her panty hose have begun to run. By
Sunday afternoon she is gone. The only evidence that she
was ever here is an empty can of hairspray and 4 abandoned
gum wrappers.

i that
she appears for only one Party weekend, and is never seen at
Sewanee again. I've often wondered why. Do they gather
on Sunday morning and, like a flock of pink and green
lemmings, run off Morgan's Steep? Or does she simply vow
never to return to Sewanee, fearful that someone will recog-
nize her as the girl who got sick on the band's microphone?
Or perhaps she didn't have that great of a time after all.

In any case, the Sewanee Co-ed survives 12 party weekends
in the course of her college career / She is always seen at the
next party, whether it be Sunday evening or next weekend.
Unlike the Import, the Sewanee Co-ed can handle a party

Hammer's

on the square

in

Winchester

of the here and
now. Although he related that

he often feels 'more at home in

the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries,' he is concerned,

as a student of the intellec-

tual history of the Renaissance

and Reformation, with the
timeless realities of democracy,
theocratic government, and the
ongoing quest of the , medieval
and modern, to resolve

selfhood and society,

knowledge and spirituality.

Like C.S. Lewis, another
medieval scholar and educator
under whom he studied at

Oxford, Patterson relates his

administrative and teaching

duties to the unfettered pursuit

of intellectual and spiritual

awakening in the liberal arts

setting.

In the years 1961-62, Pat-

Patterson Returns

tory at Davidson College and a
Rhodes Scholar, W. Brown Pat-

terson, Jr., has returned to the
Mountain as the new dean of
the College with the hope
that he might 'help sustain and
improve' Sewanee.

Although Dean Patterson
feels he's 'never really been
fqr away' from Sewanee, his

scholastic endeavors have been
long and varied. After gradua-
ting from Sewanee in 1952
with degrees in English and
History, he earned an M.A.
in English from Harvard Univ-
ersity and a B.A. in English
from Oxford. He earned a
B.D. in 1958 from the Epis-
copal Theological School in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, and
was ordained an Episcopal

minister the next year in the
diocese of North Carolina.

He recieved an M.A. in English

from Oxford, also in 1959. He
was awarded a Ph.D. in history

and religion from Harvard
University in 1966. Among the

many other awards received by
Patterson are a graduate
fellowship from the American

National Endowment
for the Humanities fellowship

for younger scholars.

Tall, quiet, and spectacled,
Dean Patterson appears the
personification of the cloister-

ed scholar of history. The
first impression of meek intro-

version in fact belies an active

ter in an Episcopal parish

church in Hackensac, New
Jersey, He conveys no conflict

of interests in his decision to
return to academics after Sem-
inary and his association with
churches in various capacities.

He regularly conducted services

at Davidson. Christianity is a
viable facet of his life; he
simply always hoped that there
would be a place for him in

Dean Patterson describes

this initial time in his new ad-
ministrative capacity as a
'honeymoon period.' He dis-

plays that typical newlywed
characteristic of enthusiam.
Lofty ideals give way to prac-
tical policies here. He favors
a more vigorous curriculum
and a very productive faculty
in the areas of research and
publishing. He visualizes

Sewanee's future as a 'more
visible one in the whole
academic world.'

As a trustee of the Univer-
sity : 'I was amazed at how the
women have accepted the
traditions of Sewanee, and
have had a subtle but civiliz-

ing effect on the
atmosphere.' On other issues

he also conveys an openness
to change: the need for more
women faculty members, and
the inclusion and increased
recognition of other disciplines

in the curriculum, such as
theatre and the performing

As a past proctor of Elliot

and Seldon, one of the found-
ers of Sewanee's Beta Theta Pi

chapter, and a leader of both
Sewanee's Panhellinic Council
and ODK, Patterson says some
things never change: 'Seldon is

still standing and there is still

no grass growing under- the
trees in front of Walsh-Ellel'
A lot of the people have re-

mained or have returned. He
used to post Chapel attendance
slips in the Deans of Students

(see next page)
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Patterson (cont^ from p. 2)

sor at

Patterson observes a change
in the social life at Sewanee
with which he is not pleased:
'The fraternities were more
tame and took greater pride
in the presentation of their

houses and yards back then.'

He cites 'large general parties'

as one of the reasons for this.

Dean Patterson is complet-
ing two books at present,

one involving the ecumenical
activities of King James I of
England, European in its orien-

tation. One could see him
intensely pouring over the
Vatican's 'Secret Archives.' He
is also teaching a history class.

Despite his academic projects,

Patterson emphasizes his desire
to keep in contact with stu-

dents, and would be 'delighted
to have the institution of
faculty visitation reinstated.'
His feelings about Sewanee axe
'intensely personal; 1 he returns
not only to the academic com-
munity but also to its physical
setting, describing himself as a
'nature romantic' He hopes
to contribure his best to a
place of his heart.

Library Insurrection!

By Virginia Onlay and Ben
Smith
Two students started an

uprising this Tuesday night at
the duPont library by sitting

on the glass display case on the

Although this would not be
considered riot material by
most, Misters Gary RothweU
and Bob(Boo-Boo) 'Simpson
saw it as a good chance to
make a few extra dollars.

It seems that these two of Se-
wanee 's more inventive

students went through the
library collecting money and
bets from various people about
how long they could sit on the
display case before Jonathan
Bates, behind the circulation

desk, told them to get off. A
simple-minded idea at best, but
the student population seemed
quite taken with it.

The tension in the library

began to build about five after

ten, and those who generally

wouldn't be caught dead in du-
Pont were milling around the
main floor; something big was
up.

A quiet roar of whisper was
heard when RothweU and
Simpson casually sauntered up
to the fragile display case and
gracefully sat on it. But five

minutes later, still, no
Jonathan, the tension grew.
The police walked in, sensing

action, but quickly left. Soon
Tom Watson, Head Librarian

walked in, and somehow,
everyone knew this was it. He
took a round about route to

the display case and began a
conversation with the two
boys. The gamblers anxiously
checked their watches; it had

After an interminable
*

amount of time, Watson called

You'll Never Forget...

Village Wine & Spirits Shoppe

Smoke House - Monteagle
Fine Imported & Domestic Wines & Liquors

All your party needs found here and at the Smoke House Soda Shop
Soda Shop now carrying a complete line of bar accessories & mixers

Perrier Water, Mr. & Mrs. Vs, Canada Dry, Master Mix, Imported Beers

Bates to the display case where
the two librarians were im-
mortalized in film with the
daring duo.

Finally Jonathan stepped
back from the display case and
made Sewanee History as he
said in an authoritative voice
heard thru out the library.

"Will you two boys kindly get
off my display case?"

They did. The normally
quiet library resounded with
cheers, the balcony was filled

with normally sedate students
screaming with victory. It

After 12 minutes and some
odd seconds, two new heros
emerged, undaunted by their

new celebrity, This is their

Purple: The first question we
are bound to ask is why? Why
the need for a display table
sitting?

Bob: Well we thought it was
something that needed to be

Gary: We were concerned with
the morale of the school.
B: We were worried about the
way things were going and felt

it was necessary to have a
meeting with Mr. Watson and
Mr. Bates.
G: We've been concerned
about study habits in the libra-

ry. We just noticed that the
atmosphere needed changing

the library. This is something
that will stay with the school
forever.

P:Just exactly how long did

you stay up on the table?

G:12 minutes and 8 seconds.

P: 12 minutes and 8 seconds,
that's phenomenal! Of course

there is some speculation that

there was some fairly high level

betting going on for this.

Could you enlighten us on this

matter?
B&G: No Comment!
Jumana:(breaking in) I just

want to know who is the
woman in Gary's life, because
I think there is a woman be-

hind every man who does great

deeds like you.
G: My heart is secured in the
duPont Library. We do not
fear any disciplinary action be-

cause what we did was out of
deep concern for the Uni-

versity^

Reliaied by Monarch/Noteworthy

Produced by Eddie Washington

Directed by Jerry Garcia and Laon C

Friday. Oc(. 3

7:30& 10:15. Blackman

SI.SO

B: I think we made a positive
contribution to the com-
munity!
G: Yes, let's put it this way, to
many students, this endeavor
served a positive purpose. Bob,
should we tell them about the
orientation aspects?
B: Sure, we thought it would
be a good idea
G: (interrupting) We thought it

would be a good idea for the
students to get to know Mr..
Watson. They needed this.

I mean do you realize how
many freshmen know who Mr.
Watson is ? I was a second
semester sophomore before
1 learned who Mr.Watson was!
And by doing this, Mr. Watson
was there, in the limelight . . .

in the limelight! They were
recogonized for once.
B: They've probably never
been in the limelight before!
P: I see.

G: Jonathan Bates . . the same
way! The same way! Did
you see how proud he was as
he stepped out in the middle
of the floor?

B: He was standing there with
a big smile on his face.

P: So you were concerned
with some amount of personal
gain this would bring for Mr.
Watson and Mr.Bates?
G: We are Philanthropists,

we're concerned with everyone
in their library!

B: Exactly!
G : So many people have gotten
so serious in- this library . . .

and they needed a break, in

the words of Doctor Cushman,
who has admittedly altered this

statement somewhat, but the
original statement does "all

work and no play makes Jack a
dull boy!"
P: 111 certainly say the humor-
ous impact of this event is

outstanding, I think it's quite

moving to see that you have so
much concern for those of us
who haven't had a good laugh
in a while, who haven't been
smiling much lately. Do
you have any possible future

projects of this sort?
G : We are considering very ser-

iously tackling Woods Lab.
P: Tackling Wood's Lab eh?
G: Yes, but that's all we can
say at the present time.

P: I see, well folks there you
have it. This is a classic

example of what the famous
sportswriter Raoul Duke meant
when he said "When the going

get's weird, the weird turn
Pro." Gary, Bob, thank you
very much.
B: Thank you.
G: It was a pleasure.

But, you ask, what about
Jonathan Bates? Did he ever
make it to the limelight?
Has it changed his life, will
he still be the same swell
librarian we've always known
or will he want to move on to

WANTED:
Someone to be a mother's

helper for 2 children, agef
2% and new born;

4 days a week, Monday thru

Thursday, from 4 p.m. to

6 p.m. Must have own trans-

portation and be reliable.

Call 967-9560.
Mrs. C.Z. Deutsch

Previous experience and refer-

ences preferred.
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New Profs on Campus
bv Virginia Ottloy

The Btown Foundation Fd-
low and visiting professor of

French for the fall semester

is Donald S, Schier, retired

chairman of the French De-

partment at Carieton College

in Minnesota.

Schier 'feels very much at

home1

in Sewanee because it

is approximately the same size

as Carieton, where he taught
for thirty-four years. He also

loves the southern hospitality

of the University, but disagrees

with the policy of study days.

He feels 'they destroy the

momentum of the course' by
breaking up the learning

process. At Carieton, the

classes last for 70 minutes, and
all the work is compiled into a
nine-week trimester, which is

much more 'intense' than

semester system.

and has edited two books,

Nouveaux Dialogues dee Mots
and The Continental Model,
selected French critical essays

of the 17th century in English

translation. After his term at

Sewanee, he plans to work
more on translations of 18th
century French literature.

He is a member of several

learned societies as well as Phi

Beta Kappa. He received his

bachelor's degree from the

State University of Iowa and
his advanced degrees from
Columbia University.

Other new faculty members
this fall are Mr. Donald B.

Potter, Jr., instructor in geolo-

gy. He has replaced Marcus
Hoyer who joined the faculty

in 1977. Mr. Potter is a grad-
uate of Williams College with
an M.S. from the University

of Massachusetts.

Replacing Warren Jacobson
as instructor in fine arts is

James M. Via, a 1974 graduate
of Bradly University who re-

ceived his M.S. from Illinois

State University in 1977. He
has taught photography at

Illinois State and Illinois Cent-
ral College.

James G. Hart will be assis-

tant professor of history this

fall and during the spring
sabbatical of Charles Perry.
Professor Hart has M.A. and
PhD. degrees from the
University of Virginia in

Russian history and has taught
that subject both there and at

Randolph-Macon Women's
college.

Rene P. Garay will be
instructor in Spanish, replacing
Thomas Spaccarelli. Born in

Havana, Garay has a B.A. from
the University of New Orleans,
an M.A. in Spanish from the

University of South Florida,

an M.A. in Portuguese from
Vanderbilt, and a Ph.D. ex-

pected from Vanderbilt.

Margaret E. Arenas will be
assistant professor of Spanish,
replacing Jane Fort. Mrs.

Arenas has a B.S. from the
University of Wisconsin and an
M.A. and pending Ph.D. from
the University of Maryland,
where she has been instructor
of Spanish and supervisor of
the Language Media Center.

nald L. Taylor will be
history as a re-

placement for Harold Gold-
berg. Taylor recieved his B.A.
from Drury College in 1965
and his M.A. from Cornell
University in 1974. He has
taught at Cornell, Colgate
University, and Skidmore Col-
lege.

Honeysuckle Rose Blooms

Hall theatre from September 19

through the 25th, is informed

with the vitality of Willie Nel-

son's music. It is one of the
most alive films of the year. The
first shots of Nelson's head a-

gainst an unbroken blue back-
ground had me worried. I was
afraid that this would be ano-
ther of director Jerry Schatz-

sterility and that Nelson would
be sunk as surely as Alan Alda
had been in THE SEDUCTION
OF JOE TYNAN. Within min-
utes, however, with the first

bars of Nelson's "On the Road
Again," the film takes off. It

never comes down either. Even
when the script falters near the
end, after Nelson's wife Viv
(Dyan Cannon) catches him hav-
ing an affair with the daughter
of an old family friend, the film
has built up so much good faith

that you're willing to wait out
the sticky patches. You know

The film is about Buck Bon-
ham (Willie Nelson), a country-
western singer who is a local

cult here, but who has never
made it into the big time. When
his guitarist Garland (Slim Pick-
ens) retires, Buck hires Garland's
daughter Lily (Amy Irving) as a

temporary replacement and, as
we used to say, one thing leads
to another.

Music is a major part of these
people's lives and gives them
much of their vigor. Early in the
film Buck and Viv their love for
each other in the way they sing
together. Later Buck and Lily

sing a duet in the same manner
that serves as proof of their af-

fair. When Viv sings at a Labor
Day picnic there's no question
about her singing of her heart-

ache over her husband's stray-

ing. Music is such an intergral

art of her life that she couldn't
doi anything else. It's only
natural that Buck make up with
Viv by singing to her and that

The music gives Schatzberg's
direction more life than in any
other of his film's since SCARE-
CROW, which was given drive by
the spirited interaction of Al Pa-
cino and Gene Hackman.
Schatzberg still cuts away from
scenes a fraction too soon and
every now and then a composi-
tion stands out as being too
schematic, but for once he
knows just where to point the
camera. Not that that presents
any problem in Dyan Cannon's

a degree of sophistication but
who still clings to her roots. It is

Cannon, however, who domin-
ates the film, not just through
niceties of characterization, but
through her intense rapport with
the camera. Over the years her
acting has developed such an
easy simplicity that her every
thought

Nor does this

This is very much Ms. Can-
non's film. Nelson, in this, his

second film, coasts along pleas-

antly. He doesn't really need to
act; anything the audience could
want is there in his great craggy
face already. As Lily, Amy Irv-

ing is most hampered by the
script's flaws (What actress could
survive a seduction scene with
lines like "I've gone to bed with
a song of yours every night of
my life" and "How does it feel

to be everybody's hero?"). Still

she does a nice job of suggesting
the conflicts in her character, a
college graduate who's acquired

Hospitality

Shop

Clothes

Furniture

Applicancw

as easy way out of difficult

scenes. At the film's end she has
a series of demanding close-ups
as she decides to take Buck
back. A lesser actress would
have cheated by holding one

'
"i song

While Buck i

hurt pride against her love for
her husband and Cannon lets her
constant wavering show on her
face. Such an ability shared by
the three greatest film actresses,

Lillian Gish, Greta Garbo, and
Bette Davis. Few actresses to-
day share Cannon's rapport with
the camera. Jane Fonda and Va-
nessa Redgrave have it some-
times, when they can relax e-

nough, and Veronica Cartwright
(INSERTS, INVASION OF THE
BODY SNATCHERS, ALIEN)
almost always has it, even in the
weakest material. Cannon's one
potentially embarrassing mo-
ment, when she breaks in on
Buck's duet with Lily (a poorly
written scene), comes off better
than the writers could have
hoped because of her intense
conviction. Like the film, Can-
non refuses to be sunk by any-
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OTTOGRAHAM
HASMADEA
COMEBACK.
Otto Graham,

one of football's

greatest quarter-

backs, has made a

successful come-
back: from colorec-

tal cancer. He and
almost 2 million

others are living

proof your contri-

butions count.

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American J

Cancer Society f„

SI WASHINGTON
Fffil UNIVERSITY
ISM IN ST LOUIS

Considering
Graduate
Business
Study?
An MBA degree can build on
any undergraduate major to

prepare you for a meaningful

career in business, industry or

not-for-profit organizations.

The MBA may be the most
relevant professional training

for your career.

Meet a representative of the
Washington University MBA
Program.

Mr. Donald Wilson

natty October 13, 1980

Please call the Placement
Office for an appointment.

Whether you plan to pursue
an MBA directly after

graduation or would like to

work first before attending
business school, take this

opportunity to learn about
Washington University.

Washington University

encourages and gives lull

to applicants

B&GSuppty Store
CUMBERLAND STREET PHONE 967-7332

COWAN. TENNESSEE 37318

ACROSS FROMBANK

INDIAN CLOTHING ROOM

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts 85—$18
Bedspreads $10

seconds and close-outs
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OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
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Mrs. Feinstein, a unique add!

Women In The English Dept!
Susan Strickfdot

Once a totally male-
oriented environment of aca-

demic and social activity,

of female students. With
this increase, the need for

women faculty has also grown.
As stated in the O.G. task

force report on women fa-

culty last year, 'realistically,

1 1 women faculty cannot

role models for 421 women
students.' Though Sewanee's
female instructors comprise
only 10% of the total faculty

population, the situation is

gradually beginning to im-

This year, the English de-

partment took a crucial step

by hiring Sandy Feinstein,

originally from New Rochelle
New York. A well-qualified

instructor, Ms. Feinstein grad-

uated from Pomona College
in California, and received her
post-graduate training from
Indiana University. When

asked about her impressions

of Sewanee thus far, she
stated that she views the cam-
pus to be 'physically beauti-

ful' and the environment,
'idyllic;' an atmosphere ex-

treme^ conducive to the pur-

suit of learning.

Dr. Richardson, chairman
of the English department,
is pleased to see that the

number of women faculty

members at Sewanee is in-

creasing, as he feels that this is

a very important movement
toward broadening the educa-
tional system. When asked
whether the University is delib-

erately trying to even out
the faculty membership, he
stated that at this time,

women have a definite edge
over men; that if a male and a

female of identical

qualifications were to apply for

a position, the woman would
in fact be chosen.
Furthermore, he believes that

the University would be
depriving its students of a

proper education if the most
qualified and representative

candidate were not chosen.

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOKED MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 AM. — 4:00 P.M.

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

Ms. Feinstein's recent em-
ployment is demonstrative of

this belief in the importance
and broadened

Her students find

xceptionally know-
ledgeable in her field. Tadd
McVay, a student in one of

her freshman English classes

emphasizes her fairness and
willingness to offer guidance

and instruction outside the

classroom. Though he says

that he does not always agree

with every perspective intro-

duced in class, he recognizes

the extent of Ms. Feinstein's

knowledge, displayed by her

presentation of many con-

trasting viewpoints in liter-

A similar opinion was
voiced by one of Ms. Fein-

stein's female students, Eliza-

beth Brown, who feels that

her instructor is 'brilliant and
very knowledgeable.' Miss

Brown is impressed by Ms.

Feinstein's talent for true com-
munication and justification of

In regard to her social

life at Sewanee, Ms. Feinstein,

who lives on the domain
with her husband, reflects on
the fact that she has had little

time other than that which
is necessary to teach and to

grade papers. This point

was made clear on a recent

afternoon by the steady flow

of students to and from her

office. However, this constant

activity has kept her from
missing the 'big city' environ-

ment to which she is accus-

tomed.
Ms. Feinstein describes her

relationships with the male

professors in the English de-

partment as friendly, and states

Career Services
Resuma*; Resume writing involves putting yourself, your
skills and experience down on paper to get attention from em-
ployers and graduate schools. Resumes don't get you a job -

only you can do that - but they are at the least an effective
calling card and at best a clear reference for the prospective
employer. On October 16 (a study day) at 1:00 p.rn, in the
Torian Room of DuPont Library, Barbara Hall will conduct a
Resume Writing Workshop. She will cover the salient features

e writing. Sign up in the Career

PACE & Foreign Service Careers Exams: The U.S. Office of
Personnel Management has informed us that the 1981 Pro-

fessional & Administrative Career Examination (PACE) will

be given during the period of March 7,1981, through May 2,

1981 . Applications must be postmarked by February 13,

1981 in order to be accepted. The exam for Foreign Service

Careers will be given December 6, 1980. Applications must
"

" D. Watch this column for

>ns, representatives from
rer questions about ad-

missions, curricula and financial aid in sessions being conduct-

ed across the country from October 16 through January 10.

For details come to the Career Services Office.

N«w Test Disclosure Policies: Students taking the GRE,
GMAT and/or LSAT this year should be aware of the Educat-
ional Testing Service's new disclosure policies. Test takers

may request, in addition to their scores, a copy of their test

questions, answer sheets, answer keys and conversion tables.

This is a good way to learn where your deficiencies are and in

which areas you need to do more study!

Data Sheets: Seniors should turn in their data sheets to the

Career Services office as soon as possible. We are already

receiving calls from prospective employers; and we are unable

to refer you if you are not on file with the office.

Where Do I Go From Hera With My Lite?: The title of a book

by Crystal & Bolles - is an appropriate description of activities

taking place in Career Services this month. Retail merchand-

izing, actuarial services, life insurance sales, law school, busi-

ness school options can all be explored with recruiters com-

ing to campus this month. Sign up list are posted in the Career

Services office.

CAREER SERVICES CALENDAR

October 13: Washington University School of Business

October 15: Mercer College of Law

October 22: Cumberland Law School

October 24

:

Vanderbilt's Owen Graduate School of Management

October 29: Metropolitan Life Insurance

ition. She looks to other

women in the University for

inspiration, as illustrated by
t great admiration for Anita

of the History

Dr. Carla Mazzini,

to the English de-

r, is viewed by Ms.

> be very interest-

a helpful. Recog-

j that she is in the midst

of one of the finest depart-

ments in the University, Ms.

Feinstein is looking forward

to enhancing her own abilities

through the learning process

in which she feels a teacher

Goodste
departmen

partment
just last y<

Feinstein

ing and

never ceases to participate.

Through the continual

hiring of women faculty at

Sewanee, an inevitable progres-

sion toward an educational

balance will take place; a

movement necessary to reflect

the increasing number of quali-

fied women in the job market
today.

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save money on your brand name
hard and soft lens supplies. Send

for free illustrated analog.

Contact Lens Supply Center

341 E. Camdback
Phoenix, Ariiona 85012

$£jn£X^fll^
35 CENT BEER

HAPPYHOUR 5:30-7:30pm .^^^,,
THURSDA Y NIGHTS —

'

598 577V
For sandwiches, quiche, kegs, and

an occassional cookie . . . 11:30am • 12pn

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

JERRYS FOOD MARKET

in Monteagle

We sell beer

on Sunday
Cut fresh meat
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FBD:

school sco

Reports from high

uts would also be
acceptable,

completed,
procedures

Once these were
the draft

would begin with the

More Students, More Monies?
A New

Approach
With this year's change in

rush rules, the added pressures

on fraternities and the change

in the drinking age, rumblings
are being heard at recent IFC
meetings. Plans have been
secretly drawn up for new rush

rules to be implemented next
year. This plan, titled FBD-1
and classified top-secret secret

by the VC until its passage next
week, will totally revolutionize

the 'Greek system' on the

You see, FBD-1 (Fraternity

Bound Draftees ), follows much
the same procedure as the

pro-football college draft. Our
sources inside the administration

reveal that the FBD-1 plan

would be implemented in the

first week of school. No more
disappointing first weeks for

freshman males; no more illicit

keg parties caused by too many
people having fun and disturb-

ing law-abiding citizens; no more
endless handshaking in frat

houses or raids on freshmen

rooms by unscrupulous frater-

nal 'gangs'. All of the heinous

crimes would be abolished and

reduced to one pre-season draft

with no immoral side effects.

FBD-1 would begin the first

week with draft coordinators,

formerly rush chairmen, being

able to view players in their

respective sports in special work-

frat having the least IM points

the previous year taking first

pick. Each frat would pick ac-

cording to IM points round after

round until all were sufficiently ed at
filled.

One of the more subtle effects of the seventy-odd extra

students on campus this fall is the additional $400,000 worked

into the University's operating budget. Any accountant

could tell you that money proportional to that figure has

not been applied to extra services to compensate for these

additional students. The administration solved the housing

crunch by cramming students into existing dorms, and con-

verting earlier offices and janitor closets to students' rooms;

the conversion of the old student health office to the French

house is but one example.

So it was obvious to several students this August that

additional students meant additional monies, meaning addi-

tional student activity fee funds, meaning more money for

the various activities supported by the Student Activity Fee

Committee (SAFC). Meaning in cold, green and white fig-

ures, the creation of close to $5000 should rightfully be dis-

tributed to the 21 organizations entitled to SAFC funds.

An inquiry, (and indeed, why should an inquiry have to

be instigated by students?) was directed towards the Univer-

sity budget officers as to how said money might be procured,

as more than one student chartered organization is in need of

additional money to support a budget already under stress

from too many years of inflation weakened allocations. Both

the Purple and the Cap & Gown will feel this pinch in having

to print a significant number more of their publications.

The University's argument in denying full appropriation

of this money back to the students, however, is not fully

acceptable. Dr. Laurence Alvarez, University budget officer,

stated that some serious considerations must be taken into

account. First, the budget was made up last fall for this

fiscal year, July to July, and there was no way of prognos-

ticating then of the full turnout of freshmen and returning

students this fall. Conversely, had there been fewer students

now' from what was anticipated last year, the administration

might have come to the student organizations asking for ways
in which they would be able to afford budget

box; Beta's trade Delt's forp

two draft picks next year and|:

two weeks' viewing time out of
;|

the second floor windows on the |:

Benedict side; SAE's get dis

grunt k'd pledge from the Chip- :

si's for supplying seven party :

weekend dates and a coordinator '<

to help supply a party;or ATO's :

trade to KA's for free grain •

punch and a traditional KA :•

hospital party. The opportun- ':

Frats would be able to put 'j

players on waivers for problem ':

offenders and injuries. Free •

agent status would be establish-

A further consideration is the faculty; just because there

are more students in their classes, he asks, are they justified

in asking for more in their paychecks? Probably so, but not

within the administration's response to this argument.

Alvarez said that this $5000 in question is not earmarked

for any other specific use, dispelling rumors that perhaps

the money is being used to balance the books on last May's

controversial loss of approximately $5000 by the Commence-
ment Committee. Instead, he allows that the money goes

into the operating fund for the total University corporation,

which leads me to suggest that at next fall's opening Con-

vocation, with no foreseeable extra expenditures in the mean-
time, Vice-Chan eel lor Ayres should be reporting to the com-
munity an even larger surplus, as genuine credit to the admini-
stration's economic policy.

Admittedly, little can be done to amend the problem right

now. In the future though, full appropriation of students'

money back to the students is called for, as the refusal to re-

turn what amounts to the money of seventy students sym-
bolically is equated to the overlooking of the money put into

the system by another seventy students, i.e., the student body
of St. Luke's Seminary.

Allow students, not the administration, to have total con-
trol over at least $73,500 worth of their total expenditures

to this school. Next year raise the amount available to the

SAFC from the stalemated $73,500 of the last years in order
to account for inflation, NOT by raising the student's in-

dividual fees, but by returning part of this year's surplus

If any of the SAFC sanctioned organizations do feel a

financial pinch this year, they should petition the SAFC,
as Alvarez did not rule out entirely the return of some money,
if itemized and if justified.

This procedure would have
many good effects. It would
allow the worst teams to correct

last year's disastrous record
more easily. It would also help

crush the long feared and dis-

tasteful possibility of the Indys'

winning the Overall Trophy at

any one time. For you see,

those freshmen not drafted

would become Indys and would
hold meetings in Night Study

later date when kinks

system could be

ironed out well enough to

But the real beauty of FBD-1
is that it would enhance the

whole college system through
specialization. The best draft

coordinators would have drafted

specialists not only for the

sports but also for the drinking
and party squads and special

library brigades to keep fraternal

academic standards up. These
groups would allow the frats

to leave the different fields to

specialists who could better
handle the core of their activ-

ities while the other members
uld supplei -tivtl

No,

mediately, withoi
n the Dean and

draft n

at the post office t

With the draft
semester would pre

usual. Sports would
the present

This would reduce present prob-
lems including the maiming of
members on the football field

who were originally best suited
for keg duty on the side line

while the guy who should have
played football is passed out at

and

' draftees

follow

would grow
would go
things as all their fraternity pre-
dessors: hell nights, road trips,

clean-ups and initiations
However, there would be more
outs for the disgruntled draftee

traded to the Fiji's for three
kegs of beer and the opportun-
ity to remove and destroy seven
selections from the Fiji juke

Lake Cheston
tequila bottle

Also, the admi
would be able

rith an empty
in his hands.

lall specialized

ality and decency to the campus.
The campus would be safe

again for humanity and your
bikini-clad girlfriend could walk
down University Avenue at mid-
night on Party Weekend without
fear of harassment.

NEXT ISSUE, we will have a

discussion on the rider attached
to this bill which proposes all-

day Sunday church services and
Friday and Saturday night tent
revivals; all with required
attendance.
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Opposing Views of a President

Carter's Foreign Policy

The supporters of Jimmy Carter are showing their faces

these days, due to Ronald Reagan's recent gaffes on China
and the KKK; and, I for one think it's almost refreshing to

see them. For so long they've been shuffling meekly in the
shadows, praying for Reagan to give them some fresh campaign
ammunition; now that they've got it, they're speaking up once

Carter people make for the most unusual conversations
when they're arguing about their man. If you ask them to
account for anything to do with, say, inflation,unemployment,
high energy prices, peace-time draft registration, Soviet ex-
pansion, or hostages, their answers are always one of the fol-

lowing four : 1) It's not his fault. 2) He did his best. 3) It's out
of his control. 4 ) What could he do?. Funny, isn't it, just how
powerless you can be even if you are the chief executive of
an industrial nation with a population of 220 million people,
and the greatest GNP of any country in the history of the earth?

One of the reasons Carter supporters repeat most for their
man's superiority over Ronald Reagan is his greater experience
in foreign affairs. After all, they say, with the chaos and tension
on the international scene today, don't we need a man in office
who has dealt with the problems on a first-hand basis; indeed, a
man who has shaped our current foreign policy?

This is one of the most amazing and unique political philo-
sophies I have ever encountered. Consider what it is saying:
if a president conducts his foreign policy poorly enough, it

becomes neccessary to keep him in office; he's the only one
who can untangle the mess he has created himself. What a
switch from the days when we voted a man out of office

because he was incompetent!
Some Carter people are howling that Ronald Reagan would

"alienate" the People's Republic of China. Let's get a few
things straight about the Peking government: it is not a demo-
cracy. It is a totalitarian government. It rigidly controls all

business, travel, and communications within its borders.
Whence came this love affair with the government of mainland
China, 111 never know. We share one great common interest:

loathing of the Soviet Union. But the fact that the Chinese are

opposed to the Soviet Union does not make them our friends.

Ronald Reagan has not said that we should turn our back
on the PRC; but that we should deal with them more in terms
of a handshake than an embrace.

Interestingly enough, ,
the Carter people equate the

experience of their candidate with evidence that his foreign

policy has been sound. It is generally accepted that the best
foreign policy is a consistent, long-range one. Reagan certainly
couldn't do any worse that Carter in this respect, especially

since he has stuck to his guns on foreign issues for years. It is

common knowledge that our allies (or at least countries that
had been our allies until Jimmy Carter became president) like

Britian, Canada, Mexico, West Germany, Israel, and Japan,
have become immensely frustrated with the - - you guessed it

- - vacillation of the Carter administration. And not just during
the first year - -or - -so long "period of grace" under the new
administration. Look at some of Carter's most recent accom-
plishments, all occurring at least three years after he took
office: a "misundersttod" U.N. vote which succeeded in ene-
raging both Arabs and Israelis; the use of a farcical semi-public
figure (Billy Carter) to negotiate as a diplomat with terrorist

governments in Libya and Iran; the shelving of Carter's greatest
accomplishment, the Camp David accords; and worst of all,

almost as soon as the European Common Market countries
agree on economic sanctions against Iran, sending 8 Americans
to an ignominious death in the Iranian desert, a move so ill-

advised that the senior diplomatic officer of the administration
resigned in protest. How long will this trial and error method
of on-the-job-training continue?

Ronald Reagan believes that the U.S. does not need the
Soviet Union, People's Republic of China, Iran , Cuba, etc.,

to like us - - we do need them to respect us. Which gets down
to Jimmy Carter's biggest problem: understanding international
power and interests. His standing policy of staying put until

a crisis looms, then reacting to try to correct it, shows an almost
touching innocence of human nature. There are hungry, am-
bitious governments out there in the big, cruel world. They do
not respect human rights. They do not respect borders. They
do not repsect good intentions. They respect power and
strength. Men like Gadaffi, Castro, Khomeini and Brezhnev
seem to whirl by Jimmy Carter like a relay team passing a spec-

tator. And they laugh at him as they go by. Is it any wonder

mds a lot better than 4
niliation.

all know, Ronald Reagai nplifi He
believes

in a consistent foreign policy. He believes in actively promoting
democracies around the world, as opposed to letting them stand
alone against an onslaught of Soviet subversion and propoganda.
He believes in building our military strength to the point where
Moscow would be fearful of crossing the Afghanistan border.

And he believes our country can do all this and at the same
time rebuild our international respect and prestige on the

smoldering ruins of the Carter administration's foreign policy.

The Carter people are happy these days. But it does seem
that they will need something more substantial than a few
early campaign rhetorical mistakes to base their campaign
on. Clearly, they have a most difficult task before them:
convincing voters to ignore history.

Carters Unknown Record

For the three and a half years that he has served as the
President of the United States, Jimmy Carter has built an
impressive record that many Americans seem to have
forgotten. It is a record of which as an American and as a
Democrat I can be proud. Carter's opponents criticize him
most severely for his handling of the economy. Certainly we
have had some difficult times in the last three years, as
adjustments have had to be made for oil shortages and lagging
productivity growth.

Much of our economic trouble can be traced to the
American auto industry, which has been slow in reacting to
the American consumer's demand for smaller, fuel-efficient

cars. Yet, Carter's critics fail to point out that 8 'A million

more Americans are working since Jimmy Carter came to
office, a greater increase in jobs than in any comparable period
in our history. Carter is the first president to effectively

address America's energy shortage with a plan that will make
America less dependent on foreign oil, and more secure in the

future. Carter's deregulation policies in the airline and
trucking industries have saved consumers millions of dollars.

The phased decontrol of the natural gas industry has
eliminated the shortages of this clean , efficient fuel.

President Carter also worked for and 'ibtained the passage
of the Windfall Profits Tax, despite powerful interests which
opposed the bill. Carter also achieved the first reductic

the Federal work force since 1920.1
"

The White House staff alone has b

1977.
Carter has also handled America's foreign policy with level-

headed leadership. The President has protected the peace of

this nation through firm diplomatic skills and initiatives to

strengthen our nation's defenses. In addition to being the

architecjt- of the first i ' betw Egypt and Israel,

Mr. Carter also has normalized our relations with Ch:

important step in the light of growing Soviet agression.

A decade-long decline in real defense spending under

Republican administrations has been reversed, and our country
has been committed to "a rational 3% annual real growth in

defense spending. New defense systems that are long overdue,

such as the Trident submarine, the cruise missile, and the MX
missile system, have been pursued by the President.

The nation's mayors have hailed Carter's urban policy, the

first such comprehensive policy in our history. Aid to state

and local governments "has increased by 40%, with a 60%

The League of Conservation Voters, a non-partisan

campaign committee run by national environmental leaders,

has hailed Carter's appointees and enlightened policies.

Preservation of the most outstanding natural areas in Alaska

has been achieved through courageous leadership of President

Carter.

College students on financial aid can appreciate President

for

The President's committment to equal opportunity and
affirmative action is unparalleled by any president in our

history. President Carter has appointed more women to his

abinet than any other President. He has appointed

blacks. mnr. Hispanics and other minorities to judicial

tha all other presi mbined. Employment
among romen and minontie has n. en much more rapidly

_„D the population as a whole. President Carter's

stand on equal rights for women is unflinching, as evidenced

by his vocal support for E.R.A., and no less evidenced by his

influence in achieving a ratification deadline extension for that

Finally, P-esident Carter is a man we can support not just

because of the rather frightening Republican alternative, but

because President Carter has done a fine job.. He has my vote

and he certainly deserves yours. The future of this country is

too important to vote for anyone else.

attended a Carter-Mondele

House, in Washington O.C.

College Oem

letter/

Dear Editor:

t am writing in response to

Andy Kegley's recent article

entitled "Ortnodox Paradox"
in which he, like a twentieth
century Demosthenes, tries to

alert the ignorant masses to the

threat of an evangelical take-

ment. Imagine that. Christians

in Washington, may God
deliver us! This article is an
excellent example of the type
of journalism William Ran-
dolph Hearst was known for.

It is really what you would
expect to find in one of those
periodicals you might pick up
while checking out at the A&P,
not checking into Gailor,

Let me say plainly that I am
an Anglican, not an evangelical,

and that I find some of their

shouting, clapping, and hugging
as foreign as the fertility rites

of pigmies. This article is it-

self a Paradox in that it betrays
the great liberal tradition

;

remember liberals love every-

body, especially emerging
minority groups. The article

points out, with some horror,

that these evangelicals want to

ban abortion and increase de-

fense expenditures. Naturally

this would signal the end of
civilization as we know it.

Incredible as it may seem,

there are those of us who
were born only once and do
do not object to the evangelical

position on the former issue;

and, actively support it on
the latter.

We are told that these

evangelists have been so suc-

cessful at registering their fel-

low believers that perhaps 25
ndlton A
November. Clearly this

destroy American democracy.
In addition, we are warned of
the clear and present danger
posed by the creation of

an political action com-
ittees, and a number

nt liberals ai

like stuck pigs

i ofe Ofc
' won't hear them complaining
; about Big Labor's PAC's which
pump millions of dollars into

liberal campaigns.
There is much made of the

fact, that this Christian foray

into the political arena threat-

ens that sacred doctrine, of the

separation of church and state.

Alt this oft quoted phrase

means is that there shall be no
established Church; it does
not preclude any person or

group professing a religious

faith from participating in the

political system.

In the final analysis, these

Christians are being persecuted.

not because they are Christians

but because they are

conservatives, and because they
are willing to commit the

resources necessary to throw
the rascals out and elect more
conservatives. The Left trem-

bles as it finally realizes that

even if he never told the truth

about anything else, Richard

Nixon did not lie about the

Silent Majority.

Mason G. Alexander
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Yanks Predicted

y Hendricks

The Sewanee Tigers were trounced by Milsaps, but will attempt to regain their mon
turn against Centre College on October 4 and against Southwestern on October 1 1 .

Johnson- McCrady Stroke Victory
ndrix

i setThree new records v

in the girls I.M, swim meet as

Johnson-McCrady easily won
the contest. Jean Burrell broke

the old 100 yard Individual

Medley record with a time of

1:13.8. Burrell along with

Russell, Scott, and Lawrence,

all of the Johnson-McCradv

Other Johnson-McCrady
winners were Ellen Russell in

the 50 yard Butterfly, Kate
Belknap in the 100 yard
Freestyle, and Cathy Lawrence
in the 50 yard Breaststroke.

Liza Field of Hunter-Hoffman

won the 200 yard Freestyle

and Ramona Doyle of Cleve"

land-Phillips-Language Houses
won the 50 yard Freestyle.

Hunter-Hoffman came in

second in final points while

Benedict-Inn came in third.

Cleveland-Phillips-Language
House came in fourth in the

point standings'.

S,

Sewanee was downed by Vanderbilt, but is looking forward to future successes.

Young Field Hockey Squad

field hockey team played a
tough Vanderbilt team and lost

0-2. It was a hard fought game
in which Sewanee dominated,
but was frustrated when it

came to scoring.

This year's squad is com-
posed mainly of freshmen,

hausen, Liza Field, Cynda Cav-
in, Mary Alves, Mary Holman
Willis. Ellen Magbee, Gretchen
Turner, and Annabel Wood.
There are also several upper-
classmen new to the team who
have proven to be valuable as-

sets, including Andrea Brice,

Kathleen Redfern, and Margar-
et Wilcox. This year's young
squad is held together by the
four returning starters Sarah
Coke, Sally McSpadden, Mar-

garet Urbano, and Kate belk-

The team is pulling together
nicely in spite of several set-

backs which include two can-
celled tournaments. The squad
is looking forward to a season
that will culminate with the
Region II tournament at Duke
University in November in

South compete for a berth at

the National tournament in
late November.

Once again the National

League is the only
September. If it wa
occasional Red Sox »-._.-, —
American League might as well

take a break from August

to October. The Royals

have had it wrapped up since

the All Star Break and the

Yankees have slowly pulled

away from the Choke-limore

Orioles. Meanwhile you have

two great dogfights in the

National League.

I predict that Philadelphia

will take the East while Hous-

ton will maintain the West

lead. As to the pennant

battles, the American will

be uneventful with the Yanks
going through Kansas City

like a hot knife through butter.

It won't last longer than

the National

Pennant, Philly will take the

in five games. If, how-
ever, Montreal takes the East,

Houston will win in five. If

; through (which is

a strong possibility), then L.A,

will take the pennant in four

games over the Expos and in

five games over the Philles. .

Since the only
competition in the Series

against the Yankees is the

Pirates, then N.Y. will be
Papa Stargell isn't

playing; therefore, the family

won't be there, undoubtedly
having been eliminated by the

Mets. If the Pittsburg Lumber
and Steal Company was there,

I would call the Series even.

Since they're not, I say the

Yankees will take anyone in

6 games.

Crosscountry

Stumbles

Allen Morrill

On September 26, the Se-

wanee Men's and Women's
Cross Country team ran in a

meet against MTSU. Instead

of the men running the custo-

mary 5 miles and the women
the normal 3 miles, they only

ran 4.2 and 2.1 miles respec-

tively. This undoubtably
caused problems in timing and
strategy.

against teams from MTSU,
Berry College, Vanderbilt and
Jackson State. Top finishers

for Sewanee were Nancy fteath

(14th place), C Hinrichs(17),

Frances Gilley(24), Teresa

Owen(29) and Lee Freeland

(30).
The women felt that this

short race did not show the

been putting in recently.

Unlike the men's team, the

girls have a mandatory prac-

tice every weekday morning at

6:00. Coach Marion England
has had a variety of hill runs

for the women and a longer

race would have suited them

The eof
a road race than a cross

country meet because no teams
scores were tabulated. In-

dividual places and times were
the only results given. They
ran against members of Greater

Nashville, Vandy, MTSU and
Lipscomb. Top finishers for

the men were John Beeland
(11th place), Mike Ball(15),

Tom Selden(34), Pat Rakes

(41) and Lenny Irvin(44).

Both
" the men's and

women's teams will be at

Centre College during Party

Weekend but they will be

home on Parent's Weekend.

Cross Country team disappointed by M.T.S.U
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..the gang's all here!

(cont'd from p. 3)

bigger and better things?
Well Here's Jonny —

P: Mr. Bates can you offer any
reason for what happened to-

night?

Jonathan: Well Ben, this is just

another sign of America's
moral fiber weakening and the
lack of respect for glass display
cases. Yes, it was a typical
prank that was, admittedly, a
little bit better than standing
on stools and striking poses.
And that's good, of course.
P: It has brought about some
discussion, and many people
have thought it to be a

welcome relief to the normal
tcomplacency of Sewanee.
People complain that the issues

such as we should have to

wear gowns, or why Sewanee is

so competitive, have turned us

away from the real issues at

hand. Some observers are glad

sit down for that matter
something they believe

How do you feel about this?

for

J: Weil, I always like to have
Sewanee students rally around
a cause. There is always the
need for leaders in this school
and of course there is a need
for followers. There's no
question about that. And if

this performed a valuable
service to those who were
studying tonight, then I'm all

in favor of it.

P: When you approached those
two gentlemen.what was the
nature of your conversation?

J: I didn't approach the young
men. I went through the
channels we have in the lib-

rary to deal with disturbances
of this sort. I figured that this
being such a high endeavor,
it was necessary for them to
speak to Mr. Watson. He spoke
with the young men on this

matter. Evidently, what was
required was that I ask them to
get off the display case.

P: There is some speculation
that either you or Mr.Watson
are running for political office,

and this was some sort of
publicity
J: Well I wouldn't ha'

i that.

University Market
"MUNCHIES ' KEG BEER AVAILABLE
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS
•DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students' needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for youl"

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMEDII

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

MatadorStealc Room
DecherdB,vd K^sjw^r'" TCT »-

NEW .!() ITEM SALAD^^E
All You Can Eal Noon Bullet

including Salad Bar S2.45

Mon. - Fri. 1 1 :00am - 10:00pin

Sat. 4:00pm - 1 1 :00pm

Tel. 967-4535

Lytle. Bust

Dedicated

presented and dedicated this
Saturday, 10:30 A.M. at du-
Pont library.

The bust was done by
Maria Kirby-Smith, daughter of
Colonel and Mrs. Edmund
Kirby-Smith of Sewanee.

The bust was commissioned
by a group of Lytle's friends
and former students who also
raised enough money for a
permanent book purchasing en-
dowment in his name

Mr. Lytle is Sewanee 's Pro-
fessor of English Emeritus and
will be at the dedication
Saturday. He is also the
former editor of the Sewanee
Review, author of a novel
several short stories and criti-

Rush, Bids, Shake

E.F.C Announces

Schedule
Beth Whitaker

Kramer vs. Kramer, Hallo-
ween, and Romeo and Juliet
highlight the Sewanee Enter-
tainment Film Club's 30 films
which are shown in Blackman
Auditorium and are usually
scheduled on nights before
study days.

The club will show fewer
films than in recent years
because of the study day
schedule, but they are "more
recent and higher quality than
ever before", said club pres-
ident Kent Gay.

The club's objective is to
provide a wide variety of films,

most of which are acceptable
to the entire community, as
an alternative to parties and
the Union Theatre. Admission
prices range from $1 to $1.50.

The Entertainment Film
Club is a non-profit organiza-
tional founded in 1975. With
membership open to all univer-
sity and academy students,
faculty, and members of the
community, the club currently
includes 9 members. Questions
and suggestions should be
directed to President Kent Gay
or David Coate, Secretary-
Treasurer,

GUY CLARK
Guy Clark, one of pro-

gressive country musics'
best songwriters, will be
coming to the mountain
on party weekend. Having
penned such hits as L.A.
Freeway and Coat from
the Cold, both done by

Jerry Jeff Walker.
Guy will return for his

second concert here in 2
years and this one
promises to be the best
yet. So come out before
the frat house party and
enjoy some great music.

Guerry Auditorium

Sat. Oct. 4

6:30
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CHICK'S CRACKER BOX

in Cowan
Grand Opening

October 3 & 4

Register for
100 Gallons of Gas
to be given away

Free Coke

FreeT.V. Guide
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French House

Moved

Among the problems caused

by the lack of dormitory space

is the change in the location of

the French House, which was
moved from Phillips Hall to its

present site in the basement of
the EQB club, formerly Dr.

Leonard^ office.

French majors are req-

uired to live in the French
House a minimum of two
semesters. The lack of space

has reportedly prevented two
French majors from living in

the House.

Id past years, the French

several French lecturers and

presenting many films.

Jacqueline Schaefer.of the

French Department, com-
mented that, "At a time

when we are all concerned

about a variety of cultural

experience on campus, and
excellence of academic
standards, both as possible

retention factors, we think this

contribution (the French
House) should be encouraged
rather than put in jeopardy.

Wp for out part, had plans

Although interest was lower

last year in participation, the

administration kept the
location at Phillips. The
decision was made by Dean
Webb over the summer to

change the location, yet

students were not informed of
this decision.

Many students might have
chosen to remain in Phillips,

regardless of relocation of the
French House; others might
have opted for a move to other
dormitories. Other complaints
include the lack of space to
grow culturally as well as

socially. At present, the
French House holds 11 people;
unless one of those moves out,
no rooms are available to other
students interested in future
participation. Because of the
minimal space, Sunday night

for

One advantage of its new
location is its accessibility

to the central campus. The
House has coffee hour every
Thursday morning from 9:30
to 10:30. The convenient
location will perhaps bring
more students' attention to the
French House. On the other
hand, many students actually
enjoyed the early morning
walk up Cannon hill.

Browse.

St. Luke's Bookstore

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES

TOTHEMOWTAIN

Cowan. TVnn.

Phoin- 967-761)2

Fear and Loathing on

Party Weekend

Jimmy Hendricks

Friday, Oct. 4
The truck was swerving uncontrollably as my

attorney and I pulled into the Domain of the Uni-

versity of the South. My attorney, Klogman was
screaming about "guardian angels" and how if you
didn't touch the roof of the car they would devour
your first born. He had been an undergraduate
at Sewanee 6 years ago and had been spewing weird
traditions at me since Chattanooga. I was
freelancing for the Sewanee Purple and now my
story was to find the truth behind Fall Party Week-
end. We were to look for the Great Southern Ameri-
can Dream.

Keeping with the Southern tradition we had rent-

ed a pickup truck in Atlanta. It was a club cab and
the back seat was filled with 3 cases of warm Bud, 2
cases of Jack Daniels, a case of Grain, a grocery bag
full of No Doze, and twelve dozen pairs of boxer
shorts. These had been collected the day before in

a bizarre spree across Atlanta with Klogman stopping
every half mile or so yelling about traditions to up-
hold. We had each popped a box of NoDoze this

morning and after going to a midget wrestling match
at the Omni, we headed north.

The trip had been uneventful. Klogman slept until
Chattanooga when, after hitting a power slide on that
long downhill, he jerked to consciousness. He
spotted the Classic Cat billboard and threw an empty
bottle of Jack Black at it and yelled something about
filthy capitalistic bastards. I didn't want to mess
with the Chattanooga police, so I put a Willie tape
in full volume and he regained his composure. He
forced me to pull into the Alabama-Tennessee Fire-
works store saying that as my attorney we needed
firepower. The clerk's face turned white when Klog-
man gave him $200 and told him to give us the "big-
gest damn M-80's you got. I'm talking T.N.T.".
Klogman assured the fellow that we were buying
them for a Daughters of the Confederacy fish fry.

(

The truck was hitching sideways after tne power-
slide and also due to my attorney's testing some
fireworks on the huge Mud-Snow tires in the back,
large chunks were missing from the tires and the
muffler, which had been blown off, was dragging
behind. We drove through the hospital zone hitting
SO but then trouble started. Klugman grabbed the
wheel and told me that we were taking the grand
tour of the campus. With that, we shot between the
Inn and its adjoining rooms onto the 9th green.
J managed to get us into tne parking lot of the
Golf Shop before he demanded I stop. I refused
and he wielded a pistol I had no idea he had in his

Because your worth it . . .

The Head - Quarters
With a scientific approach to hail

skin care Mon. - Sat. 598-01'

Nina Helvenston,Affilate Brokei

Matthews Realty

& A uction Co
Why not live, work & play on Sewanee Mountain?

Lovely homes, large and small, estates, choice bluff

and wooded acreage

Land, lots of land for investment, building

"We sell Sewanee„.AII over America"

Call 598-5832. ..or Webbs, 598-0400

967-0522..967-7185

possession. He said "You need a pro, III drive, you

ride shotgun." To get the gun I stopped and let him

drive It turned out to be a .357 magma With lead

tipped bullets. He was obviously on one of his

psycho trips. Every month or so he would become

very hyper and abrasive. This was one iremnant of

his last attack. I rode shotgun through the ATO
lawn in front of the B.C. and finally pulled to a stop

at the library. "Hot damn, I've got to see my old

carrel, " yelled my attorney as he ran off with a Bud

can foaming in his hand. I later found him on the

bottom floor banishing a mini-magmum knife on the

eirl sitting in what must of been his carrel six years

ago "You made me move into life," he screamed

at her while she held a Calculus book up for protec-

tion. I dove at him sending us both into a shelf of

library books 054-0980.7 which started a domino

effect as one after another shelf fell. We fell out the

backstairs but Klogman managed to throw an

American flag Roman candle into the Music Listening

Room.
We finally made it to the STL party during the

afternoon. I had just downed some pevote buttons

that I had gotten from a wiera looking character in

Seldon. This mixed with a cup of grain and no sleep

in the last 72 hours lead to strange halluncinations.

I managed to have a tequilla. bottle in one hand and

an ugly blond in the other. Soon the blond turned

in to Racquel Welch but with teeth the size of Bic

pens. Lake Cheston turned into a roller rink' with

dino lights skimming the surface. I knew I had to get

out of there, the people were getting too wierd. A
guy who must have been majoring in Soldier of For-

tune starting talking to me about Nixon 's relation-

(see next page)

MWKS
STEAK & PIZZA

HOUSE
WINCHESTER

STEAK ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 4:30 p.m.

PIZZA ROOM.OPENS DAILY AT 10:30 a.m. 6 Days a Weekl

NOON BUFFET NOW SERVED Monday-Friday 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m.

BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

ilfor Reservations967-l111 CLOSEDSUNDAY

Our eorliesr ancestors sought ro understood rhe

movements of the plonets ogolnst the stars. To-

day, mammoth telescopes and sophisticated

spacecraft search for answers to many questions

about the universe that have fascinated people
for ages. Star Date is the radio program that

brings you closet to undetstanding the universe.

Sfot Dote is the most popular science radio

feature in the United States. It tells you what to

look for in the night sky, explores the history of

astronomy and keeps you up-to-date on recent

discoveries in this rapidly changing field of science.

Star Date can help answer your questions about
the universe.

Listen to Siardate nightly <

WUTS
the alternative
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Fearand Loathing

(cont'd from p. 10)

ship to Bible prophecy. I found Klogman, who was
speaking gibberish to a girl in a pink sweater and
green shirt covered with mud, and dragged him off by
his hair. We climbed into the pickup and roared off
back into campus. My attorney told me we had to
eat in Gailor to find the time reality of a Sewanee
experience. He flashed Ruth a Visa card as we flew
into the maze of Saga. Gailor had completely
changed since he'd been there. He freaked out. He
steam heated a box of Raisin Bran at the Deli Bar.
He sneaked into the walk-in freezer and brought out a
case of pressed turkey which he started to frisbee at
the left side. The Betas loved it. I realized I had to
take action. I hit him hard in the back of the head
with the Soup Bowl Service. This calmed him some-
what. We collected the basket of rolls and went to
the right side to sit. Dinner was uneventful except
that we got the firemen mad when Klogman went
through the Fire Exit Only door saying that it was
where the Honor Council met to decide on Sub-
versive action against the S.A.

That night was a haze of parties and dancing -

Klogman taught me to shag on the KA floor and then
proceeded to "drop trow" at every girl in the house.
A fight might have ensued^but Ipromptly yelled that
there was a keg upstairs and grabbed my attorney
and left. We went to the Fiji house next but had
to leave after he grabbed the D.J. by the neck and
threatened to kill him if he didn 't play "Be Young,
be foolish, but be happy. " We ended up in the WUTS
office and scared off a weasel looking fellow. After
playing "Back in the U.S.S.R. " 24 times Klogman
passed out. I read the weather off the AP machine
for L.A. and then want to sleep on the News Desk.

Sat. Oct S
We showered and shaved in an empty Benedict

room in the early afternoon. Klogman found a
blender and we made Tequilla-Bourbon Daiquiries for
breakfast. He informed me that the essence of the
Great Southern Dream lay somewhere at a Sewanee
Football game. Luckily he was in a passive mood for
the first half. At halftime, however, when the
Norman Allen blasted over the loudspeaker that USC
was losing, my attorney ran up to the broadcasting
booth and commandeered the P.A. He sang the first

stanza of the University of Michigan fight song. He
then told of analumnusin the crowd who flashed

Sewanee Elementary School children. He fled on
foot towards the soccer fields and I didn't see him
until later that day. I watched the rest of the game
but the bourbon was starting to take effect. I don't

remember the outcome but I do remember I started
the whole crowd banging on the tin beneath the seats
when Sewanee fumbled on the 3 yard line. I also
dimly remember tearing a kilt off a Highlander but
I offered htm a Sewanee cup of Bourbon and we
were best friends. For dinner I had a Shenanwich
and a six-pack of beer. I was slowly beginning to
enjoy this life on the mountain.

I found Klogman at the Pub standing on the
Tiger with a picture of a recent Vice Chancellor over
his face. He told me he had spent much of his after-
noon finding Communist rhetoric in Dean Seiters'
Latin books in the Dean 's office. I asked him what
I should expect for that evening. He told me this was
the highlight of any Party Weekend. I soon found
this to be true.

Bands were everywhere. Any kind of music you
liked was to be found that night. We were on foot
since the truck had a police guard on it at the station.

We walked several miles that night , never letting oi

selves become transfixed at one particular party. I
was constantly worried that I would have to rescue
my attorney for the umpteenth time but to my plea-
sant surprise no' matter what he did, he did not create
a scene. He pulled his pants down on the mantle at
the Delt house but as if it was a signal so did 10 Delts.
He did a bad black musician impersonation at the Phi
house but so did IS Phi's. He threw a beer bottle
through a Beta window but so did six Beta's. He
jumped around like a Banshi at the Chop house but
so did 32 chops. He gave a 100 dollar bill for a
scotch on the rocks at the SAE house and demanded
change but so did 16 SAE's. In other words, he fit in

perfectly. He was a typical Sewanee Weekend Partier.

I realized I had found it! The great Southern dream:
Sewanee Party Weekend. Here you could be as nat-
ural and as free as you wanted to be and somewhere
on the mountain you would fit in. Granted, life at
Sewanee on a day to day basis was not the open
vestibule of Southern life but this one night, this one
fleeting moment you could open up and have a great
time doing whtever lurked deep within you. It was
a time of mindful peace.

Sunday, Oct. 6.

We pulled out of the domain in our trashed pick-
up. The back seat now contained American History
paperback!,, partly dissolved Sewanee Cups, a broken
blender, 23 buttons that say "I survived a Sewanee
Party Weekend", a Gailor food tray . a TKP jersey,
an empty pony keg, a broken guitar and one bottle
of Jack Daniels. Here was a cross-section of Sewanee
life. Here was the truth behind Sewanee Party Week-
end. As we passed St. Andrews I put the new tape
in the cassette player. "Your next assignment Mr.
Thompson, if you choose to take it , is to cover the
Macy 's parade. We want background as to ".

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU
SEWANEE

-Beer-

Trey Bryant

For your party

needs...

Phone 598-0932

MICHELOR Budweiser.

Natural

MICHELOB.

I

JAY
WEINBERG:
LIVING PROOF

YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS

COUNT

>^^V
These days, Jay

Weinberg's most
difficult battles take

place on the tennis

court. Five years

ago, he had a

different kind of

fight on his hands:

against one of the

toughest forms of

cancer. Cancer

research and

made Jay's kind of

recovery possible for

almost 2 million

people. Which
means that your

donations have

helped buy Jay

Weinberg a very

beautiful gift:

his life.

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American
Cancer Society %

800-

243-5075

Savethe
Children,

Westport, Connecticut
06880
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When You Come to the Mountain Think of...

TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN
FOODS

PREPARED FRESH DAILY

Shops fatJreii at

Sprits fk«fp<

Coarrtw Oo/

fawfa Shop

Old I/me SoJ".
/

Sh»p

TradUj P»st

Gift SUp

jq the tU.A.

For: Christmv«ts

Caster

VSf J3Jr

arty f'»*6

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTR Y HAM,
BISCUITS, CATFISH, BAR-B-Q, VEGETABLES,

CHARCOAL-BROILED STEAKS,
A LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING

OVER 20 ITEMS
AND FINE SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY!

OUR HEARTHROOM WILL ACCOMMODATE
100PEOPLEFOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS

JIM OLIVER 'S FAMOUS SMOKED
COUNTRYHAMS AND MEATS

PIZZA

DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT
Open Nightly on. the: "Strip" in. Monteagle

Big Daddy's
Game & Pizza

OPEN NIGHTLY AT 5:00 P.M.

(Formerly Billy's Hut)

Call 924-9902

For Carry-Out & Delivery

Tuesday Night

Special

2 Tacos for the price of 1

6:00-8:00

Watch for Live Band Dates

Mike's Disco
j

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 3 & 4 !

Oct. 10&11
j

9p.m.-la.m.
$

$1.00 OFF j

| REGULAR ADMISSION CHARGES

I
for any of these nights

with this Coupon and Student I.D.

Tuesday Nights
are special Student nights at BIG DADDY'S

With Disco entertainment and Student Discounts

$1.00 OFF Regular Admission Charge

with Student I.D. for the Disco

Specials on Pizza and Beer

PARTIES AND REUNIONS

Now Booking Reservations for private parties. Big Daddy's can

accommodate up to 160 people. Excellent menu offered, food

catered by the Smoke House Restaurant and/or Big Daddy's pizza.

We can arrange the music. Also, Disco or Live Band. Fantastic

Light Show. For More Information and Reservations, contact Jim

or James David Oliver, Smoke House Restaurant, Monteagle 942-

2268.
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Inside Cjfhe Q^ewanee Ifeyzew

Possibly Sewanee's
Least Known Publicity
Ginrmick

Something close to one
thousand miles and several

cultural light years must
be traveled northeastward-
ly to the Mornii
Heights campus of Colum-
bia University in New
York City before one
comes to the sudden real-

ization of what Sewanee's
best public relations angle
is. Actually this revelation

is not confined to the
numerous bookstores of
the Upper West Side, for

any bookseller worth half

his literary reputation, or
any coffeetable owner pur-
porting to be well read in

contemporary literary and
intellectual circles, will be
able to confirm that, in-

deed, the Sewanee Review
is known far and respected
widely.

' Kegley

and critics: William Faulk-
ner, Flannery O'Cbn
Peter Taylor, Eudora Wel-
ty, Robert Penn Warren,
Wallace Stevens, Robert
Lowell, Randall Jarrell,

Cleanth Brooks, George
Garrett, Louis Rubin,
Donald Davie, and the
list could go on and on,
comprising a virtual Who 's

Who among the literary

and teaching world. It be-

comes more and more evi-

dent with the turn of each
that the Review's scholarly
reputation is well earned,
and is certainly being
maintained under the cur-
rent editor, George Core.

the humanit

unsigned, indicative of Tr
numerous contributions
the many articles from c

faculty members at the Un
sity, one can presume
'Modern Spanish Fiction

'

ly Piracy and Colonial C

merce,' 'The Education
Memory,' 'Our Mission

flo
1 tlleS ond

members of the College
and present. His bookshelved
office overlooks Guerrv Garth,

el.iboiMte studies ol :

editors, each

A hteraru mttrferiii \% nd wtkkovk

honor
}
save in tfe own hometown.

So said Mary Lucia Cornelius in an ad in the Siren last year.

This supposition is true
even here in Sewanee, or
rather the converse is

accurate, as a clerk at the
University Supply Store
had to have the Review
described to her before
she recognized just what it

was that I had asked for.

She allowed as how she
gets all the Sewanee Pur-
ples, News, and Reviews
confused.
The country's oldest lit-

erary quarterly is what the
Sewanee Review is; the
home of such renowned
literary figures as Allen
Tate and Andrew Lytle as

editors and also the quar-
terly which regularly pub-
lishes works of a whole
gamut of other writers

a trumpet creeper vine
stubbornly makes its last

autumnal stand outside his

window, and the same Breslin

Tower that has been ringing

in each new quarter hour for

decades is off to the left as he
types away at his red IBM
Selectric, Some of the changes

i the most marked i

i literary quarterly,

Lytle, then teaching
and European

College, assur

, admittedly v

man of the English Department
The editors continued their
reliance on the local talents for
contributions, as many of the
authors of the various academ-
ic discipline:, represented i

Kayden submitted translations

of Pushkin and other Russian

poets. Other professors, such
Abbott Martin

after the first fifty volumes of

Midterm Split,

or Heading
for Home

I'll, it change, and his

The Tigers lost in football to Centre, 20 - 10, on
Homecoming Weekend, but have since bounced
back to win two in a row, over Southwestern and
Principia. Seepage four for details.
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(sic.)

a than

lent I'm in right now. I realize there

lething in this issue written by me,

i readers are apt to think I'm a bad editor, but there

isn'i mvthing I feel particularly moved to write about. Which

brings us neatly to the topic of this article. Procrastination.

The i fine ( that i

ry self-respecting senior

graduation arrives. There are many variations :

available to the potential procrastinator, how
nportant point to learn is when to procrastim

how skillfully you manage to avoid writing that history term

paper, nobody wilt be truly impressed unless you are burdened

with at least three major tests the very week your paper is due.

Try to arrange it with your professors long before the time

arrives so you will be able to enjoy several weeks of awe and

sympathy from your frien<
-

people, be seen in the pub e

You
i dramatic,

night

ng during finals or, even

keg party the night before you comp.
pass but you'll be well loved.

The next step is to go to the market. No one can really

procrastinate without a good supply of coffee, Tab, potato

chips, dip, cookies, frozen pizza and beer. While at the

market, it is necessary to explain to everyone why you are

buying such mass quantities of food. Don't go into details

here, simply roll your eyes, sigh, and :

pathetic voice you can muster 'I have &
tonight.' Everyone will understand.

, the t

nuch \

By avoid working. Try to find

>, and lure this person to your

r and pizza. If this tacti : fails,

._. j hold a decent conversation with >

should occupy at least 2'A hours of valuable study time. When
your room-mate decides that he or she is no longer able to

listen to your dissertation on how to properly floss your teeth,

it's time to alphabetize your record collection, balance your

checkbook, and write a thank you note to your great Aunt

Esther for the lovely bath soap she sent you last Christmas.

Now it is 3:30 a.m., and you're test is in less than 7 hours.

Suddenly you remember that vnu haven't Idken the livsl in the

latest issue of Cosmopolitan ('How Sensuous Ar«' You?') and,

after failing it, you decide to study. First you must arrange

your books. Stack them in descending order of thickness on
your desk and stare mindlessly until you can think of
something else to do. Ha! You haven't done your laundry for

2 months, eh? Well, there's no time like the present, so you
tear the room apart searching for three dimes and a couple of
quarters. Remember to carefully sort the light clothes from
the dark.

O.K., i-.-Mi c . and you haven't studied a bit. Is you
laundry dry? Yep, so you'd I

wearing to take the test. As long as the iron's hot, yoi
as well iron the load, right? Oh my God! The test i

minutes! You frantically page through your notes and
at the textbook. Next thing you know, you're sitting in

and the professor is explaining how many point
identification and essay is worth. You don't know a thi

of the students, 'But do

Police Shoot Bitch

The silence which prevailed

on campus last Wednesday
study day morning was broken
by the sound of gunfire. The

hort-haired mut
1 around Bene-

diet of late w s shot and killed

by a Sewane
hind the B.C Thus ended a

week -long ch ise on the part

and the admin-
move the animal

from the campus.

Sewanee in

Ruins, by
Tillinghast

this weekend under the aus-

pices of the EQB Club.
Mr. Tillinghast, a grad-

uate of the University of the
South, holds a M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from Har-

. Berkeley and the College
of Mai

"

Mr. Tillinghast's third

The dog had proved

immune to capture. It frustra-

ted police efforts and escaped

the agile attempts of Mr.

Mooney's crew, including an

improvised dog-net. The dog

was a female in heat and was
continually surrounded by a

number of irritable male dogs

which made her difficult to

seize. The "pack" romped
through dorms and noisily dis-

turbed the community at all

hours. The female was pathet-

ically exhausted and her ca-

nine pursurers were injured and
battered from the contest.

Police Chief Waggoner has

often had to remove dis-

turbing dogs from the campus
and has always been able to

catch them; he has never be-

fore had to resort to killing

the dog. The local dog catcher

had been called, but the po-

lice feared that shooting the

dog with a tranquilizing dart

gun would but add to the

havoc, for she could run
several blocks before the drug
took effect.

The impact of the shoot-

ing lies not in any evidence of

Sewanee police brutality or

trigger-happy men in blue,

but in the reason the action

was necessary. The failure

of the student on students

living in Benedict who ini-

tially adopted the stray dog

to realize the justification of

the school ruling forbidding

the student possession of dogs

is a tragic case of irrespondi-

bility. It should be evident

to all that a student living in

dormitory housing is unable to

adequately
This hjd

and her resulting death.

The array and number of

as picturesque and part of the

atmosphere by most students.

The appeal of maintaining an
abundance of dogs on the

mountain should not blind

students to an awareness of
what is and is not responsible

judgement, or what is the hu-

h&ijM&MS Peterman New Philosopher

Book Store
October 21. His other two
books are entitled The
Keeper (1968) and Sleep

the younger generation and
deserving of more recogni-

tion than most poets in the

older generation: that is,

Mr. Tillinghast will read

s newest poem, 'Sewanee
Ruins,' a long poem

lout Sewanee past, pres-

l Poem is Made: Reflection;

>n the 'Creative' Process,'

>n Tuesday, October 22 al

by Cindy Smith

Dr. James F. Peterman, is

the new addition to the philos-

ophy faculty at Sewanee this

year. He feels that "the stud-

ents here are better than any of
the students I've had anywhere
else." Peterman graduated as a

philosophy major from Ken-
yon College in Ohio in 1972.
He went from Kenyon to the

University of California at

Berkeley to work on his doct-

orate. He changed his field to

counselling, but later changed
it back to philosophy.

ophy of language with emph-
asis on one of his favorites,

Wittgenstin. Dr. Peterman
feels that the students here are

more articulate, more intell-

ectual, and philosophical than
any of his previous students.

He says that he is excited

about being here, and we are

indeed excited about having

L.ur. Po, t— Rustic Cottage

Full, ft.

,,*'f™"o?ch'

^

fiMptaCe'

sS„.,„
isU Jffltt

Food and medicine

for hungry and sick

CAMBODIAN REFUGEES

Send Your

Help

Now

Through

Editor-in-Chief X HE s ewanee Purple
Judy O'Brien Advertising Managers

Managing Editor Doug Smith & Katie Wynne
Assistant Editor

Andy Kegley
Mildred Inge

Editorial Editor
Laura Chatham

Business Manager Ben Smith Features Editor

Kay Geitgey

Photography Editor
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News Editor Alice Ayers Copy Editor

Virginia Ottley Sissy Kegley
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James Hendricks Charlotte Runde Mark Clarke
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Yeatman, Sewanee, Chosen

Recipient of Kenan Professorship

Career Services

The University of the South
has named the recipient of a

$750,000 William R. Kenan
professorship and has chosen

Yeatman, to become the

first Kenan professor at Sew-
anee. Vice-Chancellor Robert
M. Ay res announced the en-

dowment and the selection of
Dr. Yeatman at the Univer-

sity's annual Founders' Day
observance on Monday. Said

Mr. Ayres, " We are most
pleased to be awarded the

Kenan Professorship, not only
because of the addition to our
permanent endowment but
because of the honor of
being recognized by such a

prominent foundation."
Mr. Yeatman, a biology

teacher at the University for

30 years, is a world authority

on copepods, near-microscopic
relatives of lobsters and
shrimp. A new species which
he described was named for

him. He has published many
articles in publications rang-

ing from the Highland Rim
Flyer to the McGraw-Hill
Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology and is the author
of a chapter in the famous
reference work, Fresh-Water
Biology by Ward and Whipple.
In addition to his research on
such diverse topics as ornith-

ology, mammology, herpe-

tology , archeology, proto-
zoology, and parasitology, he
is an enthusiastic and dedicated
teacher.

Mr. Yeatman is a member
of the advisory group of the
Tech Aqua Development Con-
sortium, a nine-school cooper-
ative station on Center Hill

Lake. He was an invited par-

ticipant in 1960 scientific

expedition, sponsored by
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, which covered much
of the Atlantic Ocean. He is

listed in Outstanding Educators

of America and is a charter

member of the Society of Sys-

tematic Zoology and of the

Society of Limnology and
Oceanography, as well as a F
Fellow of the American Assoc-
iation for the Advancement of
Science and a member of a half

dozen other scientific societies.

In making the $750,000
grant, the Kenan Trust stated

"Of great importance is our
wish to support and encourage
a scholar-teacher whose enthu-
siasm for learning, commit-
ment to teaching and sincere

personal interest in students

will broaden the learning pro-

cess and make an effective

contribution to that college's

undergraduate community."

Some other universities

which have Kenan Professor-

ship grants include Duke, Har-
vard, the University of North
Carolina, and Vanderbilt.

A native of North Carolina
and a graduate of the Univer-
sity of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, William Rand
Kenan, Jr. devoted a lifetime

to the' advancement of edu-
cation. Even though he be-
came one of America's most
prominent industrialists, he
began his career as a school
teacher. In his will, which
left most of his $100 million
estate to endow the Kenan
Trust, he wrote: "I have
always believed firmly that a
good education is the most
cherished gift an individual

cere hope that the Kenan
Trust will result in a substan-
tial benefit to mankind."

You'll Never Forget...

Village Wine & Spirits Shoppe

Smoke House - Monteagle
Fine Imported & Domestic Wines & Liquors

All your party needs found here and at the Smoke House Soda Shop

Soda Shop now carrying a complete line of bar accessories & mixers

Perrier Water, Mr. &Mrs. T's, Canada Dry, Master Mix, Imported Beers

Watch for a good r

ion<h - lew and busine

ix of opportunities th

ad a program offered bwith Metropolis

nesi Product!,

Cumberland Law School at Samford University, Birming-

ham, almost always has Sewanee grads in attendance - a good
prospect for Alabama residents and others looking at law

schools in this area. Dean Roy Stainhelmer'^ visit from Wash-

ington and Lee offers ? splendid opportunity for well qualified

prelaw students to be known and remembered when admissions

are considered for next year. Please note that the Washington

and Lee interviews will be during mid -semester break.

I Tulana Business Schools are available on

What I

Richard Hall, University Pe sonnet Direct r and Richard Chap-

duct practice sessions on Wednesday. No^-embe 5th. Coniin-

second group on the best a d most effect imes for those

attended. You may sign up for either lo workshops in

the Career serv.ces Office.

ortune 500"

nee and talked

with Career Services abo s lor

engineers. Dresser

employees with undergrade Cherr istry, Biology.

class. Summer employmer t in Houston

See Career Services if intere

Programs designed espe

both government and d frequently.

Pamphlets are in a section of the Career bsrvices Library and

CAREER SERVICES CALENDAR

October 22: Cumberland Law School

October 24: Washington and Lee College of Law

October 27: Vanderbilt's Owen Graduate School of

less School

Products Program

Si^U^ooo H*5 iaie. mte £,$
S'+vd.yin* adt

Wry S^VUa WwryV+?!t
Get your Vi'-ram in SujyleMertts Q
at tin? Singly Good Grocery Store

tfie delicious ajterrutiire.
,

Also: llntvrd t">*s } Snuki) S*j>f>;i»te.ftl5.

TufiS.- S*t- ll»*!~6prH "*»+ +> 5lvein«'oalS

Nina Helvensfon, Affilate Brokei

Matthews Realty

& Auction Co
Why not live, work & play on Sewanee Mountain?

Lovely homes, large and small, estates, choice bluff

and wooded acreage

Land, lots of land for investment, building

or ranching

"Via sell Sewanee...AD over America"

Call 598-5832...or Webbs. 598-0400

967-7185
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Paddlers Capture Southeastern Again

by Charlie Atwood

On Party Weekend, the

Sewanee Canoe Team won the

Southeastern Intercollegiate

Canoe races for the eighth time

in nine years, edging out sec-

ond place Western Carolina by

five points, and defeating

teams from thirteen other col-

leges. Th« races were hosted by

Piedmont Community College

in Mbrgantown, N.C. and were

held on the Catawba River.

There are basically two

types of moving water canoe

racing: downriver (also wild-

water) and slalom. The ob-

ject is to get down the river to

the finish line as fast as possi-

ble, staying on the correct river

course outlined by the offic-

ials. Slalom racing involves

paddling through a series of

gates in sequence and in the

direction that is indicated on

the gate. Therefore, a slalom

gates, some upstream gates,

and hardest of all, some up-

stream reverse gates. Boats

and bodies must go through

the gates without touching

either of the two poles, with

seconds being added to the raw

finish time if a touch is made,

depending on the nature of the

touch. Points in the South-

eastems are awarded to the

first three finishers for a team

and are equal to the number of

boats each person beats.

For Sewanee in the men's

downriver, Doug Cameron

took fourth, Bill Lacy took

fifth, and Steve Puckette was

eighth. In the women's down-

river, Carrie Ashton, Kat

O'Neil, and Debbie Self were

third, fifth, and sixth, respect-

ively. The mens random down-

river saw Cameron and Lacy

take fifth, Charlie Atwood and

Hale Nicholson take sixth, and

Lee Killinger and Ben Gandy in

eighth place. The mixed down-

river was a strong race for Sew-

anee. The team of Hugh

"Coach" Caldwell and Carrie

Ashton looks second place,

Steve Puckette and Jenny Lux

turned in a strong fifth place

finish, and the team of Gandy

seventh.

The top finisher for Sew-

anee in the mens slalom was

BUI Lacy in sixth place, and in

the tandem race it was Puck-

with Atwood and Nicholson in

twelfth. An intercollegiate

. of Lux and Margie Zubi-

zaretta from Western Carolina

: third in

dem slalom, while Self and

Ashton were only three sec-

onds behind in fourth. Mary

Barr and Kat O'Neil finished

eighth in that race .

of the day,

though, for Sewanee was the

of Barr and

Cameron won the mixed slal-

om with a mn that was both

fast and clean. That Doug and

Mary beat John and Margie

, who were second,

is particularly significant: three

years ago, the Zubizarettas

took first place in the Nat-

ional Open Boat Champion-

ships and were third this year.

1 of Puckette and Ash-

n was a close third.

Carrie Ashton, remarking

victory, said

that "because t.h-

only five points, it makes each

person's contribution to the

effort that much

Tiger s Break

Losing Skein

by Norman Allen

Tiger Gridders Break Losing
Streak - Beat Southwestern

The University of the South
football tecm broke a three
game losing skein with a 24-13

~ traditiona

Southwestern last Saturday.
The victory came on th

of Sewanee s Homecom ngde-
feat at the hands of
College on Dctober 4, a rl inv

proved the Tigers' record to
2-3 for

In the Centre game Sewanee
rallied from a 14 point def-
icit, but fell short in the game's
final minutes. Centre scored
first midway through the first

quarter to take a 6-0 lead. The
Tigers knotted the score on a

12 yard touchdown run by
tailback D. J. Reina, and the
extra-point kick by Jeff Swan-
son gave Sewanee a 7-6 lead as

the first quarter ended. In the
quarter Centre threat-

the
game as they converted Sewa-
nee miscues into points. Five

halftime the
visitors tallied < touchdown on
an eight yard run, then hit a
short pass for a

version and a 4-7 lead. Try-
ing to narrow the gap before
the intermiss on, Sewanee
Quarterback Tim Tenhet had

s picked off.

Centre converted the opportu-
nity into a to
21-7 lead with less than a min-
ute remaining ir the first half.

Following Homecoming
festivities at halftime that cul-

minated with the crowning of
Miss Marian Bell as the 1980
Sewanee Homecoming Queen,
The Tigers and Colonels en-
gaged in a tight defensive strug-
gle. Both teams were stymied
by aggressive defense and, at
times, inept offense. In one
sequence of plays the teams
committed three turnovers in

three swaps, as Sewanee gave
up the ball on an interception,
regained possession on the very
next play by picking off a Cen-
tre pass, then proceeded to

give the ball right back again
another interception.

how
Late the

TiRe,

lird quarter,

got
tracked and stopped just at the
line of scrimmage to fire a pass
toward a straining Jim Fleming
in the end zone. Fleming
fought off a defender to make
the catch and got his feet just
inside the goal line for the

University Market
"MUNCHIES * KEG BEER AVAILABLE
'SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS
"DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.
The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students' needs.
If we don't have it, we will get it for youl"

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMEDII

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

ACROSS FROM BANK

INDIAN CLOTHING ROOM

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts $5—$18
Bedspreads $10

seconds and close-outs

PLANTS'CANDLES'GOURMET KITCHEN UTENSILS-
TO YS-NEEDLEWORK'POTTER Y- STAINED GLASS'
University of the South SEAL FOR NEEDLEPOINT

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
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Tigers Win
cont. from p. 4

score. Jeff Swanson's

The Sewanee Purple

In the final stai

defense stifled the

the Sewanee of:

Whei
uld

offen
sive thrust ended in a lost fum-
ble, the defense yielded two
yards on three plays and forced
Centre to give the ball back.
Robert Holland replaced
Tenhet as quarterback and
drove the Tigers to a touch-

down with two and a half min-

The
the

- came on a 24 yard
pass from Holland to Fleming.
On the play, the junior split-

e back for the pass and
""

) the

) pull the Tigei ,'ilhii

21-20. Two-point
attempt failed as

Holland's pass was batted
down at the goal line. Centre
recovered an onside kick at-

tempt by the Tigers and
tacked on a meaningless
touchdown with four seconds
left to build the final margin to
27-20. The loss was the third

straight for the Tigers and
dropped them to 1-1 in con-
ference play.

In their next outing Se-

faced the Lynx
Fielduthwestern at McGet

on October 11. The visitors

were eager to avenge last year's
3-0 Sewanee victory, but the

Sewanee gridders were not to

be denied. The Tigers jumped
out to a 14-0 lead with a ball

control! offense and an un-
yielding defense. On their sec-

ond procession of the game the
Tigers were pinned back at

their own three yard line, and
from that point they set the
tempo of the game. D. J.

Reina carried for a first down
and a personal foul against

Nimocks foi

down, then passed to Woody
Ledbetter to move into South-
western territory. From the 29
yard line Tenhet dropped a

perfect pass into the arms of a

wide-open Jim Fleming for the
game's first score. Jeff Swan-

converted for a 7-0 Tiger

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

The defense shut Southwes-
tern down and forced a punt.
Sewanee marched 51 yards for
their second score, D. J. Reina
going in from six yards out.
The kick made it 14-0 and it

looked like a rout was on.
Rout any patron of the annual
Sewanee-Southwestern battle

is always a dogfight.
The

half.

5 stole a Tim Tenhet
narched in for a

aining in the first

Sewanee took the ensuing
kickoff and drove to the
Southwestern 18 yard line be-
fore the drive fartered. Jeff
Swanson

,
who has yet to miss a

kick this year, sput the up-
rights with a 35 yard field goal
that increased the Tigers' mar-
gin to 17-13. A stout Sewanee
defense led by Weston Andress,
Larry Dickerson, Gary Roth-
well and Greg Worsowicz failed

to budge and forced South-
western to punt with five and a
half minutes remaining in the
game. On first down D. J.

Reina took a hand-off from
Tenhet around the right side.
As Southwestern defenders
tried to strip the ball away,
Reina fought off several tuck-
iers then cut to the outside
and was off and running on a

55 yard touchdown jaunt.
Reina's effort iced the contest
and put the junior tailback, last

year's conference champ, over
the 100-yard mark for the sec-
ond straight week as he
amassed 145 yard: 23

OTTOGRAHAM
HAS MADE A
COMEBACK.
Otto Graham,

one of football's

greatest

quarterbacks, has

made a successful

comeback: from

colorectal cancer.

And today, he's

feeling good enough
to keep working full

time as Athletic

Director of the

Coast Guard

Academy. Your

donations have

helped fund the

research and
advances in

treatment necessary

for a recovery like

Otto Graham's.

A nd the recovery of

t2miia<

Because you

The Head - Quarters

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

others who a

living proof that

your contribution

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American
Cancer Society %

aOPPBOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOPOOOOOCOQOQOPOOOOOOOPOOO*

MatadorSteak Room
^(Saks)

Wi" c"eslerTe" nDecherd Blvd

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD BAR*

All You Can Eat Noon Bullet

Mon. - Fri. : 1 1 :00am - 1 0:00pm

Sat. 4:00pm • I 1 :00pm

Tel. 967 - 4535

3S CENT BEER
HAPPYHOUR 5:30-7:30 pm

THURSDA Y NIGHTS
598 - 5774

For sandwiches, quiche, kegs, and
an occassional cookie . . . 11:30am - 12pm

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEW

KET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SE

E MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARK
WANEE MARKET SEWANEE M' TKPT SEWANEE
ET SEWANEE MARKE T c

.. MARKET SEV

MARKET SEWAI>'"" .m^ .«NEE MARKE
ANEE MAR"' ..0?*" VIM, ...ET SEWANEE
ET SEWANEE ..,^ I" SEWANEE MARKET SEV

MARKET SbW AEE MARKET SEWANEE Mt

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEV

MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARK

JERRYS FOOD MARKET

in Monteagle

We sell beer

on Sunday
Cut fresh meat
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Voting Republican For a Change?
Nine months ago, had some guy told me that by October,

Ronald Reagan would lie winning Ihis election, I would have
thought he was crazy. Nine months ago, I was saying that

Reagan's candidacy was merely a last gasp for Goldwater
conservatives. Then, it seemed all too clear. If Republicans
were willing to nominate this bonzo actor and former
governor, they'd be committing political suicide, just like they
did i

""
'

ell, it's obvious that I was wrong. With less than three

s until the election, Ronald Reagan commands a ten

lead over Jimmy Carter. Not only that, but in senatorial

ongressional races across the country, Republicans stand

; like McGovern, Hart, and Udall r i (he

Indeed, the influence of the Republican party has greatly

increased as the Democratic party faces demise. For the
Democrats, the problems have been dealing with President
Carter's low popularity ratings, the liability he's become for

Democrats in elections everyone, and the Kennedy split in the
party. Out of power at the moment, the republicans have used
this divisiveness as a basis on which to strengthen themselves.

Still, we must give credit where credit is due, for most of all

the Republicans have simply out-campaigned their opponents.
For one, they've run some of the best campaign advertising
I've ever seen. 'Vote Republican for a change.' you can see
stamped on bumper stickers and billboards everywhere. Their
television commercials have also been superb. In one
particular example, they depict a slow and a half-witted Tip
O'Neill (Democratic Speaker of the House), stuck-out on a
country road in a limousine with no fuel. The point they make
is this: 'The Democrats are running out of gas,' with an
inconsistent energy policy. In another commercial they show
a working man standing in front of his truck, complaining
about the economy and all his financial troubles. He
concludes that it is all the fault of the Democratic Congress,

says, 'This I'm voting Republic ..for

Interestingly enough, this type of stridently populist
campaign advertising has really attracted me. I say this
because, for one, I've never been very sympathetic to the
Republican Party. Of course, I am not a Democrat but I have
come from a tradition of democratic support in which I

developed the admittedly simple-minded view that republicans
= always pro big-business, pro-rich, and anti-people. But in

this elei
, when I hear that s

Rev. Ralph Abernathy are formally endorsing Ronald Reagai
I am forced to re-examine my attitudes. Also, when I see
some very open-minded friends of mine wearing Reagan
buttons, I wonder which side I'm supposed to be on.

Indeed, in the eyes of the voters, the Republican party has
truly become the People's party in this election. It has
successfully convinced a majority that the Dernocrats are
responsible for this nation's economic woes, including the
plight of the poor and the disadvantaged. In the past, of

the difference between Demo
> often been described as the
People's (Democratic) party,

The popular bias was against the

difference

for the lower classes,

because of our inequitable tax
Now that the travesty of high

Repub
between
(Republican) big-b

Republicans of course.
big-business was the enei
system that favored the i

inflation and massive federal spending has become a burden t
us all, the original, party arrangement has changed. We now
have the New (Republican) People's party against the
(Democratic) big-government party. Obviously, the roles have
been reversed, and because of that, the Democrats may be on
their way out of power.

The republicans definitely established this new-found
momentum at the convention in Detroit, last summer. There,
Bill Brock, the party's chairman, asserted this fact when he
announced that 'this party is a new party-we are on our way
up.' Ironically, this Republican convention looked and
sounded like a Democratic convention. Banners streamed
across the hall with messages proclaiming that we 'make this
country great aeain.' And promises of a future fatland
dominated the speeches of those who addressed this
convention. Surprisingly, Benjamin Hooks of the NAACP was
there, and was warmly received when he asked the Republican
party to renew its original committment to civil rights
Together.. .a New Beginning,' was the motto of the
convention. And in the end, Ronald Reagan, quoting from
1 nomas Paine, delared, 'We have the power to begin the world

I was sitting in a bar in Washington D.C. when I heard
Ronald Reagan's acceptance speech. There, the ecstacy of
Detroit was transported by television to our little room.
Admittedly, after a few beers I began to feel myself get all

caught up in the ecstatic experience as well. At one point, one
guy jubilantly jumped out of his seat and exclaimed, 'I'm
voting for Reagan because he supports little

big people!

ready to have thrown my support behind him too.
Then, a couple of things went wrong. Reagan started

drawing some favorable quotes from Franklin Roosevelt and
John Kennedy, the very enemies of staunch right-wingers
everywhere, and I started thinking of all the stupid statements
Reagan had made in the past. Most importantly I began
to remember that it was only 3'A years ago that I'd been
fooled by another politician named Jimmy Carter. This time
I wouldn't be fooled again.

In Carter's case, I remember that he was a man who rose to
power by unifying a greatly divided Democratic party. He was

Known to a "born-again Christian' and he had the backing of
evangelicals and some fundamentalist religious groups. Often,
he spoke of the weakening moral fiber of America, andclaimed
that he could offer positive leadership for this country. He ran
as an outsider, ready to go in and straighten out our

in Washington. He sought to reorganize the fedei
;arted), and €

He also talked about tax
e foreign policy,

(which he i

great deal of the federal bun
cuts, and the need to pursue a more
especially in dealing with the Soviets.

Critice charged that he was a demagogue who purposely
spoke in vague generalities to generate a beneficial amount of
confusion as to where he actually stood on the issues. Some
observers questioned his competence when he asserted that
it was possible to increase government services, cut taxes, and
balance the budget within the first two years of his term.
When he was elected, the deepest suspicions of his critics were
confirmed.

I would say that, although the specific issues are different
this year, I believe that this description would fit Ronald
Reagan as well. Indeed, throughout this election he has gone
around telling people about his miracle to save America. As
he contends, all will be well in this country if he's elected and
that with a 30 billion dollar tax cut and a massive arms
buildup, America will regain her former strength at home and
abroad. Also,, with increased productivity alone, Americans
will have the energy they need to drive off into the sunset
in 'pursuit of happiness' at 70 miles an hour.

Granted, the distinctions between the Jimmy Carter of '76
and the Ronald Reagan of '80 are real enough on some specific

but there greater
Primarily, they've both- been so vague when
their stands, that widely differing and even

trongly supporteddiametrically opposing constitui
each of them (i.e. the strong Southern Baptist and black \
behind Carter in the south). They've also sold proposals to the
publis that the experts have claimed were totally unrealistic
and unworkable. They used the old populist paradox: that it

is somehow possible to increase expenditures, cut taxes and
balance the budget at the same time. And finally, they
abandoned ideology and even reason to support populist
causes., such as Carter's unaffordable jobs programs in '76, and
Reagan's unaffordable tax-cut in '80.

'gued that all politicians are like this,
be true, but if our elected officials
oting unreasonable and impossible

and of course that maj
have a habit of pron
'solutions' to the people, then they ___
they don't know what the hell they're ta

case, our problems in government
i

important point to remember, when yr
and Reagan are generally promoting th

Indeed, last t

year we are supp
wonder if there's any difference.

ither lyir

get solved, ar

ilize that Cartel
le things in thii

Counselor

at C am p

Sewa nee

When we were all complain-

ing last year about the addit-

ional forty dollars tacked on to

our health bill to cover the cost

of hiring a counselor for the

University, we obviously did

individual, personal basis. In-

stead our peer-pressured eyes

already criticized health
While we frequently complain-
ed to the overworked and over-

pressured deans of students
office, we also knew the in-

herent inadequacies of the only
available counseling office

then, the chaplaincy.
No nths i this

school year, all who've been by
Woods Lab 127 or had the
chance to converse with the

short mustachioed man, openly
acknowledge the hiring of one
Richard Chapman, B.A..M.A.,
soon -to-be-earned doctorate in

psychology from the Univers-

ity of Virginia, as the wisest

and most successful manuever
the University administration

has achieved in recent years.

Chapman came to Sewanee
after being nominated by a col-

league for this position and was
selected from an applicant pool
of over two hundred. It is now
hard to conceive of any other
one of those applicants occup-
ying the position Chapman has

these first two months; as

equally hard as it was a year
ago to realize Sewanee's dire

need and benefit from the man
in that position.

I was befriended by Chap-
man even before his office had
carpeting or his phone exten-
sion installed (325), and many
of us soon recognized him as a
much needed intermediary
between students and the
dean's office. Most important-
ly, it became clear, here is a
man genuinely concerned
about us as people first, then
close behind as students.

Stock in student welfare could
be seen rising over night, as he
wanders through DuPont lib-

It wasn't until I was faced
with a sensitive and weighty
matter myself that I realized

we now have a luxury hereto-
fore unknown at Sewanee.
Sitting face to face with me in

his office one long afternoon,
he impressed me with his gen-
uineness; there is no other
word to describe it. He is a
resource, nay, a luxury, of
which the school has available

to take advantage. From the
vice-chancellor to the most
disillusioned freshman lost in

the fog, the money we are

paying for his services is im-
and the powers-

> responsible for bringing

and aside from an occasional
need to have someone's name
whispered in his ear just before
he says "Hi, ," Chapman

by Ben Smith

servations and subsequent
the Sewanee

s keen as if he
had been
both a si and a faculty
member; andfu my enough to

eeCou nselor, p. 7
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Pro- Life: Propaganda and Ignorance

When an American citizen hears the word 'Propaganda'
images of conniving dictatorships spring into his mind:
Hitler's Nazi Germany, where vast world supremacy plots were
hung on the Jews; Communist China, where intellectuals are
held (and tortured, and killed) in prisons called 'enlightenment
camps'; and the Soviet Union, which routinely performs the
delicate operation of transforming an invasion into an
'invitation' in its official announcements. But in our own
country, there is a long-established propoganda movement

Ignorance is bliss. Let not the th
country remain ignorant to this threal
be allowed to dictate such a delicat
despite the frantic efforts of a misguided

Gov.

i to i

_.ity. If we let
the threat go unchallenged, it may someday be your daughter/
M-.i-1/.jirllnend who will die from the hemorrhage or infection
caused by a clumsy home-made abortion. It is not a pretty
vision of the future, but it is one thst will become a national
reality if abortion is outlawed.

Our Ailing Economy

There is a shrill, militant group in this country seeking a
constitutional amendment outlawing abortion in any
circumstance. Notice the two main titles these people have
taken for themselves: 'Pro-Life' and 'Anti-Abortion.' The

they want the groups opposing the
i-Life' (perhaps evenamendment

Death'?) and 'Pro-Abortion.' Incredible a

ictually adopted the latter phrase, often referring to
'ie propaganda machine is rolling'Pro-Abortion group

along splendidly.

There are no 'Pro-Abortion' people. There is no-one who
will fight for the justice of the act, or its moral and spiritual
benefits -because there are none. Most of the 'Pro -Abortion'
women cannot tolerate the idea of ever having one. But they
do resent the idea that the Federal Government may take it

upon itself to make this most painful decision for them: the
decision of whether or not they should bring an unwanted
pregnancy to full term

The same people raging about the 'Pro-Abortionists' are
almost without exception the same people violently opposed
to excessive Federal Government control. How ironic: they
are now willing to thrust this wrenching, most intimatP
decision into the clumsy, marble hands of gov
on irony later.) I will take this opportunity to indulge

\i-.

known as 'Pro -Control.'

Look at them now: 'Pro-Freedom' vs. 'Pro -Control.' They
say that clothes can make a man; perhaps propoganda can
decide an issue!

But the Pro-Control forces at their blindest when
considering the practical ramifications of their proposed
amendment. Pro-Control is very similar to the Prohibition of
the 1920's: both very fine, noble spirited ideas.. .in theory. In
practice, though, they are doomed to propagate worse evils
than those they were meant to prevent. When people were
forbidden by law to drink alcohol during Prohibition, they
resorted to illegal means to get it. In such an environment, the
Mafia took root in fertile soil and flourished. The Prohibition
of alcohol played a great part in developing such industries of
organized crime as loan sharking, smuggling, corruption of
politicians and union officials, and drug dealing on a
nationwide scale. These industries are still thriving today.

If a woman now decides to have an abortion, she can either
go to a private doctor to have it done, or, for a greatly reduced
price, she can go to a clinic. Both are forced by law to meet
national health standards. But if abortion were declared
illegal- today, do you really think it would have an effect on
£he woman's decision? Of course not -the woman has to
agonize so much over the moral and spiritual grounds of her
decision that the official Federal Government policy is the last
factor she would consider. I repeat: Government policy has
only the most minute effect on a woman's choice to have an
abortion.

But say that abortion is declared illegal, and the woman has
decided to defy the law and have an abortion: what happens?
WeU, if she (or her family) is rich, she may fly out of the
country to have the abortion performed. If she has a
moderate income, she may go to some quack underground
specialist, who may or may not have some knowledge of the
female anatomy, pay him a few hundred bucks, and pray for
the best. If she is poor, she will probably have a friend do it

forher, or do it herself. If she is middling or poor, the odds
are very good that she will never need another abortion. She
will be sterile, or dead.

The Pro-Control forces would have us rush to such a future
here in America* 'Make abortion illegal,' they thunder. 'Teach
these kids responsibility for their bodies.' They irony fairly

gushes forth. Just try to suggest sex-education (including
contraceptive information) in public . schools to a
Pro Controller. They'll choke, and turn a pale green for a
moment, then tell you, 'That just puts ideas in kids' heads.'
Then how do you keep teenagers from becoming parents?

Until they're married and ready, abstinence.

Counselor

tire Saturday Or Sunday night dinn
Night Liveeho-

Lest the plaudits for him
and the University for hiring
him go on all night, it should
be noted that he keeps an in-

credibly full calendar. His sec-
retary keeps track of his ap-
poitments and dates, and the
only openeng she has left is

for Monday Night Football.

An derson: The
Luxury Vote

From a recent poll, it appears that approximately 130
students would vote for John Anderson. As an American, I

find this most dismaying. At best, a vote for John Anderson is

a 'throw-away' vote; at worst, it is equivalent to voting for
Ronald Reagan.

I am sure these students for Anderson would like to think
that a vote for John Anderson is a vote for John Anderson.
No matter how rosy Andersonites may paint the election-day
scenario, it is a simple fact born out by every major poll that
John Anderson has no chance of winning. In fact, John
Anderson will not carry a single state, he will be unable to win
a single electoral vote.

students

vith this i anyone \old reality, how <

obvious loser? I have heard many
i for Anderson say that the other

:andidates are simply unappealing. Or, these Anderson voters
have said they simply cannot vote for Ronald Reagan or
President Carter, out of conscience. In both statements, I find
an approach to voting that is cavalier and naive. In effect,
these Anderson voters are copping out; they see nothing they
like, so they are simply casting their vote to the wind.

Voting should never be approached as a luxury. Whoever
comes out the winner on November 4th will be our country's
leader for the next four years. Those could be four very long
years if someone is elected who would blockade Cuba, who
would 'win back' the Panama Canal for democracy, or who
believes that trees cause air pollution. It could be a very

ho according to his presentnal fou
unning mate,

lildn

s four years with
It e uld l»- ,.

vhoc > offic ..th

California government
budget. Good ole Ron

All the partisan rhet

with a pragmatic attiti

going to find the perfei

to choose within a systi

those candidates who
i system

rd of pushing through billion

f businessmen beware; under Ronald Reagan,
rew by 122%, as measured by the state

s selling out to the Teamsters!
>ric aside, voting should be approached
le. I seriously doubt that we are-ever

: candidate for president. We still have
n, and surely we should choose among
have a chance. With the way the

, no one will be voting for Anderson.
In all likelihood, if one votes /
effect, voting Ronald Reagan into office. I know that would
be the last thing you Anderson people would wnt to do.

Now many of you will probably say that I am asking you
to hold your nose and vote for Carter. Honestly, if that is the
only way you can vote for President Carter, then I urge you to

do so. But as illustrated in my previous article, there are many
positive reasons that might compel you to vote for Carter.

The record of the Carter Administration is an honorable one,
it is a record which Americans can wholeheartedly support.
Ronald Reagan and Jimmy Carter are ice ages apart, with
Reagan frozen in the past. Think about it: four years of

by Andy Kegley

Machinegun Ronny. You don't

by Brian Martin

t that.

impossibility.

ifch cover 56,000
d cost tens of

n capital. Many

nment inflation

destabilizes the

industry and replace

ong. The poor

> feet Isn't that v

Republican Party in 1
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The Plight of Ira n

Exchanging One Tyrant for Another

With the developments in Iran becoming more unstable

everyday, I have found, because of my Iranian background,

that I have been put in an interesting and sometimes awkward

situation. When people find out that I am an Iranian-Amer-

ican, the same question seems to be addressed to me: "How

do you feel about the present situation." I only wish my

explanation could be as simple as the question. In this editor-

ial though, I hope I will be able to explain how I feel, but

nportantly, why I fe

My r father

aised in Ir, s been in the United States for about

25 years, and he has been an American citizen for 20 years.

Although I have only visited Iran once and I have very little

knowledge of the language, I still keep a strong personal tie

with the Iranian culture (my grandmother and many other

and my obvious allegiance to the United States, 1 have been

exposed to both sides of the Iranian-American controversy.

Basically, in trying to be objective about the situation, I

feel that it all concerns the question of who is at fault.

First of all, the greatest complaint that the Iranians have is

that the United States government has greatly interfered in

their domestic affairs. They view the U.S. government as

being a faithful supporter of the Shah and his dictatorial rule.

Consequently, they seek revenge on theShah and other so

called opponents of the Islamic Republic. Of course, the

question we are led to ask, is why is Iran so extremely hostile

to the United States?

To answer this question, it is necessary to consider some
seldom mentioned, but important events in recent Iranian

history- First of all, I would like to point out that there were

three previous attempts to overthrow the ruling regime which

all proved unsuccessful. It is a fact that the U.S., mainly

through the C.I.A. kept the Shah in power over the years.

Also, I think it can safely be said that in return for its aid, the

U.S. received certain benefits is oil trade, and in the installa-

tion of military bases along the Russian-Iranian border.

From 1973 till the Revolution, the middle east headquarters

of the C.I.A. was located in Iran. The appointment of

Richard Helms, former C.I.A. chief, as ambassador from 1973

to 1976 seems to illustrate the major role the C.I. A. played

in Iran. Besides that, over a billion dollars in military aid

(7% of all U.S. Foreign aid) was given to Iran, demonstrating

just how involved the U.S. was in Iran. The •? and other facts

reveal that the Iranian people have a valid point when they

accuse the U.S. of interference.

Ironically, £ was this intervenionist policy that greatly

contributed to Iran's internal troubles, and ultimately led to

the downfall of the regime the U.S. had always supported.

Basically, the United States was guilty of exhibiting some
degree of insensitivity to Iranian culture. For one, there

have been eleven major languages spoken in that country, with

almost all of them drawing from separate ethnic backgrounds

(Russian, Arab, Persian, Turkish, etc.). Also, up until the

Palahvi regime (which included two generations) each ethnic

group had its own leaders. Before, the country was still pre-

deminantly agricultural, until the Pahlahvi regime brought the

expansion of America industry in 1940. Because the literacy

rate was about 30%, it was hard for Iranians to rise as impor-
tant members of the industrial movement. With this indus-

trial boom came a new non-agrarian wage earning class, which
drew its constituency from former farmers and nomads.
Finally, this industrial and urban growth brought about the

extablishment of western economic philosophies, and the dev-

elopment of institutions such as banks and credit unions.

This contributed to the decline in Iranian economy because
the wealth became concentrated: the rich got richer and the

poor got poorer. Therefore, this decline in ethnic power, a

sudden shift in polulation, and decline of religious input set

off the sparks of discontent. It seemed to be too much change
too fast, for the economy and culture to stay intact.

When factions had a chance to speak out, they did. The
people wanted free elections, revision of the constitution,

and the installment of a constitutional monarch. In short,

they wanted complete social reforms. The only problem was
that there were too many political factions, from Islamic to

Communist that wanted tQ taktj control of the revolution.

The one faction that was able to succeed was the Islamic

faction. Since 98% of the population has always been Islamic
it was only logical that this faction would lead the revolution.

Also, since Iran has always had such a diverse ethnic back-
ground, the only aspect each sector ha
religion.

Obviously, this opened the door for Khomeini, a religious

leader. In exile, Khomeini attacked the Shah's secret police,

the SAVAK. It is well-known that the sole purpose of the

SAVAK was to seek out opposition to the Shah and destroy it.

It is fact that the SAVAK used torture as a means to acquire

information. This obviously denied the people of their human

rights.

Khomeini used the tyranny of the Shah and the fact that

U.S. supported the Pahlahvi regime to unite the people against

a "common enemy". Iranians had always heard that America

was the bastion of human rights, but did not understand how

it could support such a tyrant.

Khomeini used this seeming hypocrisy to his advantage. He

insisted that the United States government was self-seeking

and that it supported the shah to promote its oil interests.

Finally, Khomeini was able to convice the people that they

were being used.

One point Khomeini failed to address was that in 1978

President Carter put pressure on the Shah to curtail his

actions. The Shah responded by letting up on censorship

which interestingly enough, opened the doors for the revolu-

tionists. Poeple began to speak up, organize, and protest

against the tyrannies of the Pahlahvi regime. Along with

attacking the Shah, Khomeini made a "scape goat" out of

the U.S., and used this increasing Anti-American attitude to

/J+M%<*^

by , ; do
Iranian government, especially

thereof) with the U.S. Howe
government should recognize a <

present state of Iran. For it is
'

take by intervening in previ

pport the actions of the

its relationship (or lack

iver, I do feel that the U.S.

:ertain amount of fault for the

true that the U.S. made a mis-

revolutions (i.e. in the 50's, a

revolution occurred, but the C.I. A. helped the Shah stay in

power.) We also failed to recognize the importance of religion,

and tried to westernize Iran at a rate that its economy and cul-

ture could not handle.

Because of these and other reasons, many countries have
blamed us for Iran's downfall.

From this lesson, I hope we have learned that we must
reassess the way we conduct our foreign policy. Mainly, we

other

but
: for . elf-s

3 general humanitarian goals, instead. When Pres-

ident Carter went to Iran to promote human rights, he did the
right thing. For although it may have hastened the inevitable

revolution, it was a noble undertaking. And if we continue
promoting human rights, America will regain world respect.

Andrew Hossein Ordoubadian
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On the Trail of the Elusive SOC Director
It was taking quite a conserted effort to track her down.

Students said wonderful things about her and then pointed un-

knowingly to some dim direction off in the distance. I con-
tinued my tedious search, my curiosity sparked by her in-

conspicuous trail. She left behind her the uncommon calling

card of excited impressions and., lungs full of enthusiasm. e

tracks upon minds.

"Oh, I do hope you find her. She is so neat!"

"She may be out canoeing or may be in her

office. No, she is probably with some students

somewhere. She spent last night on my couch.

Don't worry, she'll find you."

And that she did. Carrie Ashton, the Sewanee Outing Club
lady-in-charge, is an attractive person. The attraction exudes
from a well of confidence. She is small in stature, but appears
indefatigable and aggressive. Her aggressiveness is compelling,
for her receptiveness and willingness to listen won over my
initial reservations.

Carrie grew up in the large expanse of surburban Wash-
ington. She was introduced to canoeing while a Girl Scout
and later began her competitive canoeing with the Canoe
Cruising Association, a local Washington Outing Club. With-
out a doubt Carrie would have been an exceptional athelete

in most any sport, but she affirms that her bond with the out-
doors and canoeing is fulfilling and self-perpetuating.

Her college years were spent at the University of Maryland
where she received a bachelor of science in Botany. The year
after her junior year Carrie worked at the Nantahala Outing
Center in North Carolina. Of the Center's nine year's exis-

|f University Supply Store

Halloween Decorations

Balloons & Streamers

College
IGraduates
]

BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.

» Program approved by American Bar Association.

Day or Evening classes available.

* Employment assistance.

A Represented
Training's Lawyt
Jn Wednesday,

D SPRING DAY Q SUMMER DAY O FALL DAY
Fob. 9 -May 8 June 1 1 - Sept 8 Sept. 1 7 - Dec 1

5

O SPRING EVE D FALL EVE
Mar. 17 - Sept 19 Oct. 20 - May 8

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING

3376 Peachtree Rd. NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326

404/266-1060

at the Summer

i of them. This

vas to be held,

o spend a week-

) become a reg-

ssive Olympics.

tence, she worked eight and a half. Together with the foun-
ders, Carrie worked to make the Natahala recreational scheme
grow, mature and work.

Canoeing is a sport enjoyed by thousands of people of all

ages and yet in 1972 the United States sent only thirteen
people to compete in the white water

Olympics in Munich. Carrie Ashton v

competition was the first and last tir

But according to Carrie, it was a great e

end canoeing. In order for a sporting f

ular competition it must be held in two success!

In 1976 Canada chose not to include it. As Carrie explained
the would-be 1976 U.S. Olympic team would have domi-
nated so decisively that it was not in the best interest of the

,

host country to stage the event.

Carrie claims she emerges from her past experience a
"new person". She seeks to improve the skill of Sewanee's
Canoe Team and is proud of their performance thus far.

The programs offered this semester reflect Carrie's dynamic
involvement, and the SOC is eliciting positive responses from
the student body.

I'm glad Carrie Ashton found me because I found her new,
fresh, eager and a needed thrust for the Sewanee Outing Club.

by Christopher Woodhull

First Visiting Fellow:

Cabinet Member
at Sewanee

In the week following the

presidential election, the Un-
dersecretary of the Department
of Interior, James A. Joseph,

will be visiting the Sewanee
campus as the first Visiting Fel-

low in a program sponsored by
the Association of Episcopal

Colleges.

During his stay here from
Wednesday, Nov. 5 - 9, Joseph
will deliver several public lec-

tures, attend economics, polit-

ical science and natural resour-

ce classes, and give the Sunday

morning sermon at All Saints,

The Student Forum will spon-
sor his lectures Wednesday at 8
p.m. and Thursday at 4:30, in

Convocation, where he will
speak on energy, environment
and third world topics.

Joseph is a former high exec-
utive in the Bechtel Corpora-
tion, and while undersecretary,
has represented the Carter gov-

positions, both in Africa and at

world environmental confer-

B&S Supply Store
"YOUR FRIENDLY HARDWARE STORE"

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

Massage Parloi

Investigated

by James Hendricks

Only one car in the driveway!
Well, at least iU. not crowded
To tell the truth, I rather ex-
pected a few black Limos parked
with Chicago liscense plates. I

am happily surprised. I didn't
want to be uncovered as being a
"reporter" and have some big
boys help me forget what I had

:ed the 1-24

colors

I had never n
Massage Parlor.

stood out among the fall

quiet neighbor-
hood. How symbolic! Little
Monteagle shouldn't have a
tucked away parlor, they need a
sore thumb for a parlor.

I tucked $30 in my pocket
and walked across the yard.
Any nervousness I had slowly
drained away. I was too intrig-
ued to be nervous. Here was my
first trip to a Massage Parlor and
the Purple was paying for it!

Being the only male at the Pur-
ple staff meeting, I grudgingly
volunteered. I'm such a work-

I pressed the lighted door-
bell and waited patiently. The
door cracked open. Oh my gosh,
what should I say? I had
thought so much of this meeting
and yet I hadn't planned what to
say. "I'm here for a massage....
arey'all open?" I heard myself
blurt out. What a stupid line!
The lady snickered "Yes, we're
open." I walked in. She looked
me over. I looked her over.
How romantic! She wanted to
see my LD. What a confidence
builder! I didn't ask her why I

needed to be 21 for a massage.
She's the boss. I showed her my
driver's Uscence. She approved.

I had broken into the inner
sanctum. I was safe. She lead
me to a couch in the living
room. The rules were laid out. I

found out that it was $25 for
lassage, nothing else! She

and followed her upstairs. She
led me into a naked room. It

had a doctor's office type table

Unft CONSIDERING AN MBA?

An admission representative from Vanderbllt
University will be on campus

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27

to meet with men and women Interested In

management careers.

Please contact:

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES

All students, regardless of undergraduate major, are
Invited to attend

VANDERBILT

Do I off my shirt, she
and says, "I said get
" Or do I get nakedcomfortabl*

and she wi

I did the former. She returned
and said, "I said get comfort-
able." Well, live and leam. I
stripped down to my boxers and
climbed onto the table. I chose
baby oil over baby powder and
we were under way.

had expected an impersonal

antee much business from Sew-
anee but I assured her she would
see some fellows. She then went
into detail about how they were
being persecuted by all of Mont-
eagle. The police bothered
them, the neighbors dismissed
them, and the town even passed
nudity laws to keep them in line.
I sympathized with her. After
all, why shouldn't a few ladies
be able to make an honest in-
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ELBCITONPOLL RESULTS
$40 Respondents in college and seminary

By Candidate preference

Reagan

Carter

Anderson

Others/Undecided 71

130

By voter registration

Category Reagan

Registered voters

who prefer: 265

Registered voters

not planning to

vote who prefer: 4

Non -registered indiv-

iduals unable to vote

who prefer: 16

Forms bearing in-

complete data on

registration and/or

voting plans: 5

By Party affiliation

Democrats who prefer

Carter 88

Reagan 16

Anderson 21

Republican

Carter

Reagan

Anderson

45.3

23.3

20.3

Carter Anderson Others

135 109 47

1 6 U

11 14 12

70.4%

12.8%

16.8%

4.1%

84.6%

11.3%

28.5%

27.4%

44.1%

Total Democrats: 125

Total Independents: 17E

The Sewanee Purple

M assage
cont fromp. 9

ject quickly. I asked her where

she learned the art of massages.

"The boss showed us once, and

then we learned as we went

along." Oh, how proffessional.

Well folks, thats it. No lurid

details, no wild sex. Just a $25
massage, nothing else. I

add i

$25?
i decent n ,but

Purple ace reporter Jimmy Hendrix uncovered the story

behind Monteagle's latest tourist attraction, the Massage

Parlor.

Hammer's

on the square

in

Winchester

Art Exhibit

Exhibition of Photography.

and was therefore author-
ized as an offical exhibition

of the United Nation's In-

ternational Children's Emer-
gency Fund (UNICEF).

school, and high school
students can take advan-
tage. The show is partic-

ularly appropriate since

local children are involved
with UNICEF.

Five hundred and fif-

teen large format photo-
graphs taken by 238 pho-
tographers from 94 coun-
tries comprise the show.
Due to lack of space, about
400 photographs are on dis-

play in the Gallery of Fine
Arts. Carlos hung the re-

' ing 100 in Carnegie,

taken. Though the missing
photograph has since been
recovered, the 100 photo-
graphs will not be re-hung

'The Children of This
World' is not a sentimental
display of angelic inno-
cence. Carlos feels one
must look 'at these works
as an understanding of the
world soul. This is a com-
munion of bodies through

' nage of the child

talk of the implications of
a child spirit, a diversity

in spiritual expression is

immediately apparent. I

think
show for that

'The Children of This
World ' will be on display
through November 15th.
Gallery hours are 10:00
am - 11:00 am and 2:00
pm - 4:00 pm Monday
through Saturday. Also
watch for notices of poetry
readings to be held at

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save money on your brand name
hard and soft lens supplies. Send

for free illustrated catalog.

Contact Lons Supply Center

341 E.Camalback

Phoanix, Arizona 85012

Watch for

50 ? Book Sale

Si. Luke's Bookstore

CONSIDERING AN MBA?

An admission's representative

from Vanderbilt University

will be on campus Monday,
October 27, to meet with

students interested In an

MBA. Please contact Office

of Career Services for more
details and to sign up for a

student information session.

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU
SEWANEE

-Beer'

Trey Bryant

For your party

needs...

Phone 598-0932

a
MICHELOB. Budweiser,

Natural

MICHELOB.

I
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the 'Rez

Allen Tate is most respon-
sible for the Review's greater
reputation; indeed, his contem-
porary Lytle said of him, "Tate
was the reputation.' Several
contributions of his

, as well
as the wide circle of contrib-

(many of them his

of T.S. Elic
.

began to climb, and in fact
increased three-fold. Today's
rates, Core points out, 'are
commensurate with other liter-

ary quarterlies', 'and although
the money is not the sole rea-
son for publishing in the Re-
view, it can provide leverage

marized the situation by sa
that the Review 'appeals
certain kind of audience.'
continued/Too large a c

Albert Gooch, director of ad-
missions for the University,
confirmed that 'a number of
people's interest (in Sewanee)
is sparked by the reputation
of the Review, particularly the
sons and daughters of those
in publishing or teaching jobs.'

William Myers, a Professor
from Manchester, England,

seminar in poetry at Sewanee
;aid of the Review

ributors is the
difference between t

the new Reviews, ' particularly
for the young poet, fiction

i Tate who mockingly

circulation than any country
outside the United States.

The total figure of reader-
ship is not really known,
because of the 3900 copies

ontributors outsi
th are Theodc
i, dean of the Prim
ite school; James

Cox,
irtmouth; William Wa«...

commonwealth professor of
English at the University of
Leeds; George Woodcock, an
English man of letters who
lives in British Columbia; Alan
Bell, assistant keeper of manu-
scripts at the National Library

Faculty members at the Univ
sity of the South who writ
regularly for the Review ar
W. Brown Patterson, Dean o

t
"

\
Campus Paperback bestsellers

4. Class Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. (Dell, $2.75.) Four Rad-
ctiffe grads and how they fared: fiction.

5. The Number of the Beast, by Robert A. Heinlein. (Fav
cert, $6.95.) Space journey to other universes: fiction.

9. Petals on the Wind, by V. C. Andrews. {Pocket, $2.75
)

Children take revenge in horror sequel: fiction.

7. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam
$6.95.) A sort of a love story.

8. Shibumt, by Trevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of

the perfect assassin and perfect lover: fiction.

9. The Great Shark Hunt, by Hunter S. Thompson. (Popu
lar Library, $3.50.) Roasting of America's seamy side

10. What Color is Your Parachute? .by Richard N Bolles
(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook

New & (Recommended
Been in the Storm too Long, by Leon F. Litwack. (Vintage
$7.95.) Meaning of freedom to emancipated Southern blacks.

Cannibals' and Missionaries, by Mary McCarthy. (Avon
$2.75.) Insights on terrorism aboard hijacked airplane.

Double, Double, Oil and Trouble, by Emma Latham (Pock
et, $2.50.) New York banker-detective foils oil caper.

Association of American Publishers

the College; Douglas Paschall,

Core, in his duties as editor
and final arbiter of what is

published in the Review, reads

publication.

5000 i

selected 31 for
Less than one-

tenth of one percent of the
naterial that is received 'over

transom ' or unsolicited

of that
He adds that

now

stories by Kent Nelson,

fork the s

the meantime" Nelson hai
two books published,
is equally proud of the y
fiction writers he has h<

in publishing their w
; the daily manage

n

Core himself finds
tic as sluicing out a hog pen.'
Much of the Review's daily
management from copyediting
and proofreading to matters

until Doomsday,
university and its literary quar-
terly should still be going

its editor,' Core said, although
many little magazines and
some quarterlies are. Lytle

'
, adding thaL Tate as

the direction established by
Tate. 'There were never any
violent breaks in edting styles
as has happened elsewhere,
Lytle has said. 'Editors, ' he
adds, 'merely put their own

In New York, 1

about this very repu
cause I was wearing i

hen my own impression of the
tature of the Review would be
nhanced every time I walked
lto one of the four bookstores
nat line Broadway between

several copies of the Sewanee
Review. Sewanee 's New York
and East coast distributor, B.
DeBoer, recieves 225 copies of

! bookstore's shelf.

fir to say also that that se.

of New York is both ;

r-coffee reader i

cated to southern writers, but
instead to the literary and
critical writings of a great
range, especially British and

American literature. As Core
has written, "the focus is on
Anglo-American literature
from 1500 to the present, with

tradition being upheld in such
proximity to those classes of
freshman English in which the
language is butchered.

Perhaps a complete outsider
to Sewanee best summed up
this irony, as Britisher Myers

Cfhe Sewanee 'Review

Enaiji by Seamips Dutra (Gin

on IWoolf)

£7Z"?^7J~Z•IE (Jte«.).
UfnAUa Zw„,„,.„,t. (Fo ""'

Autumn Issue Reviewed
As usual, the Autumn issue of the Sewanee

Review is devoted primarily to the work and study
of modern British and American novelists. Of par-
ticular interest in this number is Calvin Brown's
critical discussion of a pamphlet in the style of a
mediaeval pastiche, hand-written and illustrated by
William Faulkner as a 1926 gift to a woman friend.
The manuscript, Mayday, is virtually unknown and
is here examined for one of the first times in a
major publication.

Also included in the October Sewanee is

fiction by Herbert Mason of Boston University and
poetry by Jay Parini of Dartmouth College.
Mr. Mason is known for his work with the Gilgamesh
legend. Mr. Parini, a writer of prose as well as

poetry, has lately published a novel called

The Love Run.

Other contributors to the latest Sewanee
Review represent many parts of current literary

society. American academia is present in force
along with contributors from British schools,
the University of Manchester and University College
of Dublin, and Sewanee folks. C. B. Cox, Wallace
Fowlie, W. Brown Patterson, and Paul ilamsey are all

familiars of this Mountain. .....
by Mark Lewis

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOKED MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

HkVtK*
STEAK & PIZZA

HOUSE
STEAK ROOM OPENS DAILY

PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 10;;

NOON BUFFET NOW SERVED Monday

BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Reservations 967-1 1 1 1 CLOSED
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Come to the Mountain Think of...

TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN
FOODS

PREPARED FRESH DAILY

Shops ftitJred A+

fhe
1

'ra.il*.* Past

Country Go/
j\v*\((»e SKep

Old T/me Soi«-

7W'*J Post

Gift SUj>

in +W cU.A.

For: CKrU-f'A«.s

tie.*! Ymrs

faster

a,r\y f;^e

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTR Y HAM,
BISCUITS, CATFISH, BAR-B-Q, VEGETABLES,

CHARCOAL-BROILED STEAKS,
A LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING

OVER 20 ITEMS
AND FINE SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY!

OUR HEARTH ROOM WILL ACCOMMODATE
100 PEOPLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS

JIM OLIVER'S FAMOUS SMOKED
COUNTR Y HAMS AND MEA TS

ENTERTAINMENT
Open Nightly on the "Strip" in Monteagle

Big Daddy's Disco
j

Discount Coupon L

I
Good any Friday or Saturday Night |

REGULAR ADMISSION CHARGES
\

for any of these nights
j

with this Coupon and Student I.D. j

Oct. 24 & 25

Live Band

"

Wanted
*

Outlaw Music at its BEST!

Put on your cowboy hats & boots

and come on down
to Big Daddy 's and kick up some dust.

$1.00 OFF Regular admission for all

people wearing cowboy hats

Big Daddy's

Pizza & Game
Room

OPEN NIGHTLY AT 5:00 P.M.

(Formerly Billy's Hut)

Call 924-9902
For Carry-Out & Delivery

PARTIES AND REUNIONS

Now booking Reservations for private

parties. Big Dady's can accommodate

fered, food catered by the Smoke House
Restaurant and/or Big Daddy's pizza.

We can arrange the music. Also, Disco
or Live Band. Fantastic Light Show.

' For More Information and Reservations

contact Jim or James David Oliver,

Smoke House Restaurant, Monteagle

Oct. 31

Halloween
C ostume Party

Put on your scariest face and best Halloween
costume and come to Big Daddy's to do

the monster mash.

Live Band N o v . 7 & 8 - Long D i s tance
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Everyone loves to complain about the food at Gailor.

It's Sewanee tradition to gag and

retching gestures whenever the e>

graphically describing every food

Is, was, tastes like, looks like, and

poor wretch who is Ignorant enough

thing is that these same people are

forty-five minutes in order

resembles such delightful it

droppings.

ake all sorts of dramatic

ning menu is discussed,

em in terms of what it

vill ultimately do to the

iugh to consume it. The funny

are willing to stand in line for

eat the very food they claim

as elephant knees and parrot

Once the student i

,akesthe food in the li

the cook feels better now," <

that last night," and helps hi

As he places each item on h

tongue and asks the person ne

idea what happened on the pi

i such as, "I sure hope

"I could have sworn we had

self to every dish in the line.

. tray, he usually juts out his

t to him if he has any earthly

The neighbor, a

to be mistaken for someone who likes Gailor food, will reply

"No, but this has got to be the grossest thing I've ever seen,"

and both head over to the salad bar.

The salad bar offers more opportunity for them to discuss

the nauseating fare at Gailor. The lettuce is brown, the cu-

cumbers are soggy, the celery is decayed, and the tomatoes

arrived in a can marked "C.S.D.A. approved." But both stu-

dents pile their bowls with every item, topping each salad with

a generous supply of croutons.

Everyone complains about Gailor food, yet everyone eats

it and I certainly don't see too many students suffering from

any of the visable sigris of malnutrition.

Another thing, ttofr- amazes me are the Gailor Food Fights.

Seemingly sane student*, entertain themselves by throwing

wads of mashed potatoes at each other, all in the name of

protesting the quality of the food at Gailor. Isn't that rather

absurd? How can flinging an entire meal at fellow students,

people with whom you should commisserate rather than

attack, improve the food served to us? It's sort of like beating

up a patient because the doctor has made an error.

I have a far more positive plan. Next time you are abso-

lutely revolted by Sunday night dinner at Gailor, don't say a

word. Smile sweetly, take a large bite of veal, roll back your

eyes, and quietly slip under the table. Perhaps nobody will

notice you, but at least you won't have to take that second

bite.

C over Photos by

Ly" Hutchinson

B.C. Security

Tightened

campus, the Univer-

sity, in cooperation with the

town council, is taking steps

to tighten security, especially

in the Bishop's Common, and
to reduce the tendency for

people to scatter waste on the

domain
One such measure is the

recent employment of a second
clean-up man and the acquisi-

tion of a truck for the specific

purpose of patrolling the

grounds in search of litter.

In addition, the town council

almost unanimously approved a

bill to ban the sale of bever-

ages in disposable containers in

Sewanee. This proposal was
agreed upon by Shenanigans,

but was rejected by both the

Sewanee Market and the Univ-

ersity Market, as well as Tom
Yates, owner of the beverage
machine concession, all of whom
feel that this would hurt their

businesses. The fact that it

is more costly to sell be
in returnable bottles

major objectit

Albert Gooch, Director of
Admissions for the University,

backs the banning of disposable

containers. He feels that the

litter problem at Sewanee is a

major hindrance in regard to

the obtaining of revenues from
the Capita! Funds Drive. He
recognizes the fact that the

trustees are far more likely to

contribute to a school that is

ideal in all aspects, including

appearance.
Doug Cameron, Director of

Special Students Services and
the Outing Club, states that

University students are not the

only culprits in the litter pro-

blem, but that high school stu-

dents and townspeople are

equally responsible. He feels

that the fraternities are begin-

nig to take part in the effort

to keep the campus clean, and
cites the fact that the Phi Delta

Theta and Alpha Tau Omega
fraternities continually make
sure that not only their own
properties, but the surrounding
land and roadways are clean.

The fact that fraternities in

of the appearances of their

houses is due partly to the

recent pressure by Dean Sellers,

who is determined to alleviate

the litter problem.
Regardless of the

the
Sewanee, Mr. Cameron

of
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has declined since last

However, he is advising students

to lock the offices on the third

floor when they leave at night,

in an effort to reduce the possi-

bility of damage to expensive

equipment which might be
caused by students wandering
around upstairs. Several in-

driven into the walls and
thermostats have been tampered
with. This may have been
caused by University students

or by high school students

who frequent the pub on the

weekends. Aside from the

theft of the cigarette machine
in the Student Post Office, no
damage to the lower level of
the Bishop's Common has been
reported recently.

The fact that the student's

own tuition money must be
used to dispose of litter and to

correct the destruction of van-

dalism, says Mr. Cameron,
should be enough impetus to

coerce students into making an
effort to alleviate these pro-

blems. Regardless of the fact

that University students are not
totally responsible, they do
however bear the brunt of the

results.

Your First Job As

An Engineer

Should Let You

An Engineer

Be

Many companies can give you a

job that says engineer, but

how many give you a real

engineer's responsibility?

The Navy needs college grad-

uates and seniors with en-

gineering or hard science back-

grounds. Our nuclear pro-

pulsion officers start with a

year of graduate-level engin-

eering, at full pay. Then on

to nuclear powered sub-

marines, with immediate

responsibility. The responsi-

bility, benefit and salary pack-

age travel and security make

it the best opportunity avail-

able today. For more infor-

mation see John Ohlinger or

Jill Windle on November 3rd

or 4th at the Placement Office.

Regen

WithS

ts Meet

tudents

Craig Wilson

The Board of Regents, the
executive body of the Board of

Trustees, breakfasted with the
members of the Student Exec-
tive Committee on Tuesday,
October 14.

Each member introduced
himself and made a statement
about his respective organiza-

tion or about a subject of
importance to the - student
body. There was a brief dis-

cussion about making the old

gym available for large parties
that could involve everyone in

the college; the committee
members feel that the street

dances which have been held
are a good means of inter-

action among all students, but
that an indoor location would
be beneficial also. It was
announced that the counsel-
ing service for students, ini-

tiated this semester, has been
helpful to those who have

use of it, and it is

id that the service will

aid student retention.

The Student Trustees
appreciate the student input
received, and they encourage
more students to utilize the

opportunity to express opin-
ions or propose changes.

Communicating with the trust-

ees is an excellent way to voice

and information
is acted upon immedi-

ately. The student trustees are

currently traveling to the con-
ventions of the Episcopal
dioceses, with the double aim
of promoting the university

and encouraging the members

of the dioceses to recruit pro-

spective students for the

university.

The Regents expressed their

enthusiasm about the success
of the Student Capital Funds
Drive. It is their belief that

this support by the students

is indicative of the quality of
academic and social life at

Sewanee, and that this will be
useful in persuading alumni
and other interested parties to

contribute to the university's

funds drive. The Regents also

wished to convey to the stu-

dent body that they are inter-

ested in every facet of student
life, including fraternities,

housing, and health

The Student Executive
Committee is composed of the

officers of the Student
Assembly, Brent Minor, Larry
Williams, and MaryCobk, the

head of the Order of Gowns-
men, Lindsey Coates, the head
of the Student Discipline Com-
mittee, Tom Edwards, the

head of the Honor Council,
Kevin Reed, Student Trustees
Caroline Hopper and Chip
Manning, and the head of the

Purple, Judy O'Brien. Ex
officio members include the

head of the Interfraternity

Council, Philip Dunklin, head
proctors Norman Allen and
Mary Hughes Frye, and the

head of the Women's Inter-

dormitory Council, Joanna
Fitts.

The Board of Regents con-
venes again in February and at

the end of April.
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Tillinghas t

Re turns

Richard Tillinghast returned

Sewanee to read his newest

sity Lecture on
October 20. Tillinghast, a

Sewanee graduate, was a mem-
ber of the faculty last year

and is currently teaching at

Harvard.
"Sewanee in Ruins" is a

long poem in five parts about
the history of Sewanee. Til-

linghast began the poem in

February while teaching here.

He chose the history of Se-

wanee as a subject "because,

since it covers a relatively

short period of time, from
1850 to the present, and
since Sewanee is so small,

it is easy to master. Also,

Sewanee's history is very inter-

esting, and it reflects Southern
history so well," Tillinghast

"I was pleased that so many
people turned out to hear

the poem
for me to read it here.

It was written for the Sewanee

Tillinghast taught creative

writing an d several other Eng-

lish cour es at Sewanee last

enjoyed being here

last year very much. After

other parts of the

country
back. This community is so

friendly," he said. Tillinghast

the students he

taught a Sewanee to his

Harvard s udents. "The major
difference is that my students

at Harvard work harder... If I

taught a Sewanee again, I

would giv e my students more
He also noted that

students a t Harvard come from
a wider range of backgrounds

Drinking Club

Crackdown
by Robert Meri ethei

sence of Se-

that's what
ollege friends.

than Sewanee students do.

So you're trying to explain

wanee" (what a horrendous phr;

they ask for) to a group • of you

You ramble on about coats, ties, skirts, volunteer

firemen, cocktail party football games, and of course,

the kilts and capes of the drinking clubs. The apparel

of the Highlanders and Wellingtons catches everyone's

eye. Subtly, the groups are woven into the very fabric

of our University life. However, these two organiza-

tions together with two less visible societies, the Black

Ribbon Society and Los Peones, have recently come
under fire from the Administration. They have been

forbidden to hold initiations which in all four cases in-

volve the consumption and regurgitation of a certain

The administration, represented by Dean Seiters, has

a clear-cut view of these practices: it deplores them.

Since 1977, the heads of these clubs have received a

tetter each year with the same basic message:

"The University views as unacceptable and

forbids any initiation which involves the

consumption of a large amount of alcohol

in a short period of time. This practice is

not only offensive to our sense of social

propriety, but it also poses a threat of severe

physical and mental trauma to initiates.

Indeed, there are instances where such rites

have resulted in the death of an initiate."

Dean Seiters has elaborated on this position for the

Purple. He says, "I can't believe that any rational stu-

dent would support such a practice or believe that it is

in the best interests of the community." Giving his

thoughts an even firmer thrust: "I'm not talking about

the use or even normal abuse of alcohol... to give a

lethal dose of alcohol.. .is just not an acceptable human

Seiters' fears are based on his acquaintance with

other cases of this sort, as well as the local medical pro-

fessional's opinion of the practice. There are, he says,

similar initiation rites which have resulted in the death

You'll Never Forget...

Village Wine & Spirits Shoppe

Smoke House - Monteagle
Fine Imported & Domestic Wines & Liquors

All your party needs found here and at the Smoke House Soda Shop

Soda Shop now carrying a complete line of bar accessories & mixers

Perrier Water, Mr. & Mrs. T's, Canada Dry, Master Mix, Imported Beers

DRINWHI6

L/MIT

Yoo cm HAVE
TH IS

Capital F unds Dr ive

by Jim Morris

With less than three weeks
remaining, the Capital Funds
Drive has received 49% of last

year's pledges.

Part of a major drive

started by Vice-Chancellor

Ayres and the Board of Re-
gents with the goal of raising

30 ,.. 11. dolto

period of five years, the Capital

Funds Drive was initiated last

spring by four students, three

of whom graduated and one

Student tuition doesn't pay
for half of an education,

so money is greatly needed

in the areas of better housing,

faculty salaries, and general

development of the school.

The goal of the Capital Funds
Drive is to have 80% of the

University's student body
make donations. Between 60
and 65% have pledged, but
only 49% have met these

pledge;

"The

than actual monetary figures,"

explained Hopper, "is that

once the statistics have been
released, the percentages of

students who gave in each class

will be indicative of school
support, and should act as

According to Hopper, the

Drive has brought the school

closer together. She is pleased

with the student interest, al-

though at first, she and the

other three students responsi-

ble for initiating the drive were
skeptical.

Some students were not

contacted last year, and until

the three weeks are over,

anyone wishing to contribute,

and increase the percentages

should contact Caroline

Hopper or the Development
Office. Hopper expressed a

great deal of appreciation for

the "student canvassers" who
collected the pledges, and
for the students who made
donations.

Sewanee Academy also par-

cipated in the Capital Funds

35 CENT BEER
HAPPY HOUR 5:30-7:30 pm *

THURSDA Y NIGHTS —^JJ,.^,—
For sandwiches, quiche, kegs, and

an occassional cookie . . . 11:30am - 12pm

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan
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Career Services

> do after gradu-
.omebody'a offer

when I graduate, and after that it will depend on how hard
I work, how bright I am, and the breaks I get.

"

You may well be able to fall into something but, with
shrinking opportunities for the college-trained, how re-
warding it will be at the start-how far you go from there-
and how satisfied you'll be with what you're doing-will
depend on more than brains, brawn and breaks. It will
also depend on how the job fits you, your aptitudes, in-

'

;, physical capacities, your need for security freedom,

teed to begin using I

on graduate schools and
is available if you want it. Drop by in the next
and see what the Career Services Office has- i

lilt. |

If yo uld

look at. The Career Services Office now
has on file data from the Chambers of Commerce of the 30
cities in which the majority of our graduates have chosen to
live and work. This information includes job market statistics,

housing, cost of living figures, public transportation, cultural
and educational offerings. Come by and take a look.

Information or
Fellowships anc
is now available

date for applications is November 26,1980,
National Science Foundation Fellowships are awarded

for study or work leading to a master's or doctoral degree in

National Science Foundation Graduate
Minority Graduate Fellowships for 1981

Career Services Office. The closing

Anyone interested should <

mathematical, physical, biological, engineering i" i the history and philosophy of science.

s by the office immediately

Career Servic

College in Boston, through their Center for the Study of
Children's Literature, offers a year of graduate study lead-
ing to a Master of Arts in Children's Literature for those
seeking involvement in teaching, library work, editing, pub-
lishing and affiliated schools.

Theta Kappa Phi

Annual Disco Party

—Dance Contest

—Prizes

—And All the Brew
you can drink, $2.00

Friday night,

November 14.

Barbara Hall on Saturday, November 15 (a study day), at
11:00 a.m. in the Torian Room of duPont Library. Please
sign up in the Career Services Office if you wish to partici-

lable. The internships arc offered for
enter graduate school.

a month, dependingi renge from $1000 to $u
liscipline, level of academ
xperience. Candidates mus

procedures by Jan

are located :

and are seeking counselors for summer sessions of ISisi
For applications and more information, write to Mr Frank
Bell, Jr., Camp Mondamin, Tuxedo, North Carolina 28784
Mr. Bell will also be on campus to talk with interested stu-
dents during the early part of second semester.

Teaching. If you are interested in a teaching career in
an independent school and would like to learn more about
the opportunities available, the academic requirements,
be sure to set aside the evening of November 12. At 7:00

i the Torian Room of duPont Library, the

portunities with independent schools. The
will be general in nat
freshman, sophomore,
plore the possibilities c

Career Services Calandar

November 6: Wake Forest Law School Interviews

November 7: Air Force Recruitment

November 7: Career Opportunities with the Federal
Government, Mr. James Joseph, Under-
secretary of the Interior 1:30 to 3:00,
Career Services Office,

November 10: Travelers Insurance Company, Hartford,

I Center for Paralegal Trai

November 12:

Torian Room of duPont Libra

>: Resume' Writing Workshop', 11:1

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOKED MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

B&G Supply Store
"YOUR FRIENDLY HARDWARE STORE-

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

Many Good Buys One Week Only

discountinued items. in remainders and
at the

University Supply Store

JAY
WEINBERG:
LIVINGPROOF

YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS

COUNT

These days, Jay

Weinberg's most

difficult battles take

place on the tennis

court. Five years

ago, he had a

different kind of

fighton his hands:

againstone of-the

toughest forms of

cancer. Cancer

research and

treatment have

made Jay's kind of

recovery possible for

almost 2 million

people. Which
means that your

donations have

helped buy Jay

Weinberg a very

beautiful gift:

his life.

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American J
Cancer Society %

MASSAGE LADY STAFF

1-24 HEALTH CENTER
ACCESS RD. MONTEAGLE-SEWANEE EXIT

Ask for lady of Your Choice

OPEN 24 HOURS PH. 615-924-9992

Matador Steak Room
Decherd Blvd

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD B

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet
including Salad Bar S2.45

-I 1:00am- lO.UOnn

-4:00pm - I I :00pm

Tel. 967-4535
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Prom Night
What Hath

Hitch Wrought ?

by Dr. Frank Miller

Prom Night, the SUT's Owl
Flick for October 10 and 11,
opens with shots of a. desert-

ed school building. The
camera is placed low, so you
know it's supposed to be
threatening. The film is also

over-exposed , flooded with
sunlight so you can be pretty

sure that this is a flashback

to the pseude-poetic days of
childhood. Sure enough, as the
ominous background music
builds up steam you' can
hear children's voices chanting

"The killer's coming to get

you! The killer's coming to

get you!" Then you're inside

the building looking down on
a group of children as they
prepare for a game of hide

and seek. With all those
crazy camera angles you know

As they move about, looking

up
e bird that only turns

every few years.

Bad films are definitely an
acquired taste. It takes true

grit to endure hours of dine-

mattc idiocy in the search

for true putresence. Yet, thf

taste for bad film is growing
larget

pl.M the

tracks slowly past images of

pristine children hiding among
is a rare bird that only turns

tracks slowly past images of

pristine children hiding among
broken windows, rusty sinks,

and littered hallways. The
sequence seems to go on forever,

long after the tension has

ebbed. By the time someone
does get it, a little girl who
disturbs the game and is taunted

by the othe

had "worst film festivals,

thus allowing herds of scream-

ing fans to revel in the absurdity

of Rex Reed and Raquel
Welch as a before and after

ad for transsexual surgery -in

Myra Breckenridge (1970), all-

American John Wayne as

Genghis Khan in The Con-
querer (1955), Daisy and
Violet Hilton, real-life Siamese
twins, in Chained for Life

(1959), and Bette Davis as

"a twelve-o-clock woman in a

ten-o-clock town" in Beyond
the Forest (1949).

With Prom Night there is a

new aspirant to the pantheon

The film is another psycho-rev-
enge thriller in the genre of
Halloween and Friday the

Thirteenth. In this one the set-

ting is a high school and ail of
the victims are students. It's

hard to know where to begin in

describing a film this bad.
There's the casting. Most of
the players are supposed to be
high school seniors. Now,

Ym.
ctly

that, film's

the wonderful world of

A cursery perusal of the

film reviews in Variety or

the daily paper of any large

city would suggest that bad
movies are a dime a dozen.

That is not the case, however.

The truly bad film, the worst

of the worst, the classic turkey

gratuitous sex and violence

scenes, the producers could not
have used real teenagers. But
couldn't they have at least

found people who looked
The

film don't just look old, they

look wasted.
Then there's the symbolism,

yes, symbolism. During the

second half of the film almost
every scene opens with some
implication of violence. Hedge-

University Market
"MUNCHIES * KEG BEER AVAILABLE
"SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS
"DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students' needs.

if we don't have it, we will get it for you!"

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

ACROSS FROM BANK

INDIAN CLOTHING ROOM

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts $5—$18
Bedspreads $10

seconds and close-outs

PLANTS»CANDLES»GOURMET KITCHEN UTENSILS*

TOYS*NEEDLEWORK<POTTERY» STAINED GLASS*

University of the South SEAL FOR NEEDLEPOINT

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

clippers, scissors, and broken
glass are virtually thrown at the
audience, as if in anticipation

of the blood bath to come.
When the first murder finally

takes place and the film cuts
from victim number one to a
close overhead shot of a

punch bowl filled with, you
guessed it, red punch, the aud-
ience howls with laughter. The
film also has two deliciously

bad red herrings: an escaped
mental patient (who serves as

an excuse for tightjawed con-

renia") and an idiot school
groundskeeper who appears to

have stepped right out of

National Lampoon's Nerd pos-

when Victim Number Four
(these character don't need
names; they only exist to be
knocked off) is alone in the

layer to her make-up. A door
opens behind her, the entrant

hidden from view (another

ill omen) and Victim Number
Four asks her unseen visitor,

"Hey, do you have any mas-
cara?" just before the visitor

starts chasing her through the

school's halls with an axe.

Such ineptitude is almost

endearing. In many ways
this film is more fun than

many a merely middling effort.

You can't wait to see what the

filmmakers will do wrong next.

Everybody has his or her

favorite turkeys. My favorites

are a stomach-churning trio

that would make a stong critic

weep. The worst I've ever

seen is Plan Nine from Outer
Space (1958), an inter stellar

grave robber's epic replete with

flying saucers that look like

garbage lids, cardboard tomb-
stones, and a fruity narrator

from outer space are moni-

toring our every move and are

even watching the movie with

us (and God help us if that's

true). Second in the terrible

trio is Lisztomania (1975),

one of Ken Russel's (Women
in Love, Tommy) less prestig-

ious extravaganzas. Franz
Liszt is played by Roger
Daltrey of The Who as a

combination teen idol and sex

machine in lederhesen who
returns to destroy Richard

Wagner, depicted as a cross

between Dracula and Adolph
Hitler. Along the way there

are several caricatures of other

composers, Ringo Sarr as the

Pope, and enough sexual fan-

tasies to fill several volumes of

Kraft-Ebbing. The whole mess

SOC River Trip

by j e Thrower

On Thursday afternoon of
Midterm Break, I was in

Wood's Lab, still slaving over
my Physics. The clock stared

ingly down
big 1:30" that
the S.O.C. Whitewater
trip was scheduled to leave.

I fumbled over my lab, an-
xious to begin the weekend.
Finally I was free. I ran out
of Wood's Lab, jumped on my
bike, grabbed some last minute
stuff from the dorm, and
rushed to meet the others,

wondering if they had per-

haps left me. But of course,
there they were, still packing
the familiar blue SOC van.

dressed in our outdoor's best.

Doug Cameron pulled out his

harmonica, Rob Lundine
strummed his guitar, the rest

River in North Carolina late

Thursday night, we staked
camp along the water's edge.
All of us anticipated the next
day's river run but Davis
Graham and Scott Hudspeth
couldn't wait that long. They
jumped into wet suits and went
"yackin" by crisp, October
moonlight. Their hoops and
hollers filled the quiet even-
ing as they played in the

white water froth.

The greyness of the next

morning could not dampen
everyone's enthusiasm. Climb-

ing into a wetsuit for the first

time, I felt like a pro. Even
if I had been canoeing only one
other time in my life, I was
ready for the river. From our

starting point, the first part

was fairly mild Whitewater. We
practiced "ferrying" and "eddy
turns." Doug Cameron chose

these "eddies" to give advice or

warning about the next set

of rapids and review the ra-

pids we had just passed

through.

Just when I had convinced

myself that everything was
under control and that I

would successfully avoid plung-

ing into the 45 degree water
during the entire weekend,
my tandum partner, Harriet

Dupree, and I made a splashing

spill. My immediate, involun-

tary fear was unnecessary, for

directions were yelled to us

and gallant kyackers paddled

to our rescue. I remembered
to keep my feet downstream,
floating on my back, but I

could feel that cold water

travel the length of my wetsuit.

Wistful thinking told me that

my one dramatic spill for the

don't need to do it again."

la Cd«ii> naXcra.\ foodsa\tertna+ '- *t

5tite^$ ;

rtj?xt to SWena

After successfully making
our way through a few more
miles of rapids, and beginning
to prove our worth as canoers,
we were over for a second
time. "Why don't you just
swim down the river?" came a
call from a fellow boater. I

laughed, but this time I'd

learned something: to remain
alert and not lapse into a
casual attitude.

l'he big question of the
day for Harriet and me was
whether we would do the
falls at the end. How could
we face people with the an-
swer that yes, we canoed the
Nantahala River, but no, we
chickened out when it came
to the falls? After scouting
them from the riverbank, how-
ever, we decided that the falls

would have to wait until

Sunday; by that time we'd be

South Carolina. And, well,

since I had... uh... yes, believe

it or not, left my brand new
S.O.C. wetsuit at the Nantahala
I took the opportunity to do
some studying and booking
on a beach on the banks of
the River.

Sunday proved to be a gor-

geous autumn day. We felt

grateful for the warm sun on
our backs, almost persuading
us to believe it was summer-
time again. (Our first en-

Harriet and I decided to switch
paddling partners in an effort

to avoid a repeat of Friday's

swimming episodes. We were
running late, for the dam
that controls the river had
just been closed. Although it

would be a couple of hours
before the effects caught up
with us, it was a race against

the flow unless we wanted
to end the day carrying the

boats on our backs. This
added a touch of imminent
adventure to our second
Nantahala run.

Whatever the degree of
success achieved in what we
tried, albeit "Eddy turns,"

"riding the wave," kyacks
attempting "pop ups" or per-

fecting that "eskimo roll,"

we were having a blast just

being outdoors, in boats, on

Gift Books
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ittoooooooooooooooooooooooe Vcmderbilt or Bust

The Vanderbilt Symposium
held on the occasion of the

25th Anniversary of the forma-

tion of the "Agrarian" writers'

group was attended by two
Purple reporters. The lighter

side of their experience is

related below. The next issue

of The Purple will feature

a "legitimate" treatment of the

by Robert Meriwethei

The writer of the following

article and the staff of The
Purple disclaim any knowledge
of the following people and
events, which are probably fic-

titious anyway.

On the road again..., the

Jimmy Buffet tape had ejected

at the end of its last track and
Willie Nelson began to gravel

out that peculiarly appropriate

miles, a couple of hours
and a whole world t Sewanee.
Here 1 was alone, late, and

nounced shimmy a anything
over 50 miles an ho ur. Okay,
maybe I ought t

muself. One night at dinner
Jamie Coleman anc I votun-

Symposium in Nashville for

The Purpie. "Seems reasonable-,

right? Miss a little class, see
a few Vanderbilt friends, drink
a little beer, drink a little

wine, drink a little liquor, and
no doubt, hear some interest-

ing papers on the Agrarians and
I'll Take My Stand.

Coleman, of course, had
been sand-bagged with a
Shakespeare test Thursday at

one o'clock. Just my luck
But, no problem, he lent me
his car. However, ten minutes
before I left he allowed that,

well, he was going to fix his

car over Thanksgiving, but if

I really hauled ass down the

ok... the wheel could fall off.

But I did make it to Nash-
ville, and after tooling around
some God-forsaken section of
railroad tracks and gas stations,
I stopped at a friendly store

for directions. They also had
bourbon for giveaway prices,

and I had Jamie's and my ex-

parking

pense checks, sc

I pulled int

slot in front of
went up to the eigth floor,
went back to the car to find

fifth floor and walked in on a

half naked Carter Coleman
(yes, Jamie's brother) and a
Korean named Horim Yi
(honest). The Stones' Emo-
tional Rescue rippled the wall
hangings while we shared a
small tissue restorative, bour-
bon flavor, and moved out
smartly is a little light-head-

That afternoon's lectures
were chaired by some bald,
bearded fellow whose paper

'interesting, full of insight,

He

night is more in keeping with

the tone of this essay.

After minding my manners
to Lytle, Cleanth Brooks, and
the few other sym posers (that

can't be right, but what else

can you call someone who
participates in a symposium?)
that I knew, I went back to

Morgan. Jamie was nowhere
to be found.

The hell with Jamie. I -left

with a couple of Vandy
people to watch them practice

a Brecht play. I understood
the major product in the staff

soda machine was a new light

soft drink called Budweiser.
Soon finished, (that's the play

not the beer in the machine)
Jamie came in at about ten and
decided he was far too tired

to do anything but head for

his grandmother's house to

sack out. Fine. We all went
to the Pub. (Yep, they've
got one too.) Two hours later

it dimly occurred to me that

the last meal I'd had was one
of Will's sandwiches at the
Deli-Bar. No matter. The
children in London lived on
beer after the blight, right?

The Pub closed. Mini-Marts
didn't. Mini-Mart personnel
have absolutely no sense of
humour. I mean it was obvious
that we were going to buy that

-pizza—and—you—can't -tell-me

frozen pizzas aren't an invita-

tion to play frisbee. Two
bottles of tonic water and a

slightly battered pizza later, we
piled into a fast, tow, green

vehicle and accelerated (brak-

ing wastes gas) back to the

'"trm. Oh, by the way, if you
run halfway down the length

of the Morgan dormitory hall,

slide the rest of the way, you
will fall down the stairs at the

end and be forced to go mix
another gin and tonic.

Sure I made it to the next
mornings lectures! Caffeine
and milk puts anyone on
track and the necessity of
taking massive notes (I

couldn't find Jamie anywhere)
neatly relegated the little man
with a trip hammer to a
back corner of my skull

just behind my right ear.

(Oops, intellectualisms just

keep creeping in.)

Halloween night. This was
the night to be at Vanderbilt.
Wine and cheese party fol-

lowed the symposium. Never
could wade through the crowd

end the last three Agrarians
were stationed next to the

door so in the interest of
scholarship 1 stayed nearby

.

We left only to find that our
car (fortunately I had gotten
-a—-ride). . had -been —towed.

Nothing to do but'go to happy
hour and watch the costumed
drinkers become costumed
drunkerds. Those drinks (I

won't say where they're avail-

able, I want to keep it secret)
will curl your toenails, uncurl
your leg-hairs, heat up your
blood, and set your brain
adrift from its moorings. To
get ahead of myself slightly,

the driver of the impounded
car was convinced to stride

firmly into the police lot,

and head firmly past the pay
as-you -leave gate without pay-
ing. Surely the police have
a better sense of humour
than the Mini-Mart official!

"Surely," you ask, "I went
to a costume party?" Of
course! A bit of make-up
(theatre people remember), a

tee-shirt, borrowed leather jac-

ket, and you're in business
as a punk-rocker. No sweat,
except for the drive over there
in "my" car this time (Jamie's
car I'm happy to say) I recall,

dimly, a preppy young girl,

fair-isle sweater, Izod pants,
10 gold chains, terminal snob-
bery and simpering comments:
"Yes this is a wild party. Yes
we are weird, and yes, we
drama folks do have fun." (If

she'd only lisped it would
have been perfect and perfectly

revolting.) Poor girl. A cute
party, yes. A fun party, al-

right:-"Butr a wild-party?- No".

One taste of rafter-hanging,

gatoring, screaming, beer
throwing, mindbending Se-

wanee life would probably
cause her carefully painted
mask of make-up to shatter

like, a punched out KA win-
dow. Fortunately, it picked
up steam a little later on. I

think Miss Prep left.

Saturday morning was
tougher. Monty Python was
still shouting British obsceni-
ties from the record player -

something about selling a dead
parrot. Caffeine and milk
had to be supplemented by the

sugar in two Fanta orange
drinks and a cup of tea before

I could shuffle to the bath-

room and disrobe my teeth of
the little, furry sweatshirts

tney had -donned overnight.
Shower, shave, Visine, a piece
of toast, and let the Agrarians
do what they would, I could
cover it from a seat on the
front row, my reward for
rising at such an unholy

Having had my fill of
Wendy's and Nashville, too,
for that matter, I turned
toward home, groped for a
tape, and began to organize
and separate in my mind the
inanity from the sane during

But, enough of this scholarly
interpretation. That belongs in
another article. Thursday

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING

3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326

404/266-1060
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Brecht Play

Opens
The Purple Masque opens

its 1980-81 season tonight with
"Brecht on Brecht," to be per-

formed in Guerry Auditorium
November 6, 7 and 8.

"Brecht on Brecht" is a col-

lection of material from Ber-

tolt Brecht's works, compiled
in 1967. A series of short

readings will be presented
spanning the German drama-
tist's writings from the '20s

through the '50s. The various
subjects include war and poli-

tics (Brecht fled from Germany
during Hitler's rise

the artist's percept;

christ, David Landon, John
Lowrance, Steven Raulston,

Susan Rupert, and Elaine

Schumaker. Assistant Dir-

ector is Pamela Good. The
music is under the direction of

Steven Shrader. Other crew
members include Vic Johnson
(Stage Manager), Mary Quiet-

zsch (graphic arts) and Polly

Barclay and Betsy Groten
(costumes).

The de.

with

),

rid relation-

is Frank Miller's first

show at Sewanee, who joined
the faculty of the college as the
sole, full-time instructor in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre. Originally from Phil-

adelphia, Miller completed his

undergraduate studies at Tem-
ple University, and earned both

MFA in Directing and his

in Columbus.
The cast, which is drawn

from students, faculty and
community members, consists

of: Jumana Ateyeh, John
Buck, Nancy Cole, Gilbert Gil

this Brecht collection

reached after auditions attract-

ed too few people to attempt

the play intended, which had a

larger cast. The present cast is

composed of a selection from
that small group who demon-
strated an interest in contrib-

uting their time and effort to

a Purple Masque production

this semester. Nevertheless,

Miller states he is "excited"

about the Brecht and impres-

sed with the talents of the cast.

Brecht holds an endearing

position as an innovator in the

dramatic arts, and Miller af-

frims "it's good theatre." The
informal dialogues are per-

fromed on a very somple set,

allowing an intimacy which

could provide an entertaining

experience. There is no ad-

Scenes from 'Brecht

on Brecht 1

All Brecht Photos - Alice Ayeis
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He Stood Up... And Something

Happened
History, lack of money, and the difficulties in delivering

his message were the three fates that finally brought an end

to John Anderson's bid for the presidency. On Tuesday,

with a landslide win for Ronald Reagan, the political

realities that experts had pointed out all along, finally came
true. Anderson did not carry a single state, he didn't win a

single electoral vote. Instead, his total share of the popular

vote turned out to be a mere seven percent.

This seems to be a rather poor showing for a candidate

who had consistently fared better in the polls. Indeed,

there was a point when a majority of the American people

were willing to vote for Anderson if it was certain "he had a

chance." But of course, as history has always held, most of

the support that third-force candidates enjoy, usually

erodes by Election Day. Most people end up voting for a

Democrat or a Republican, because they don't want to vote

for a loser.

In this particular

parties have crankei

really didn't have

making Reagan the

ase, with all the hype that the major

out, it became clear that Anderson

chance after all. Carter was busy

ssue, and Reagan was busy making
Carter the issue. Each man, in turn, justified his election

almost solely on the faults of his opponent. On the one
hand, enough voters had been convinced that Ronald

Reagan's election would invariably lead us into a nuclear

holocaust, while others were saying that four more years of

Jimmy Carter would bring the Russians to our doorstep.

As a result, most of the strong pro-Anderson support was
simply out-weighed by the stronger anti- Reagan and anti-

Carter sentiments, and over half of the voters ended up
"holding their noses"as they cast their ballots.

Had John Anderson been able to spend as much (15
times more) as the Reagan and Carter campaigns, it might
have been a different election. But of course, that's all in

the past as they say. Still, we must g ve credit to him for

running a most impressive campaign. First of all, in the
beginning thee odds were against hirr that he would even

qualify for a significant number of sta te ballots'. However,
his staff petitioned and overturned c urt cases to get him
on the ballot in all fifty states. Also, it was doubted that he
would ever take part in a presiden tial debate, but he

debated once with Reagan, and wor Along with that.
many people thought he. would never ie able to finance his

campaign, but the F.E.C. ruled to allc w him to qualify for

federal matching funds, and thus his major financial

problems were solved. Finally, crit cs charged that his

campaign was nothing more than an ego trip, and yet he
drew up a 317 page platform filled with proposals that even
David Broder of the Washington Post called, "the most inn-

ovative set of policy making ideas" to be presented in this

election.

For those of us who supported his campaign, John
Anderson revived what would have otherwise been a rather

pathetic election year. Many of us were dismayed with the
choice between what we considered to be an ineffectual

President and an old-style "cake and circircuses" actor
politician. To us, their talk of big tax-cuts, and expensive
weapons programs were simply some more of the same old
populist jargon we've always heard. Instead, we wanted to
hear a candidate start talking realistically about this

nation's problems, and John Anderson did just that.

Throughout this campaign, he displayed a far better under-
standing of the inter-connections between the central
issues. His emphasis on restraint in foreign policy, frugality
in economic affairs at home, and social liberalism was what
we considered to be truly representative of the mainstream.
Most of all. he offered a truly positive alternative

Of course, the time for reflecting on this election is over,
now our immediate concern is how to deal with a

Reagan administration and a new Congress. But before I

close, I would like to point out that after casting my vote
for Anderson I feel really great about it. Many people said

on November 5th,

represented my

would regret my decision, but I

n I voted for the candidate who
of thinking, and although my

On election night, I heard all three of the candidates

speak. Reagan seemed tired and quite aged, the survivor of

a rough campaign of verbal attacks and mudslinging.

Carter, a man who was never known to handle defeat very

well, nevertheless choked back tears and bowed out

gracefully. But of all the three, John Anderson exhibited

the greatest amount of enthusiasm and fullness of spirit.

He exclaimed to a cheering crowd: "Of course I'm

disappointed, but I hope you can judge from my demeanor

that I am neither bruised in mind nor in spirit. ..the task

remains... I will continue my campaign to awaken America,

and I hope you'll join me."

That night was a celebration, a victory that revealed to

such a cynic as myself, that beyond gutter politics, beyond

the defeat of great individuals, there is the the ultimate

triumph of ideas. Indeed, as the 1 980 election ended, and

the candidates walked away from it, out of all them I saw

John Anderson the winner.

by Ben Smith
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Reagan and a New Government
The election of 1980 was a significant event in the history of this

nation, The overwhelming victory or Ronald Reagan and the

significant gains registered by the Republican Party in the Congress
mark a dnmi.it n > h.mnn- m sin- .ittitudesof the American people toward
the problems of modem society. Since the election of 1932, an era

in which every plank of the 1928 Socialist Party platform was comple-
tely or partially fulfilled, Americans have turned to the government to

solve their problems. It was an era of high hopes and aspiration for the

progress of mankind. But we found, in our pursuit of prosperity for

all Americans, declining opportunities for the disadvantaged in securing

a permanent future free from government control and dependence
the result. We have found that governmental control over our econo-
mic freedom, which i> tin- nimlnnvnt.il kisis for all of our political li-

berties, hits pust-d .i (l.ingcrr)us threat to our free society.

Americans, as expressed by the polls on Tuesday, have reaffirmed

the values and beliefs upon which our nation was founded. In

combination with campassion for the unfortunate groups of our
society, Americans desire to reinstate free enterprise as the foundation

of innovation, progress, and a rising standard of livin g. In 1980,
Americans have accepted the rale thrust upon them as the only nation

that can provide a lasting peace. Strength and influence around the

world will be America's deterrent and answer to aggression and ty-

Reagan faces awesome challenges in achieving the goals set forth

by the American people. A complete rebuilding and rejuvenation of
the American' economy will be the foremost aim of the Reagan adminis-

tration. Drawing upon a unified party and many bipartisan and ex-

perience advisors, the Reagan administration will seek to impress its

ideology upon all levels and departments of government. A rational

administration of manetary policy, an overhaul of governmental regula-

tion consistent with economic growth, a reduction in needless burea-

cracy such as the Department of Education, and a reduction in needless

governmental spending accompanied by reductions ins the tax burden
will be the consistent policy objectives of the Reagan administration.

More importantly, our defenses will be strengthened to the point of
discouraging aggression and providing an equal basis for a real reduction

in nuclear arms between the super-powers

Ronald Reagan unlike Jimmy Carter four years ago, brings to

Washington a philosohpy of government. His history of pragmatism
will serve him well in achieveing many of the objectives and goals

to which this coutry has committed itself. The future course of Ameri-
can politics will depend on the success of the Reagan administratioa

A considerable amount of success could very well issue in a new era

of conservatism, an approach to problems commensurate with a free

society and government by the people, for the people.

by Robert L. Crewdson

Playing With Fire
Regardless of who wins the Presidential election cms year,

the United States will have to reckon with a devastating war
waiting to happen in South Africa. The peaceful evolution in

South Africa to a functioning democracy must be aided in

every way by the U.S.

A successful evolution cannot be rapid. It is common
knowledge that South Africa's apartheid government is based

on a priviledged white minority that enjoys a disproportion-

ate share of the country's earnings. But the black majority

has standards of living, nutrition, and education higher than
virtually any other African nation. South Africa's Security

Forces make it one of the safest nations, for blacks or

whites, on the continent. And the South African govern-

ment, while it is elected by a minority, is an ELECTED
government, and power changes hands peacefully between
parties and candidates. Even the most partisan observer of
African politics must concede that no other African nation

can claim such a political record.

So, despite UPI and AP reports depicting riots, repression,

and racism, the government of South Africa isn't ALL bad.

But we, as Americans, cannot accept a society which con-

sciously and legally discriminates by the color of man's skin.

The South Africans are nice people, they go to church, they
have elections, they're very good partners in business... but

hell, they might as well own slaves! The apartheid system is

repugnant to most Americans.

The most pressing reason for the U.S. to help end apartheid

is purely selfish: our own security. South African blacks

deeply resent apartheid, and with Socialist oriented countries

like Zimbabwe and Mozambique surrounding it, it is likely

that a bloody, anti-West revolution will one day sweep across

the country. South Africa is crucial to the industrial nations

of the West because of its gold, diamonds, minerals, and its

location overlooking the shipping lanes between the Indian

and Atlantic oceans. If such a revolution takes place, South
Africa would probably fall under Soviet influei

blind, nor is it

xploit the country's

r the X

But the So

working with an attitude of "let's

wealth for as long as possible, then hi

the blacks." The Afrikaners have lived in South Africa for

centuries; unlike the European colonialists of the past, the

Afrikaners want their children and their grandchildren to live

in a peaceful, prosperous, and free South Africa.

The government knows that they cannot quell the racial

unrest by repressing it. They are removing apartheid bit by bit,

until all South Africans, black and white, can vote for their

leaders on an equal basis. The process seems agonizingly slow

to Americans, but look at the record for the past four years:

South Africa has named to Parliament five black homelands

whose tribal leaders have political access, and next year

"colored" people (mostly former Asians) will have direct

Pariamentary representation. True, these changes are not even

half a loaf for black South Africans, but they do indicate that

congratulate

responsible for the

js Of THE
Shot dog.

LEAS
i of.

U.S. Policy Towards
South Africa

the government is moving in the direction of a truly demo-
cratic svstem.

Historic anci bloody political upheavals in Ghana, Congo,

Nigeria' and Chad have proven that a ruling government does

the country an injustice when it gives up power too quickly.

We should re-assess our wish that South Africa hold one-man.

United Nations is constantly threatening economic sanctions

against South Africa; should we go along with them? I feel

i on time. Why? Because

ibout 726 people who told

they'd do wch end such by

thursday and I'm still sitting

nd taking up for their slack-

i all y guilty

iu will continue melting

arm of a blasemaierialis-

littedboring society.

this would be s

governmen

ould t

old pre
listake for the U.S. Sanctioi

enforceable; the minerals and

duced by South Africa are crucial to the world economy.

Since South Africa could always find desperate, illicit buyers,

sanctions would hurt the countries trying to apply them

more than the South Africans.

We must shift out policy from threat to persuasion. The

South African government knows that, in the long run, its

apartheid policies are doomed. We can help them set a time-

table-but we must be realistic. One of the South African

s greatest fears is that, if open elections were held

fire-breathing Marxist would gain popular

could help here. If the U.S. go.

100 scholarships

carbon-copy re-n

door neighbor's.

a Copyirt

ppeal. We
offer, say.

South African blacks,

jducate them on democratic principles and free

market economics, a generation of black^polif

Western ideals could rise in South Africa.

Afrikaner minds much r

national leader.

We must also stop blasting South Africa's poor (by our

ndards) human ngnts record, while ignoring the truly

est of Africa. The South
is howling of hypocritical

Third World countries, but we are; we believe that "if everyone

(especially OPEC) says something, it must be true." To make
rational judgements about South Africa, we must examine

its government using the world for a general perspective, and

Africa for particular. By those standards, South Africa stands

eminently respectable. Oney when we compare it to a handful

light.

South Africa has far greater potential, though. Their govern

markably courageous,

40% of the gasoline

oduced from South African coal),

h Africans that a genuine democracy
• not only acceptable, but preferable; burdens of guilt,

nd resentment will be removed from the minds of all

:ens, and the country will blossom forth in true greatness.

, oppressed man once said: "I may be held down in the

but the man holding me down is in the gutter, too."

ist convince the Afrikaners that as long as apartheid

they are in the gutter, as well. But we can't do it by

HOWTO
help reduce foreign trade

deficits, lower inflation,

strengthen the dollar,

decrease unemployment,
improve the environment,
increase national security,

help people through hard
winters and

SAVE
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Simple
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Ars MusicaA Red Treat
by Shannon Johnston

The second event of

Sewanee's 1980-81 Concert
Series was presented on Friday,

October 17 in Guerry Auditor-

ium. Playing to a near capacity

house, the Baroque orchestra

ARS MUSICA delighted its

audience with authoritative

performances (on antique in-

opies of such
both

known works of Bach and
Handel and lesser played pieces

by minor composers.
Seldom does one have the

opportunity to hear such an as-

semblage of original instrumen-
tation in live performance, and
it was Sewanee's good fortune

to hear these "historical cur-

iosities" played with command
and control. What is more, the

members of ARS MUSICA de-

monstrated quite capably that

modern day perfor

instruments which
placed because of

solescence. The
used in this perfoi

ularly the

>mely difficult to control,

both in fingering technique and
nd quality. Unless a per-

former is truly a master of his

the most horrid

brays and squawks will find

played. H.

nationally

mastery of the:

quarians. The sound they pro-
duced was refined and pleasing

to the ear, even to the ears of
the several Charlie Daniels and

mentalists. It's well and good

dividually in control of their

basic. The successful Wend
and balance of the several and
diverse sounds cannot be
assumed on the basis of the
musicality and technical
abilities of the individuals con-

g the group.

r group
There

of instruments overshadowed
the others. The musicians ob-
viously respected each other,
and were concerned with ARS
MUSICA being heard and un-
derstood as a unified instru-
ment itself.

Stylistically, the orchestra
iuccessful in upholding

the mthencity fo the
performance practices
allowing the music to

performances were impress-
ively authentic without being
oppressively so. Dotted rhy-

of this period, were not always
convincing (one of the few mi-
nor flaws of the evening's per-

well, and were especially ef-

fective when stressed in order

blocks of sound evidenced
when groups of instruments
had some interplay with each
other within the orchestra.

And certainly an impressive
point was the realization of the
continuous parts, i.e., the con-
tinuous bass running through-
out a piece in the large strings

(cello and violone) with sup-
porting chords, indicating the

harmonic movement' of the
piece, being improvised on the
harpischord. This is a dying
and undervalued art, the im-
portance of which is not ap-
preciated by the average lis-

ult,

obtrusi

As

part almest apologetically,

and this is in a dull and actu-
ally unsupporting manner.

ARS MUSICA'S realiza-

nly effective and
Theately

a full and rich

sound, satisfying the more
trained ear's natural expecta-
tions . of Baroque harmonic
movement, especially in the
common sequential p

The program itself begain
with a work by Georg Muf-
fat. After a rather lalhargic be-

ginning (it was primarily here
that the vitality and preci-

sion required to bring off
the dotted rhythmns fell short)

this Concerto < nto ;

which included fine solos for

the oboes in beautifully bal-

anced harmony, leading to

some insistent interplay be-

tween two individual violins,

answered by the oboes. The
work concluded with a brisk

Allegro-a really good tempo,
never allowed to drag and
pushed to the end.

Biagio Marini's Balletto Se-
cundo fioowed, which was

successful
the It

Re-
nplel

with a tambourin and drum.)
Some of the more vital playing
was in evidence here, but the
courtly refinement was al-

ways preserved.

One of the two true master-
pieces on the program, G. F. .

Handel's Concerto Grosso; Op.
6, No., 1 then followed to

close the first half of the
concert. Here, especially in

the strong and lively first

stylish playing, carrying off
the crisp and insistent dotted
rhythmns of the a tempo
guisto with applomb.

ntly
:byi

Czech composer, Jan Dismas
Zeienka, opened the second
haof of the program. Entitled
Hipocondria of a Concerti, the
work was somewhat brooding,
following the suggestion of the
contemporary meaning of "hi-

pocondria," but also included
some interrupting, more ex-
troverted and lively passages.

sented some nicely handled

solos of considerable dif-

ficulty.

Undoubtedly, the highlight

of the program was one of the

greatest masterpieces of the

entire Baroque period, J. S.

Bach's Brandenberg Concerto

No. 5. Spotlighted in this

instrumetns-violin, flute

(wooden) and harpsichord.

Throughout the work, the vio-

answering the other, usually

in imitation, with the harp-

sichord tinkling along in

harmonic support adn with

rich contrapunta lines,

occasionally getting into the

conversation with the others.

The playing among these con-

markably smooth ,

aptly taking up the lines

played by the other. The
harpischord really has its
moment in the first move-
ment, being given an extended
fantasia-like solo, very full and
bold harmonically and highly
contrapuntal, i.e. consisting
of two or more simultaneously
sounding melodic lines. This
solo is easliy one of the most

ciitng i f the
Brandenberg Concertos, „,,.,

was played beautifully by
harpischordist Penelope
Crawford. Her approach was
most fitting to the music- a la
cadenza; to give the impression

. 11

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE IN THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY

YOU CAN HELP

NOV 20
WORLD HARVEST

Give up eating for all or part of a day and donate your food money to
Oxfam-America the international agency that funds self-help development
projects in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

CONTACT:

Oxfam-America 302 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02116, (617)247-3304
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Ars,

of improvisation, ana tnus she
was flexible with the tempo,
making most effective use of
retards to accent the exten-
sive chromaticism and har-

monic logic of this stunning
solo. It was certainty an
impassioned and pwoerful ren-
dition of a remarkable moment

The middle i

entirely for the concertino in-

strumetns, resulting in an con-
versational trio, again very
smoothly played. The soloists

managed to achieve a certain

tenderness here while main-
taining an air of dignity

but perhaps it was less im-
passioned than it could have
been, particulary in the beauty-
ful passages leaping descending
to the sixth in an ornamental
fashion. This is, however,
a matter of personal taste.

With the third movement,
the entire orchestra is brought
in for a well accomplished dia-

logue with the concertino in-

struments. Indeed it was with
this conversational aspect, the

answered by anothei
orchestra was most
in this work. T!

throughout the cone
brisk, but were k<

control

This
joyable
every point of

The Sewanee Purple „

instruments themselves and the
difficulty in controlling them.
(They are also very sensi-
tive to any change in tempera-
ture and moisture, even that
from the hands during the use
of ttie instrumetna.)
But this unevenness of in-

tonation was actually only a

r consideration, and even
> a small price to pay

for such combined
mastery and authenticity. Con-
sidering the fact taht several
members of ARS MUSICA are
are present under 25 years of
age, and none over 35, they
should have a long and very
productive career as a major
performing group. Certainly
much youth and enthusiasm
are major factors in the fresh-
ness and vitaility of their per-
formances, and age and ex
pericen will provide for even
more insightful artistry.

that the

j tempo

thorougly en-

*.j If inton-
emed questionable,

t often was, or even offensive,

s it was _in a couple of posts,

t must be ascribed to the na-
ure of the antique

800-
243-5075

Save the
Children,

Westport, Connecticut
06880

(I you'd like to increase your bank principal,

try operating by this principle.

WASTED ENERGY
IS

WASTED MONEY
Use the energy you need. But be sure the energy
you use serves you well. If it doesn't, its wasted.

It's money wasted.

SAVE
ENERGY

We'll all be the

richer for it.

Ride The Miller Express
To See

Sewanee vs. Georgia Tech

Basketball Game inAtlanta

Dec. 2- the Tuesday After Thanksgiving

^*Vv

Cost: $19.50 per person

Includes: -Greyhound Bus Service to and

from the game

- Ticket to game

cfiuMhfbeer

since 1855
* unlimited refreshments provided by

Miller Beer

and your campus representative.

Wear your

Sewanee

Buttonsl

Sign-up and payments

due by Friday, Nov. 21,

at Gailor

Contact: Erling fiiis

For More Information

598-0941

SPO 846

Come Support the Tigers and Have a Blast
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Girl's Hockey

Successf ul

The field hockey team, des

pite a shortage of uninjured

players, stuck cut the season

remarkably, well with a 4 - 3

record.

The team spent mid-term
break in Kentucky playing

Transylvania and Berea col-

leges. The game with Trans-

ylvania did little for the team's

morale since the opponents did

not play well - yet won the

game 4-0. A cold, steady

Coke finished out the game i

extreme pain from a knee in-

jury. However, right inner

Sally McSpadden merely
looked bewildered when Mc-
Spadden stole the ball, actually

tried to avoid her after she sent

half of another girl's stick

flying across the field in a

struggle

The
the

vith
f The

with goals made by Cynda
Cavin, Sally McSpadden, and
Mary Willis. Willis played
a total of three positions,

giving up her right wing pos-

ition to fill in for center half

back Annabel Wood - also

suffering from knee injuries -

and then replacing center for-

ward Cynda Cavin who left the

field in the second half with

In Atlanta the previous
weekend the team played
Agnes Scott, Vanderbilt, and
Georgia Field Hockey Club.

The Aggies were easily de-

feated 5 - with goats by
Cynda Cavin, Sally McSpadde:
Kathleen K ""

Field. The w

was somethi
Neither tear

opposing goal

r Vanderbilt

for

trapped the
between her feet, calling

ialty flick - the equiv-
alent to a foul shot in baskel
ball. Cynda Cavin took the
flick and, though this rather
formidable goalie took up most
of the area in the goal cage,
sent the ball into an empty
corner and scored for Sewanee.
Sewanee's loss to the Georgia
Hockey Club did not go on the

made up of college graduates

game - a battle for the ticket t

regionals - to Vanderbilt. A
though goalie Sara Coke wa

Hospitality

Shop

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETE FLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELTVERIES

TO THE MOUNTAIN

in. T.nn.

Phoiu- 96776(12

Soccer

Wins

Goals! The soccer team
ay not score six goals a game,
it we have achieved all but
me overall goal for the 1980^
ason, which

The . ond
goal was success in the TISA.
Picked to finish seventh out
of eight teams; we finished

second to Tusculum, which
offers scholarships to its play-

The last goal will have

™„ this, anc
intheC.A.C.

The season record stands at

8 wins, 2 losses, and 3 ties as a

result of a strong defense,

which has given up only 18
goals, and a more potent of-

fense than past years. The
offense has scored 29 goals in

these 13 games - Eddie Mc-
Kiethen with 14 goals and
Shaun Gormley led this vie-

Last weekend, the Tigers

of the si

lot of I

oughly

match
ate tournament witl

nthusiasm. We th.

lutplayed Bryan Col
lege, and won on a goal just

fore the half, scored by Mc
Kiethen and assisted by G.

ley. The defense led by Robert
Clemmer held on until the

final whistle.

In the final game we travel-

led to Tusculum and played
one of our worst games of the
year. As a result we lost by
four goals. The goalkeeper,
Chris Miller had let only 3
goals get by him in the past
seven games. This game also

broke an eight game unbeaten

ar's team has already

team in Sewanee history,

thanks mostly to excellent
coaching bv Rick Jones.
iCoach Jones was voted Coach-
of-the-Year

the second

become

e T.I.S.A.,

his

SOC White Water Trip

All Canoeing Photos -Annie Thrower

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU
SEWANEE

Trey Bryant

For your party

needs...

Phone 598-0932

n
MICHELOB.

Budweiser.

Natural
IMt

Obeer

MICHELOB.

i
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Crackdown .con't.fromp.3

of one of the initiates and manslaughter charges against

the head of the club involved. Thankfully no such in-

cident has occurred here at Sewanee, but the thought

of a Sewanee student serving time on a manslaughter

charge understandably fills him with dread. The
University could also conceivably be charged with, at

the least, negligence and sued by concerned parents.

Seiters has met with the leaders of the four societies

together with Dr. Leonard and Bill Lacy, an EMT. He
has tried to impress upon them the dangers inherent

in their' initiation rites. This sort of "educational

approach," according to Seiters, has characterized the

Administration's attempts up till now. However, he

feels that if the warnings and exhortations have not

had any effect by now, then he is "absolutely going to

pursue" a course involving "the immediate and irrevoc-

able dissolution of any club continuing it present rites.

The students, both in and out of drinking clubs, do
not see eye to eye with the Administration. (Do they

ever see eye to eye with the Administration.) Accord-

ing to Don Olmstead, Prime Minister of the Welling-

tons, the drinking club's official position is one of

wholehearted support for and compliance with the

guidelines set down by Dean Seit

cret, though, of the members'
ruling. His major quarrels are

of the guidelines. If the

what is an acceptable amount of

displeasure with this

with the interpretsion

be modified

Icohol or a reason-

able amount of time? He points out that "a large

amount" is too open to interpretation and leaves the

Adminsitration able to disqualify any amount by rul-

ing it too great. His hope, he has said, is that a com-
promise can be reached which will satisfy the Admin-
istration's desire for safety without substantially

damaging the continuity of a ritual which has existed

since the late '40's or early '50's.

Other students are not so politic in their concern

for the Dean's wishes. Says one junior member of

Highlanders, "I really don't see what right he has to in-

terfere with a club not supported by the University

at all. And it's not as if precautions aren't taken.

There is a very serious attitude toward the whole rit-

ual." Still others see this ruling as a dangerous prece-

dent for the University to set. They feel that student

acceptance of such "Administrative meddling in pri-

vate student affairs" (to use one sophomore's words)

could lead to other "infringements" in the future.

Their objection is one of principle, and they state it

as such, often expressing a personal belief in the rec-

STEAK & PIZZA -.-.—-

HOUSE
™SIER

STEAK ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 4:30 p.m.

PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 10:30 a.m. 6 Days a Weekl

NOON BUFFET NOW SERVED Monday-Friday 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m.

BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Reservations 967-t 1 1

1

CLOSED SUNDAY

position while denying that

One of the students who recently received a bid,

but has noy yet been initiated, expressed these senti-

ments: "Personally, I don't feel the initiation is entirely

right, but I dislike being a half-member so to speak,

and I hate being totd what to do. This would never happen at a

state university.

1 he battle lines seem to be drawn. Seiters feels that when a

student accepts Sewanee for four years, he automatically

accepts its unique restrictions and obligations, which often

differ from a state-supported school. He feels that he has come
to the end of his rope on the question of drinking-club

initiations and will act unhesitatingly should the need arise.

Students, on the other hand, resent the intrusion on their

private lives. The drinking clubs are somewhat reluctant to

abandon a ritual which has never caused anyone any real

harm.
The medical profession, represented by Doctors Leonard and

Hopkins have, according to Dean Seiters, constantly pressured

the Administration to do something about the patients who roll

into their emergency room with a toxic overdose of alcohol in

their systems. The official position of the clubs is one of

acceptance, with a hope that a compromise can be made. The
unofficial position seems to be one of waiting. Will it blow
over?; will it be ignored?; will the societies change of their own
accord? There were no fall drinking club initiations: people

waited. They are still waiting.

Hock ey
con't. from p. 14

torced to stand on the sidelines
on crotchet., Kate Belknap was
able to return to the Held after
a month of knee recuperation.
Cynda Cavin made a goal in the
second half tying the 6core 1-1,
but Vanderbilt scored two'
goals toward the end of the
game, ending Sewanee's season.

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American
J

Cancer Society %

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

Prom Night °"'"™^

singer who winds up half a

tone flat.

Third in line is The Sailor

Who Fell from Grace With the

Sea, a 1976 mess in which Kris

Kristofferson and Sarah Miles

(whose monumentally bad act-

iy to get out.

Prom Night does not make
to the heights of inanity ach-

ieved by the above t

of the s No

For thin

Miles' yo
make lo

the bedn

rulinity
,
while Ms.

jng son watches them
e through a hole in

om wall. Add to that

of schoolboys who
als

should have to deal with i

lifetime (when Kristofferst

ship first pulls into port

feature like thb

probably make
tune by letting pi

quence that actually works. A
chase through the darkened
school manages to generate

some suspense and gets some-
thing more than derisive laugh-

ter out of the audience. More
damaging, however, is the

film's derivativeness. Say what
you may. Plan Nine, Liszlom-
ania, ana The Sailor etc., along
with such other epics as Myra
Breckenridge, It's Alive (1974.

a gem about man-eating babies^

and The Story of Mankind
(1957, with Hedy Lamarr as
Joan of Arc, Harpo Marx as

Sir Isaac Newton, and other
atrocities), are, at least, origin-
als. Prom Night, with bits

stolen Trom Carrie, Psycho,
Klute, and Saturday Night
Fever, should come equipped
with footnotes at the bottom

Hammer's

on the square

in

Winchester

Nina Helvenston, Aff ilate Broker

Matthews Realty

& Auction Co.

Why not live, work & play on Sewanee Mountain?

Lovely homes, large and small, estates, choice bluff

end wooded acreage

Land, lots of land for investment, building

or ranching

"We sell Sewanee... All over America"

Call 598 -5832.. .or Webbs, 598-0400

967-7185

! plag-

i confined to good Films.

At one point the killer at-

tempts to get the driver of a

moving car in a sequence that's

lifted from The Town that

Dreaded Sundown, a destably

sadistic drive-in quickie of a

few years back. Prom Night's

most obvious source Is Hallo-

ween, both for plot and direct-

orial style. Like John Carpen-
ter, director of that film. The
Fog, and the excellent televi-

sion movie Someone is Watch-
ing Me, Paul Lynch employs
endless tracking shots and sub-

jective camera angles in an ef-

fort to give the audience a few
feeble frissons. What's curious

about Prom Night's imitative -

ness is the fact that its source,

Halloween, is itself derivative,

Carpenter being an imitator of
Brian DePalma, director of
Carrie, The Fury, and Dressed

to Kill. And, of course, De-
Palma is an ardent admirer of
Alfred Hitchcock, whose Psy-

cho started the whole crazed-

killer-on-the-loose cycle way
back in 1960 (Hitchcock has

his own sources in the German
sili

it enough is «

.logy like tha> Hitch-

DePalma to Carpen-
ter to Lynch, gives a new
meaning to the phrase "lines

SENIORS INTERESTED
IN AN MBA

Qualified Seniors, in any un-

dergraduate major, seeking

leadership roles in business

management, are encouraged

to investigate the opportunities

open to them at Vanderbilt

University. Write: Office of

Admission, Room 601, Owen
Graduate School of Manage-

ment, Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, TN 37203

JERRY'S FOOD MARKET

in MoMeagle

We sell beer

on Sunday
Cut fresh meat

to order
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When You Come to the Mountain Think of...

TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN
FOODS

PREPARED FRESH DAILY

SWOPS FERTURED AT

THE TCP DING POST

Viliajt Urns and
Sprri+s Shop/se

* Couwrru "Boy

Antique Shop

Old lume
Soc/a. Shop

Trddina Post

Griff "$hop

1" O] July

COJU.D* (fc|r)<}l<l-2Zfc6

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTR Y HAM,
BISCUITS, CATFISH, BAR-B-Q, VEGETABLES,

CHARCOAL—BROILED STEAKS,
A LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING

OVER 20 ITEMS
AND FINE SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY!

OUR HEARTHROOM WILL ACCOMMODATE
100PEOPLEFOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS

JIM OLIVER'S FAMOUS SMOKED
COUNTRYHAMS AND MEATS

ENTERTAINMENT
OpenNightly on, the "Strip" in Monteagle

Big Daddy's Disco

Discount Coupon

Good any Friday or Saturday Night

9 p.m.- la.m.

. $1.00 OFF.

i REGULAR ADMISSION CHARGES
I for any of these nights

g with this Coupon and Student I.D.

ive Band

Long Distance

Nov.7&8

lig Daddy's Disco

Nov. 14 & 15

Nov- 21 & 22

Big Daddy's

Pizza & Game
Room

OPEN NIGHTLY AT 5:00 P.M.

(Formerly Billy's Hut)

Call 924-9902
For Carry-Out & Delivery

PARTIES AND REUNIONS
Now booking Reservations for private
parties. Big Dadv's can accommodate
up to 160 people. Excellent menu of-

fered, food catered by the Smoke House
Restaurant and/or Big Daddy's' pizza.
We can arrange the music. Also, Disco
or Live Band. Fantastic Light Show.
For More Information and Reservations
contact Jim or James David Oliver,
Smoke House Restaurant, Monteagle
942-2268.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW MENU ITEMS AT
BIG DADDY'S

Fried Mushrooms, Egg Rolls, Stuffed
Potatoes, Steak Fries w/Skins, Big Daddy's
Cadillac Club Sandwich, Big Daddy's Pizza
Burger, Imported Beer, Drink Mixers &

Set-Ups, and Much, Much More.
Big Daddy's Is Out To Get Your Business
Please Give Us Suggestions If You Would

Like To Have Us Serve Something
You & Others Would Like To

Eat Or Drink.
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(sic.)

I'm ready to ci

problem. I used t

could quit at any t

I'm a soap opera addict

The problem began several years

ago when I was home from high school with the flu and ac-

cidentally saw a segment of All My Children. That was back
when Chuck and Tara were still married. I had no idea that

one fateful segment would lead me to where I am today. I

then discovered Ryan's Hope, and for a while I was happy
with th«

uld

CoUei creased my needs. I met a girl with a television,

Id sneak up to her room after lunch and view
\d_All My Children away from the disapprovingRyan's Hope

eyes of others. Then came One Life to Live. I told

I only watched it to see if Samantha and Mick survived the
plane crash and, more importantly, if Mick would ever be able
to skate again. But my close friends knew the truth. They
saw me at my worst, scheduling my classes around the soaps,
loosing sleep over who shot Eddie Durance and Marco Dane.

Last spring I was strolling through the Commons
Room while an episode of General Hospital was airing. That's
all it took. I had to know who the man was who was dying of a

r and why that strange music came on whenever the
i mentioned.

a major part of my life. It's no longer

: my problem ^

name "Heather"
Soap operas s

fun. I didn't realize ha
month, when I caught myself buying a wedding present for
Nina and Cliff, the star-crossed lovers of All My Children
(luckily, I didn't buy the gift-they're getting a divorce). I

wore a black armband for three weeks when Mary Ryan was
killed in a car accident, and I almost called the police when Pat
Ashley's diabolical twin sister held her hostage in the basement
of Pat's mansion.

There are some people at Sewanee who share my problem.

look isn't as bleak as' it could be. At least I'm not Karen
Wolack, an ex-hooker who was raped by her brother-in-law
and is now separated from her husband Larry. And look at
poor Jeff Webber, whose wife is in an insane asylum recovering
from an overdose of L.S.D. she accidentally consumed while
trying to murder the woman who had her son, not to mention
the fact that Jeff is in love with Anne, a lovely nurse whose
adopted son has a heart condition. And thank God I'm not
in Tara Martin Brent Tyler Brent's shoes, who married Phil
Brent, her high school sweetheart, who went to war and was
presumed dead, so Tara married Phil's best friend Chuck, only
to learn that Phil was coming home, divorced Chuck and re-
married Phil, causing an emotional crises for their son Charlie.
Unfortunately, Phil has just been killed in a plane crash, so
Tara/s on the prowl once again.

break the soap opera habit. Not
,
of c with-

out watching Ryan's Hope, which won't be too difficult

s

Ryan's Hope is only a half hour show. Then it will get more
difficult. I'm dreading those gloomy days without All My
Children and General Hospital. I know I'll probably gain
weight, but it will be worth it in the long run.

The other day after General Hospital I caught a glimpse
of The Edge of Night, and I simply have to know who that
kdler puppet Is, and why a woman named 'Raven' evokes the

Curriculum Co mm i 1 1 e e meets

New Courses

Proposed
Beth Whitaker

In addition to its approval of
several new courses to be offered
next semester, the Curriculum
Committee also approved a pro-
posal by the Southern College
and University Union for a sum-

to the Br
omics program similar

tish Studies at Oxford
program.

"Mo
usual will be offered next semes-
ter," said Dean W. Brown Pat-

terson, chairman of the Curric-
ulum Committee. These include
three courses in the philosophy
department: Philosophy of
Language, to be taught by Mr.
Peterman, Aristotle, taught by

ell.

course taught by Mr. McCarthy,
an anthropology course, Chinese
Society and Culture, taught by
Miss Carstens, and an economics
course, the History of Capital-

Two new music courses. The
Mass in Music and The Great
Repertory, a study of represen-
tative masterworks, will be
offered and the current Univer-
sity Band and University Choir

replaced by an Ensemble entry
which will give one hour credit

for participation

in any ensemble, including the

supervision of the music facutly.
Mr. Wallace Fowlie, visiting

professor at Sewanee last fall

will not return next semester
as planned, due to conflicts with
his courses and those previously
scheduled in the Comparative
Literature program. Dean Pat-

terson termed the conflicts
"unfortunate" and expressed
hope that Fowlie could return

The SCUU
omics program is based on the
general theme "Challenges of the
Multinational Economy". The
specific theme for the 1981 ses-

sion is "The Business of
Energy". Four courses dealing
with this topic will be offered,
along with field trips and
lectures by scholars and business
and political leaders. The pro-
gram will involve approximately
45 students and four faculty

members selected from SCUU
member institutions. The 1981

program will be held at the
University of London. London

chosen
year prima
availability

the locatiot

according

for next
ly because of the
of speakers, but
will vary each year
o the program's

S A Decisions
Craig Wilson

Most notable among the
resolutions enacted by the
Student Assembly is the re-

scheduling of next month's
reading day on Monday, Dec-
ember 15 to Wednesday, Dec-
ember 17, thus providing a
welcome break in the rig-

orous exam week.
The Student Life Com-

mittee is working to solve the
problem of inadequate light-
ing on campus, especially at

the c

Gailor, and the sidewalk be-
tween the Bishop's Common
and the library. These areas
are considered to be poten-
tially dangerous, but no spec-

ific type of illumination has
yet been decided upon.

been established to deal with

energy Students
should recognize the need for

energy conservation and will-

ingly make sacrifices. The
Committee hopes to increase

student awareness through

campaign. Discussion is also

pending on future student
involvement in the recycling

center.

The Student Food Com-
mittee, in conjunction with
the Student Life Committee
is considering the possible

removal of the partition in

the Pub. At present, no de-
cision has been made, and the

Student Assembly encourages
student input and ideas.

Speaker Brent Minor made it

clear that one of the main
goals of this year's Assembly
is to increase student involve-

ment, especially through in-

creased use of the SA dorm-
itory representatives.

AX A s Vers i on

of Talent

Charlie Atwood

Some Sewanee students and
faculty members displayed
their talents at the third annual
Lambda Chi Alpha talent show
on November 15. The money
raised at the door went to the
Sewanee Community Action
Fund, which is administered by
the Chaplain's Office to help
fill man y forms of need found
in the c

The quality of the thirteen
perform aled that
there is a lot of hidden talent

in Sewa nee. The rnainstay of
the shew was the
acts. All were go od; several

outstanding
spersed between
players e comedy
routines revue a la

Sha Na Na, Trey G
an excellent arran gement of
"Dixie" (the au ience, of

reverence),

ley Revi

highlights of the show
were Jin Morris' so
and Halloween s

Morrill 's Romero Syndrome
joke, and Les Lyde n's pig hat.

Revue is the word that Bordley
used to describe the Dvorak
dance that the duo performed-
subtle. They were good, but
Ferante and Teicher have
nothing to fear. The Primers-
a fifties group were ably sup-
ported by Bemie Ellis' piano
playing and Les Lydei gui-

Myrc
Lockey's hip action. The
French House Players,

undoubtedly the comic
hit of the evening with their

'A Tupperware Party." Hal
Moore provided English
translations to the French
play, including "Voulez-vous
coucher avec moi?" Trans-
lation: "Isn't this such an
exciting Tupperware party?"

Marshall Chapmai
with hiszled

fiery banjo pickin

Chris Stuart, did a fine job on
'Duelin' Banjos." Jimmy Yoe
uid Bill Armistead did a Se-
waneeized version of Buffet's
'God's Own Drunk." To end
the evening, Stratton McCrady
and Steve Kauffman played
some original music on the
guitar nicely assisted by Doug
Murcie and Kesia Carlson.
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Benedict
Draws
More
Blood

Cindy Smith

The Sewanee Blood Drive
surpassed its goal of 250 units
on November 5 under the lead-

ership of Dr. Gilbert Gilchrist.

Benedict led the dormitory
" 25% partic

,
and the Lambda Chi's

;he fraternity competi-

vith 80% participation.

observe the smooth

pointed, as at least E

dents donated blood.
Others who assist

Gilchrist include
Tufts and the E
Peggy Hunt and the

en's Service League,
Rothwell ;

Career Services

Why Can't People Fir

Myth; There j

Actual Fact:

Turnover

i 90 i

hires were there l

were fired, 2.5 retired or died, and twenty were know
temporary.

he added expansion. From 1970 t

9,600,000 NEW jobs wen
76,000 were created by large co

created by State or Federal govemrr

created;

Oft

nail businei

e jobs, they either:

A Sewanee student gives generously.

Police Chief's

Suit Pending

1) Get filicd-the skills job hunters have match the skills em-
ployers need and they find each other;

2) Don't get filled because there is no match between the
skills the job hunter possesses ("structural un-
employment"); or

3) Don't get filled because there is a match but the job hunt-
er and the employer cannot find each other
("frictional unemployment").

; pn-

for

tion" of Alva Eugene "Tex"
Moore, a known leader of area

Ku Klux Kian activities. Wag-
goner and two other defendants.
Superintendent of Franklin

County Schools Howard M.
Hannah and Franklin County
Sheriff Jim Brazelton, are being
sued for "$100,000 compensatory
damages and $100,000 as exem-
plary or punitive damages."

The suit stems from the

alleged trespassing by Moore at

the Sewanee Elementary School
on March 14, »980. Following a

call from Brazelton, Waggoner
stopped Moore's truck near the

Sewanee Market and placed him
under arrest. Moore was taken
to the Franklin County Jail

allegedly denied

or lawful

Subsequently, Ha
peared before the Gi
at the May term of the Franklii

County Circuit Court and pro
cured an indictment chargin;

that Moore did "unlawfull;
trespass in a school building b;

entering S
School wi

approximately 45
turbing trie school
engaging in

These charges
dropped by the sta

suit charges "false a

nfinei

I there for

| Newspaper Fund, puts selected college studei

J for a full summer on daily newspaper and wire service co
desks Interns become proficient, in all phases of copyedit

.:,-.; and headline writing, sharpening their skills for professio

Participants arrange employment from particular ne
;;;; papers which agree in advance to review applications fn

Newspaper Fund interns, hire and offer salaries to the inte
thej st'iect. There also is a Minority Internship Progra

|
Tips on applying for a Newspaper Fund Internship a

' application forms i

"-'. Application deadlir

>ral publications with
eaching, work, study
iilablo in the Career

ment, and illegal prosecutic

which resulted in his bein
"grievously injured, forced t>

expend large sums of monej
and caused to suffer ments
pain, agony and anguish".

As
bail and held "without charge date is kn

this

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU
SEWANEE

-Beer m

n
MICHELOB.

Budweiser,
For your party

needs...

Phone 598-0932

gg MICHELOB.

Natural
I

SPMA Presents

Bradford

Blues Band

Cuerry Auditorium

8:00 pjn.

Dec. 5,1980

SCHOLARSHIPS;
Vanderbilt University invites

outstanding seniors to com-

pete in its 1981-82 MBA
Scholarship Program. Write:

Office of Admission, Room
601, Owen Graduate School of

Management, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity. Nashville, TIM 37203.
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Agrarian Movement:
Past & Present

Robert Meriwether

In the University of Toron-

to Quarterly (Oct. '57), North-

rop Frye said, 'The value of

centenaries and similar obser-

vances is that they call atten-

tion, not simply to great men,

but to what we do with our

great men. The anniversary

punctuates, so to speak, the

scholarly and critical absorp-

tion of its subject into soci-

ety." It was with just such an

attitude in mind that Vander-

bilt University and the Na-

tional Endowment for the

Humanties sponsored "Fifty

Years After," a symposium

commemorating the publica-

tion of /'// Take My Stand in

I930.

The three day conference

included papers by noted

scholars and critics from

across the nation and a panel

discussion by the last three

remaining Agrarians, Lyle

Lanier, Andrew Lytle, and

Robert Penn Warren. This

panel discussion was the mo'st

publicized event of the

symposium and was the only

aspect covered by the

However, the themes

and attitudes of that dis-

cusssion were presaged by

the papers of the first four

sessions. In his "A Sense of

the South: The Persistence of

Southern Identity" J. S. Reed,

Professor of Sociology at the

University of North Carolina,

related the Agrarian doctrines

to those of other "nationalist"

movements. He lambasted the

notion that Agrarianism was a

localized phenomenon without

literary or historical sign if i-

All the Agrarians, Reed

pointed out, were world trav-

ellers with a keen sense of the

relationships between them-

selves and other writers, and

their work and other works.

He aimed to "dismiss. . . the

view that the twelve were in-

sular writers," and the view

that /'// Take My Stand is an

insular dated manifesto. The
South, said Reed, still has

much to learn from 'Stand,

for like Orwell's England of the

future, the South has

"changed out of recognition

of the book. In his own exper-

ience, he had found"a marked

appeal to young people both

South and North," as well as

continuing critical acclaim. In-

deed, he said he agreed with a

recent Houston editorial which

said, 'The Agrarians have the

right to say, / told you so."\

The symposium generally

followed this tone of verifica-

tion. /'// Take My Stand was

against itself." Theirs was a

fresher republic of letters than

that of the North, and one

which was also closer to

European thought. Professor's

Heiloman and Rock strength-

ened the link between the

Agrarians and European men

i the modern \ irld of

of I He

parisons with the works of

Wordsworth, Goldsmith, and

Blake, and felt that "the fu-

sion of Agrarianism with in-

tellectualism in the South"

contributed to the import-

ance and continuing impact of

the book.

Louis Rubin's "The Liter-

"Industrialization was their adversary.'

s the s

M. E. Bradford reiterated

that theme with his descrip-

tion of the "continuing life"

compared with the French
Encyclopedia, for its pur-

pose, under the direction of

Allen Tate, was to form "an

academy or society of south-

ern activists with a constitu-

tion. . . to crystallize southern

sentiment behind them and
provide a united, organized and
philisophically coherent front

to the Progressives." Southern

intellectualism, particularly the

"band gathered around William

Gilmore Sirnms" was depicted

as peculiarly closer to history

and to the American Revolu-
tion than New England intel-

lectuals.

These twelve southern intel-

lectuals, according to Professor

Simpson, "enlisted intellect

ary Background of /'// Take My
Stand" and George Core's

"The Influence of the Agrari-

ans on Literary Criticism" fo-

cused on the literary milieu of

the Agrarian manifesto. Rubin
echoed Heiloman to some ex-

tent, but delved more deeply

into the contemplative and
philosophical background pro-

vided by Emerson and Thor-

eau. Core touched on the lives

of the Fugitives as "second-

class citizens" on the Vander-

bilt campus, but centered on
the Agrarian/Fugitive influence

on criticism. As they "turned

their talents to not only wri-

ting but a new way of critici-

zing and of teaching," the

90000000000000000000000900090000000000000000

Of Babbits and Rabbits
humanists suggesting how the

fruits of economic progress

could be used as a means to

the more spiritual side of a

good, full, and happy life."

The message of the Agrar-

is particularly salient to-

day. Part

''II Take My Stand
nixed reviews of their

an the South and its

:ion in 1930. Howev

i catalyst of significam

,-lll.r

/'// Take My Stanef

ploys the rural South as a

metaphor in its attack on in-

dustrialism and the belief in

the perfectibility of man
through secular progress.

Louis D. Rubin Jr., Profes-

sor of English at the Univer-

sity of North Carolina and
author of several critical works
on the Agrarians, aptly des-

cribes the book, "a rebuke

to the worship of Progress,

and a reaffirmation of man's

aesthetic and spiritual needs."

Modern study of the Agrar-

tt simply an
exercise in nostalgia. The
Agrarians were not merely apo-

logists or idealizers of southern

life as it had been. Rather, as

Rubin further suggests, "the

Agrarians had much to offer as

this fact was the "Fifty
'

After" symposium featuring

a panel discussion by Robert

Penn Warren, Andrew Nelson

Lytle, and Lyle Lanier.

The other nine authors of

/'// Take My Stand included

Donald Davidson, John Gould

Fletcher, H. B. Kline, Stark

Young, Allen Tate, H. C
Nixon, F. L. Owsley, John
Crowe Ransom, and John Don-

ald Wade.

terest to Walsh-Ellet dwellers

and Wood's Labites alike. Both

Allen Tate and Andrew Lytle

have taught at the University

of the South and edited the

Sewanee Review. George Core,

the present editor of the Se-

wanee Review, delivered a pa-

per at the symposium entitled

'The Influence of the Agrari-

ans on Literary Criticism."

As a group the Agrarians

were centered in Nashville. Un-

derpinings of the movement
were found concretely based in

thj "Fugitives," sixteen poets

associated with Vanderbilt who
met frequently from 1915-
1918 to discuss and read their

work. Their combined energies

resulted in the publication of

nineteen issues of 'The Fugi-

tive,"a literary journal devoted

almost exclusively to poetry.

Four of these Fugitives, Ran-

som, Davidson, Ta^e, and War-
ren, became Agrarians as well

submitting essays to /'// Take

My Stand.

That twelve men of di-

vergent creative powers came

together in a joint creative ven-

Louise Cowan, recognized for

her significant studies of the
Fugitives and Agrarians, be-

lieves, "the first group [the

Fugitives] expert

deserves attention. . . it r

veals a free and bold spirit, an

that is surely something

This bold spirit is probably

best' characterized by Andrt

Lytle's contribution to )

Take My Stand, His essay,

"The Hind Tit," exalts the

sturdy yeoman's way of life i

his description of the Tenne:
see farmer. Reverberations of

that 1930 theme are sol

in his most recently published

"Reflections of a Ghost

l.u-ll.

i the i of

intuitive knowledge, [that]

gave rise to the critical and

speculative activity of the

second."

southerners, with a firm belief

in southern society, and a pro-

industrialization. Additionally,

/'// Take My Stand was a

concerted rebuttal of the vis-

strong which holds physi

comfort as its quest.'

The Agrarians sought neith-

er a golden age nor an
Utopia. They did seek <

:storation of the
tiadit hon
truth, and human dignity,

linked with limited capit

aquisitiveness, Industrie

tion was their adversary

> the d dehu

:ack uthei

fundamentalist "bally hooism"

by northern journalists follow-

ing the Scopes "monkey-trial."

Of those Yankee critics per-

haps H. L. Mencken had the

most scathing remarks. 'The
South produces nothing and

reads nothing. It is culturally

about as dead as Yucatan."

The old Baltimorian scourge

would later concede a little.

After publication of /'// Take

My Stand he quipped, "they

have produced a book which

manization associated with the

American Progressive move-
ment. The Agrarians were not
anti-city; they were anti-bour-
geois. As Ulrich B. Phillips of

the Yale Review concludes in

his description of the colla-

borating Agrarians, "the group
believed blatant Americanism,
if left unchecked, would wreck
farming as a mode of life,

eclipse the gentry by exalting

the yellow rich, obliterate pro-

vincial distinctiveness, and
propagate Babbitts like Rab-

The final session of the

symposium was chaired by •

Cleanth Brooks, Gray Professor

of Rhetoric Emeritus at Yale

and contributor to the 1936

collection of essays. Who Owns
America. In the panel discus-

sion the last three Agrarians

showed, as Lyle Lanier said,

they were "still standing, but

not standing still." In fact

thev had moved onward

though in somewhat divergent

directions. Warren spoke of

the dehumanizing forces of

modern, urban society of to-

day and asked "what happens

to people?" He discussed what
makes a Merit Scholar, conclu-

ding that there is "always

someone behind the child to

give it a long range sense of

person and drive." But Warren

felt that /'// Take My Stand

had fallen short of giving con-

structive suggestions to fight

urban dehumanization and

perhaps produce more Merit

Scholars.

Lytle discussed "the small

farm as the source of the

strength of the state," hi in-

terest at the time of the

book's publication, and indi-

cated that his views were es-

sentially the same today.

"Heritage," he said," and the

family that sees itself as older"

provides the strength needed

both to give anchor and to

drive the descendents onward.
You've got to have that old

grandmother in the back room
saying "I'll pull your tongue

Lanier seemed the most
modern of the three. Although

buy the Wall St.

on Fri

what the enemy is up to, he

; not averse to the applica-

l of modern technology on

the farm. He spoke of the pro-

etic ecology 'of the Agrari-

;: their anticipation of the

Tent need for a post indus-

a I society centered in the

untry, not the city. Solar en-

ergy, he often repeated, should

be used much more extensive-

A tale of Lytle's near the

nd of the symposium, provi-

ded a lifting postscript to the

3 event. A great uncle of

Lytle's, it seems, once cheer-

fully and immediately at-

:ked a much larger adversary

en that adversary said, "You
so small your wife would

/e to shake the sheets on her

bed to find you!" Finding his

wrapped up by the

uncle's arms and legs and his

back carved by a pocket knife,

the bully pleaded, "Some-
body come take me off this

man!" Lytle saw the

moral of the story as the nec-

essity for retaining a "sense

of self," but it seems peculiarly

apropos, considering the his-

tory of /'// Take My Stand.

First criticized soundly by the

literary establishment in Am-
,
the book's obvious pop-

ularity and importance today
should make those critics ex-

, "Somebody come
take me off this little manl"
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Close Encounters of theSpiritedKind
Judy CBti

Everyone with i

Uho to

think so too, for Sewanee
ghosts seem to be almost as

plentiful as Sewanee dogs.

"Any place with integrity

should have ghosts," observes
a lifelong Sewanee resident

who has had several encoun-
ters with members of the
spirit world. "After all, if

you really love a place in

life, you should certainly

return there in death."
Traditionally, Sewanee has

boasted many colorful ghosts.

The Purple Sewanee chroni-

cles many of these in vivid

detail, including the Peram-
bulating Professor, the Crying
Baby and the infamous Head-
less Gownsman. The Peram-
bulating Professor of Green's
View is said to be "a sociable

ghost, though a silent one;
and his habit is to walk,

shoulder to shoulder, with
any belated student who
might 1 find late night business

along that route," (p. 147,
Purple Sewanee). Another
legendary ghost is the Crying
Baby, who has been heard
crying the week prior to a

Sewanee victory over Vander-
bilt in traditional Thanks-
giving football games (p. 150,
Purple Sewanee) . Nobody in
recent years seems to have
encountered the Perambul-
ating Professor, but the Cry-
ing Baby was heard a* ™-«*.
ly as the early 1970's

king of
Tuckaway dorm," reports th
witness, "when I heard the
distinct sound of a baby
crying. It sounded as if itw»s' coming from some-
where between Elliot and
Tuckaway, but I'm not sure.
Perhaps it had something to
do with one of the old houses
there, but one of the houses
was- not occupied at that time
and the other was owned by
an elderly couple who had no
young children in the house."

The Headless Gownsman
has also been sighted in rec-

ent years. "I guess I was
about 15 years old at the

time," says the woman who
saw the spirit. "I was coming
home from Thompson Union
after seeing a movie, when
the figure approached me
from Fulford Hall. It was a

gowned figure that simply
had no head. It was really

Hammer's

on the square

in

Winchester

University Market
"MUNCHIES • KEG BEER AVAILABLE
"SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS
'DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says, "This is your store.

The more you shop here, the more you save.

We are here for the students' needs.

If we don't have it, we will get it for youl"

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WE LCOMEDI1

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.

MatadorSteak Room
Decherd Blvd

NEW 30 ITEM SALAD B

All You Can Eat Noon Buffet

including Salad Bar s--45

~1 1:00am - 10:00pm

-4 :00pm- 1 1 :00pm

Tel. 967-4535

quite amazing."
Not surprisingly, many

people are reluctant to dis-

cuss the apparitions they have
seen. Students are especially
wary of discussing the ghosts
they've encountered. Several
students gave detailed ac-
counts of what they had seen,

/ith . with-

Although many people
claim to have seen ghosts in

the quadrangle and n

Hn Tower,
able related by

ghosts in the dormitory
rooms. Last year two room-
mates in Elliot had a few en-
counters with an invisible
ghost who moved objects and
pulled on the telephone cord.
The visitor's most dramatic
gesture was apparently to
knock a heavy can of paint
off the roof. Later, it was
discovered that the can was
still in place.

Tuckaway is certainly
Sewanee's most haunted
dormitory. Last year a stud-
ent refused to sleep in his
room after he woke from a
nap and found himself face to
face with a ghost. The ghost,
who appeared to be a young
man, had distinct features:
sandy colored close cropped
hair, eyes set close together
behind wire-rimmed glasses,

bushy eyebrows, and a thin,

pear-shaped head. The stu-

dent rolled over and saw a

one side - the wall i

longer there. Suddenly I saw
a figure coming towards me,
but I couldn't tell who it was
because there seemed to be a
bright light coming from be-
hind him. I thought it was
someone 1 knew, so I called
out my friend's name. No
response. The figure was still

approaching, so I called out
another friend's name, and
again the figure failed to
respond. By this time he
was right by my bed, so I

asked, "Who is this?" With-
out warning, he lunged to-

ward me and poked his face

right in mine! I saw his face

clearly; wire-rimmed glasses

odd-shaped, almost

these two accounts of the
ghost is that the hall where he
was seen was formerly the
dining room when Tuckaway
was the Sewanee Inn. The
description of the long room.
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fits the description of the
dining room before it was re-
novated. The student appar-
ently saw the room as it was
before its conversion to indiv-
idual dormitory rooms. No
one knows who the young
man with glasses was.

Benedict was the scene of
a ghostly visit in the spring
of 1978. A sleepy co-ed
turned off the lights to the
bedroom and left the study
room lights on for her room-

expected to return shortly,

drifting off
she aw

"

and saw a m

sat up in bed and looked
him, wondering why she
uld be dreaming about

before. The following ac-

count is in her own words:
"The longer I stared at

him, the more I began to
wonder if this was real or
only a dream. I then noticed
that the poor guy had no
body, just a head! He kept
on looking at me, his lips

were twitching but no sound
came out. By this time I

cause my books were by my
bed just as I had left them.
I could even read the note
card on top of the books
since the study room lights

were on. And he kept on
staring at me with these

ducked under the covers,

hoping he would go away.
I was afraid to ask him who
he was for fear that he would
answer. Anyway, I heard my
roommate come in the door.
She came in the bedroom,
and started asking who was in

the corner. Suddenly she
yelled, "My God! He's got
no body!!" We both jumped
for the lights, and compared
descriptions of the man, who
had apparently disappeared
when the bedroom lights

were switched on. We both
saw the exact same man, our
descriptions fit perfectly."

Other ghosts have been
t the a

nearly as precise as the above
reports. One girl claimed to

hear strange noises in her

room at Hunter and later

discovered that a distressed

student hanged himself in the

room many years before.

Ghosts have been seen in

Fulford Hall and have at least

been heard in almost every
other building on the campus.

So the next time you're

out alone on one of those

cold, misty November nights,

in which shadows drift

around dark corners, forming
shapes just beyond the edge
of lamplight.. ..one of those
nights when you think

you're alone...think again.

EXAM SCHEDULE
REVISED

Monday, December 15:

9:00 a.m.-MWF 9
2:00 pjn.-MWF 8

Tuesday, December 16:

9:00e.m.-TTS10
2:00 p.m.—Afternoon classes

Wednesday, December 1 7:

READING DAY
Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day Exams as previously sche-

duled.
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Expenses Exposed:SAFC Woes
late the Student Activities Fee Committee for their efforts

in ensuring that the total Student Activities monies are real-

ized; or on the other hand, whether to whine about the actual

allocation given to the paper. Being an open-minded person

I'll do both.

Earlier this year, the Purple printed Andy Kegley's article

questioning that extra funds should have been available to

the student organizations due to the increase in the student

body. As a result of this article and on the initiative of Lisa

Underwood, the SAFC chairman, meetings were held in which
each student organization could request additional funding.

Of the some $5000 which should have been available, only
two organizations, the Cap and Gown and the St. Luke's Com-
munity, received a total of $2,752.50. What happened to the

According to various SAFC members, Dr. Alvarez, Coor-
dinator of Program Planning and Budgeting, was concerned
about deviating from the University's 1980-81 fiscal year
budget and felt he could only justify giving more money in

cases of extreme need resulting from the larger student pop-
ulation. The SAFC, in compliance with his request, limited

the goal of their meetings to the narrow definition of increased

costs only for increased students.

Lisa Underwood, while aware of Dr. Alvarez's need to stay

within his proposed budget, still felt that "the Student Activ-

ities Fee [was) paid in the expectation that it [would] be
spent solely and totally on Student Activities." In research-

ing the problem she found that over the past eight years, the

Student Activities Fund has been shorted by $30,822. Every
year the fiscal budget for each department of the University

is based on an estimate of the number of students attending

in the Fall. In six of the past eight year

been conservative. In the present system,

cations are made to any department upon the realization of

a greater student body. Instead the extra monies are placed
in the University General Fund. Likewise, if the SAFC does
not in any one year allocate all of its funds, this surplus

automatically becomes part of the University account.
Granted, any money put in the General Fund is, in some way,

by the student body. However,
Student Activities Fees a

ily funding for the College and Sei

Alvarez and Schaefer, upon re

ole purpose of a

reed that a separate fund for SAFC
This "separate" fund would serve

;ft by the SAFC at the end of one
utomatically become a part of the

Party Prestige

Pooped !

Folks, take your seats please, a vicious rumor is about to be
dispelled. For whoever anually propagates the myth that Se-
wanee and the University of Virginia or Hoboken State rank as
professional party schools according to the proverbial Playboy
poll should take note of a recent article in Sports Illustrated.

Within a correction to an article published earlier this fall

on the University of Virginia, which carried the aforemention-
ed aphorism, the editors replied that the story's author, like so
many of us, had taken the bait on the non-existent line in per-
petuating the myth that Playboy magazine had in fact publish-
ed a ranking of the best party schools in the country.

As this applies to the University of the South, some great
partying prides may be irrevocably damaged. It seems many

ow debunked fact each year, particularlyrevelled

around the party weekends- when old i ... „,, ,.„

mind all just how debauchingiy they had worked in order to
deserve the ranking of "professional partiers instead of mere

Well now the rumor can be laid to rest. The administra-
tion will sigh in relief, and the admissions office can relax
with the knowledge that Sewanee students do not really
party more than other schools but certainly no less than

assuredly attest,

tion followingPlay boy
national attention UVA
story. The former magazi

agazine dispelled this

the Sports Illustrated

er having compiled such
a list, and did admit receiving "dozer

For those Highlanders and Greeks who can not sleep with
said indirect condemnation, Sewanee's social life has received
solace as found in a quick trip to the pub; or for the more
academic at heart, {and decadent in mind), through perusal
of other magazines from the late 1960s or early 1970s for
another possible source of the poU. Some insist that there was
a poll. Others might find relief from initiating one's own poll
to settle .t|»e matter. Sewanee party weekends might be
aliened with Mardi Gras in New Orleans. St. Patrick's Day in
New^York City, Easters at UVa or well you name it. Clip out

.ended, and

year. Secondly, at the end of one Fiscal year, if the Acitivities

Fund was shorted by an underestimate of the student body
during budgeting time, the additional funds would be realized.

The additional funds can only necessarily be realized at the
end of the fiscal year because in any accounting process, it is

necessary for the University to stick closely to their budget.
Still too, it must be noted that if, during the budgeting pro-

cess, the Fall's student population is overestimated, money
would likewise be taken out of the Student Activity Fund.

Alvarez granted also that if in mid-April the possibility

exists, he would be willing to add to the Student Fund the

money it was shorted this year. This possibility rests in how
the University follows its proposed budget, i.e. if there are no
unforseen circumstances whic lead to a deficit.

Obviously then, the SAFC under the initiative of Lisa
Underwood should be congratulated on their efforts. Their
work means that students in the future will realize an amount
closer to the full value of their Student Activity Fees.

My second point deals with the process of the Student Act-
ivity allocation. Always in the past each organization, in order
to receive money, must complete a budget, listing their years'
expected expenses over their revenues, along with a justifica-
tion of their importance to the campus life. All of this is un- '

dcrsiandable and necessary. My only contention is that the
SAFC must work together with each organization to allocate
the student's money. The Committee is made up of members
of the College and Seminary; in other words, they too are

titled to the benefits of the Activity monies. Thus they

letter/

Being Responsible

should make an effort

terest, not as though the money
"s money entitled to every

i in,-

that thei

'ites so that the money is not wasted frivilously. I

e the money must be allocated according to need and
e minimum surplus must remain in the SAFC account
>f an emergency or unforeseen circumstances. How-
?el the Committee members must keep in mind that
pluses in the Activity Fund collect no interest and
purpose. Instead of accumulating this money in

r some allocation they deem necessary in 5 years, it

used by the students to improve the quality of

up tht

the Cap & Got
ould help,

us would like

i Fee used whil

that tlv

standards of the Universit
lat an extra $100 would d
n or the Purple, perhaps

> for four years only ai

(SPO to "Party Poll")
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Elitism at Sewanee

Elite: La. The best or most skilled members of a given social

group, b. a narrow and powerful clique. (From the French,
meaning "to choose;" from the Latin meaning "to elect")
- Webster's Dictionary.

In his famous treatise "On Statecraft," Aristotle describes
man as by nature a "political animal" who progressively

groups himself and his family into "the highest and most in-

clusive" community in order to aim for the highest good. If

the philosopher had carried his argument further to include
ubsequent and parallel actions of man as larger and more

nines ton uld ha-

lily.

and concerned himself completely with t

so prepossessed with this practice is the

The peculiar elitism of Sewane
the most unschooled membei
much less to a great philosopher.

Of the several communities, rural, urban, and academic,

which this writer has lived in, none sports as many formalized

"elites" as Sewanee does in comparison to the size of its pop-

ulation. By elite, I refer to the various groups who choose or

elect their members and particularly those who do so with no

established criteria of ability or accomplishments for selection.

Such groups include all sororities and fraternities (16 in num-

ber), ribbon societies (5 in number), drinking clubs (3 in num-

ber), Silver Spoon, Plastic Spoon. Order of the Thistle, Dub-

liners, and Velvet Duchess. Exclusive of the Order of Gowns-

men, Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Kappa, Society of Wil-

kins Scholars, Student Assembly, Honor Council, etc. ..which

though academic or political in nature often tend towards a

social elitism as well, there are 29 elitist social groups on cam-

pus. This figure in itself is misleading if compared to the cam-

pus population since it does not enumerate the many students

who are members of more than one of these organizations. A
casual glance through the lists of their members in the Cap and

Gown reveals that overlapping of memberships in many of

these organizations is the rule rather than the exception. In

fact, one could probably compile a list of the "most socially

elite" students at Sewanee based on the number of these or-

ganizations to which they belong and the relative esteem ac-

corded to these organizations within the community.
Before the reader interprets this essay as a condemnation

of the practice of elitism as it exists at Sewanee (which is a

likely possibility since the use of the word "elite" usually has

negative connotations in today's society ; e.g.'Mf you got class,

you don't talk about it"), it should be noted that elitism is a

common and widely accepted practice among Sewanee stu-

dents. Despite the overlapping of memberships, a significant

number of Sewanee students are members or aspire to be

members of social elites. In a community as small as

Sewanee, it is inevitable that such a wide-spread practice of

elitism will have both beneficial and harmful effects. It is

worthwhile to examine both.

Sewanee is a small, isolated college community which ex-

erts intense academic pressure on the individual and offers lew

outlets for social life outside of the University. It is likely

thai fraternities were originally founded on the Mountain as a

partial solution to this dilemma. Since their establishment,

the various other groups which constitute Sewanee's veritable

spectrum (red, white, green, pink, black) of social elites have

emerged, and each of them has contributed to fulfilling this

need for a variety of social outlets. Any .student at Sewanee

who has ever enjoyed a party, band, or event sponsored by any

of these groups has to admit their value in performing this vital

role in the community. These groups also function to bring

students together with other students and students together

with faculty. As one girl explained her decision to joina rib-

bon society; "I just wanted to get to know these girls and
have fun with them."

Because Sewanee is a small community, however, such a

prevalence of elitism can and has caused serious problems. As
a result of its isolation, Sewanee becomes a student's world
and can wrongly be interpreted as a true microcosm of society.

In this situation, acceptance into the Sewanee community and
at least limited participation in its elites can become literally a

life or death matter. Even partial rejection can engender bitter

feelings, and the cynicism which accompanies total rejection,

either as a decision of the groups or the individual, can result

in a reactionary elite in itself. Aloof persons who have chosen
not to join elites or been rejected by them often group to-

gether ana spend time condemning elites bitterly, refusing to

recognize members of elites as individuals, and exalting their

own self-righteous independence. This position is defeatist,

however, in that it causes a reclusiveness and exclusiveness

which prevents communication with many members of the
community and cancels out a positive alternative ideal to

elitism.

Another danger presents itself in that most students come
to Sewanee from middle-class, upper-middle-class, and upper-
class backgrounds which have already indoctrinated them into

an acceptance of elitism. The outlook accompanying such a

background is compounded upon arrival at Sewanee, a com-
munity with more elites per captia than the society they came
from. Given such a situation, a student's previously estab-

lished views on elitism can be reinforcedd, exacerbated, and
distorted. Elites court the freshman overtly as well as covert-

ly merely because of their presence from the day they arrive;

hence, their relative importance in the student's life is subject

to distortion from the out
I overheard a freshman fer

rity she might join and informing her companio
of her acquaintances back home was "the urcsident of the

picdye class at the higgesl sorority at I hi.- University of ".

This attitude does not disappear after the Iresnman year;

many students are so impressed with the apparent importance
of elites that their desire to be accepted as freshmen turns

into a persistence to be invited to join as sophomores, juniors,

and seniors. I can recall friends of mine who worked for years,

as many others have no doubt, at cultivating the right acquain-

tances and presenting the proper facade so that they might
eventually join the ranks of the chosen of which they so earn-
estly desired to be a part. To estimate the lime they look out
from their studies to do so is pure conjecture; I suppose est-

imating it is analagous to computing how much extra food for

the world's hungry could have been grown with the fertilizer

used on golf courses.

One aspect of this pursuit of "acceptance" which is amaz-
ing is the turnaboul in attilude which takes place once ac-

ceptance is achieved. Tempered but intense concentration on
the achievement of membership changes to casual dismissal of

;ved. Often have I heard i

The Moral University

e Purple

nilingly complain of
r holding office in their

iuch trouble!" or "Isn't

bers and officers of coveled elil

the trouble involved in bclongii

respective organization; "Oh, i

it silly!" The fact remains, as they are well aware, that they
belong, and they now have a power over the membership of
their organization as one of the accepted.

Perhaps the most dangerous, pretentious," ridiculous, lud-
icrous, and, dare I say, bourgeois aspect of the elites at Sew-
anee is their prepossession with display. The idea that the
mere wearing of a cape and derby or kilt at a public function
can suffice as reason enough to ingest a lethal dose of alcohol
in order to join a drinkim; club would seem to present itself

as absurd to anyone, much less a student of one of the best
liberal arts colleges in the nation. The notion of drinking
alcohol as a basis for an organization seems suspect in itself,

especially when one considers that faculty and students alike
participate in ribbon societies which are no more than glorified
drinking clubs. Here the members wear formal attire rather
than kilts and capes, and the civilized aspect is that one does

not have to ingest a lethal dose of alcohol to join. Of course,

additional display is involved in that members of these organ'

enjoy marching
nging ving up i

night, beating

defacing property. All of these

sense of belonging to an elite as a criterion for acceptance into

the community are superficially condoned by most faculty

members by their membership in these organizations. Lest I

forget the female constituencey, let me make mention of a

women's ribbon society which, after their initiation ceremony,

entered the Pub en masse, put tables together and sat down,

ordered one beer apiece, lit cigarettes and held them in perfect

i while swaying their

i of the dan-

will realize that in

riticized myself and

vertical attitudes, sang an old Beatles' t

obvious purpose of public display.

I have perhaps been too harsh in n
gers of elitism; however, I hope rear

criticizing many of these practices I \&

not profaned self- righteousness. Elitis

society, it is £ characteristic of Sewai

well as bad effects. My purpose in this

caution against the dangers which ar

rather thai

th«_ _ _

among the members of the community, that they will take

these cautions into consideration, and that they will continue

to work for the highest good of the community.

Walter Givhan

Sewanee. What I'm referring

tod environment that always si

Sewanee may bo a
d than the outside

lore strange. Neverthe-

I

Sewanee is supposed to prepare us

I
called outside world. Therefore
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Get a Piece of the Rock
Jimmy Yoe

The fundamental sciences, as

all Woods Labians know, are dif-

ferentiated by the following

rule: If it's green and slimy, it's

biology; if it stinks, it's chemis-

,

try; and if it doesn't work, it's

physics (or a physics major).

Several physics majors -not the

author, God forbid- recently

went out of their way to prove
that axiom wrong by an indust-

rious campaign to promote their

ultimate concern. (Yes, like

everyone else, we takejteligion
111; that is when we're not going
around saying "E=md1 ").

Led by senior Andy Arbuc-
kle, they acquired a three pound
moon rock from NASA. Three
pounds on earth equals one-half
pound on the moon according
to the law of universal gravita-

The Moon Rock was put on
display in Woods Lab 219 under
the scrutiny of Mr. Arbuckle.

It as an immediate tourist

attraction for students and fac-

ulty alike. At the low viewing

became the most popular diver-

sion since Richard Tillinghast's

bourbon-glazed dissertation,

disaster struck.

Sunday evening, Arbuckle
returned from Gailor prepared
to ponder the cosmos and col-

lect quarters-but the moon rock

chamber. Sensing foul play,

Arbuckle contacted the Sewanee
police, who promptly dispatched
an officer to the scene of the

crime. The officer searched the

immediate areas to no avail,

and posted an APB for the rock.

Assuring Arbuckle that

nothing more could be done at

the time, the officer left and
started what local law enforcers
termed "the biggest damned
rock-hunt in Tennessee history".

Arbuckle could only return to

brilliant cosmic thought and
wonder if the NASA authorities

would have him blacklisted from
the better graduate schools.

As mysteriously
the s

had

found: in the front seat of
Sewanee Police car. Why it wi
put there is a matter of specul;

tion. The best guess is th<

unable to take the pressui

thief hid the rock in the

unlikely place where a

rock might be found.

the

but
The Physics depart:

made no official

many physics majors feel that it

must have been an inside job.

The case is by no means solved,

despite Sewanee Police diligence.

Meanwhile, the rock lies in its

vacuum chamber display in

Woods. We suggest you come

Advent Books

available

at

St. Luke's Bookston

FLOWERLAND

COMPLETEFLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES

TO THEMOUNTAIN

Co.au. T.-nn

horn- 967-7602

Because you're worth it

The Head- Quarters
With a scientific approach to hair ant

kin core Mon. Sst. 598016O
Ksthy. K ay & Shlrlay

& Pedicuring by Laura—Thurs., Fri.. Sat.

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEW
KET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SE
E MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARK
WANEE MARKET SEWANEE M' TKCT SEWANEE
ET SEWANEE MARKET <"

,. MARKET SEV
MARKET SEWAr'" .,«H*

V .rtNEE MARKE
ANEE MAR'' „o^H .«!«.. ,;ET SEWANEE
ET SEWANEE ...^ T SEWANEE MARKET SEV
MARKET SbW .JEE MARKET SEWANEE M/
SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEV
MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARK

JERRY'S FOOD MARKET

in Monteagle

We sell beer

on Sunday
Cut fresh meat

Hours: 6—9
7 days a week

Nina Helvenston, Affilate Brokei

Matthews Realty

& Auction Co.

Why not live, work & play on Sewanee Mountain?

Lovely homes, large and small, estates, choice bluff

and wooded acreage

Land, lots of land for investment, building

"We sell Sewanee...All over America"

Call 598-5832 ...or Webbs, 598-0400

967-7185

A Sewanee, tradition

The Gospel
According to Jed

)nce again Sewanee's peace

iterrupted by that campus
•wned evangelist, George

I" Smock. His visits in

past have left the campus
mixed emotions. Some

k of him as the best act

> the Three Stooges, others

offended by his narrow-

iedness. Yet, his vocal

esent at least a viable force

t seems as if the strongest

dislike came from those who
found him too intolerant of al-

ternative views. Many felt that

he had an important message,

but simply went about his

delivery in a condemning "fire

and brimstone" mannner, thus

alienating much of the audi-

ence. As alienated as the audi-

ence felt, Smock did succeed

in provoking student evalua-

tion and vocalization of per-

EARN S13,000 PLUS STARTING SALARY

Junior exec, management positions with the uniformed military

division of the Dept. of the Navy available for college seniors

and BS/BA graduates with hard science or liberal arts back-

ground. After graduation you will receive a commission as an

officer in the U.S. Navy.

Qualifications:

—pass a physical exam

-BS/BA degree

-be a U.S. citizen

Benefits:

—further professional training

—30 days annual vacation

-family benefits

-tax free incentives

—free medical and dental care

For additional information call toll free (TN-1-800-342-8629;

OTHERS-1-800-251-2516, and ask to speak with an Officer

Programs Recruiter.

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOKED MEALS
BBQ ANYTIME 5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

EliON

ACROSS FROM BANK

INDIAN CLOTHING ROOM

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts $5—$18
Bedspreads $10

seconds and close-outs

PLANTS'CANDLES'GOURMET KITCHEN UTENSILS*

TOYS'NEEDLEWORK'POTTERY- STAINED GLASSt

University of the South SEAL FOR NEEDLEPOINT
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAI LABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE
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Tigers Close Season
No an Allen

The Sewanee gridders split

their final four games to close
out the 1980 season with a

record of four wins and five

losses. Though decimated by
injuries to several key per-

formers during the year (seven
starters missed part of the
season due to injury) the Tigers
stayed in the race for the
College Athletic Conference
championship right up to their

match against Rose-Hulman,
their last conference game of
the season.

After evening their record
at 3—3, the Tigers travelled to
Lexington, Va. for a game
with Washington and Lee. The
teams had split their last

two meetings by the grand
total of two points, and both

grudge match. Driving rain a

deep mud slowed both tean
especially Sewanee's aerial

in the first quarter, but failed

both times. On their third

penetration the Generals
faked a field goal attempt and

the-

Sewanee two
yard touch d<

next play gave W&L a 6—1
lead. Sewanee was unable t<

generate any offense and punt
ed the ball right back to th-

On their first pi

the second half the Tig.

played their best offensi

Robert Holland connected with
senior wingback Mark Lawrence
on fourth down to pick up the
first down, then came back to
Lawrence for six yards and a
touchdown. The score culmin-
ated a 14 play drive and, with
Swanson's conversion, left the
Tigers down by only 12-7. Early
in the fourth quarter W&L
extended their margin when
they converted a Sewanee turn-
over into a touchdown and a
20-7 lead.

Despite the cold, driving rain
the Tigers kept fighting back.
Another senior wingback, Doug
Williams, found an open spot
and snared a crucial 32 yard
pass on third down from Robert
Holland to put Sewanee inW&L territory. On the next
play Holland hit Fleming for
18 yards. D.J. Reina carried

going twelve yards and
Ihei for
Only thn

brought Sewanee within 20-14.

Swim
Squad

Tim Walsh

Under the direction of
Coach Ted Bitondo, the Sew-
anee Swim Team is gearing
up for competition which be-

gins December 2 in Nashville.

The twelve member squad is

headed by eight returning let-

termen from last year's Liber-
al Arts Conference runner-up
team. Captains for the team
are Crayton Bell and Steve
Raulston.

The swimming squad looks
to be strong this season despite

a probable lack of depth. Cray-
ton Bell, David Freibert, Kent
Gay, and Tim Walsh, all of
whom competed in the NCAA
Division III Swimming and
Diving Championships last

year, will lead the squad along
with Steve Raulston who holds
both of Sewanee's breaststroke
records. Among them, these
five hold thirteen of Sewanee's
17 swimming records. Also re-

turning to the squad are Dan
Morris, voted last year's most
improved swimmer, Jean Bur-
rel, who was the third place
finisher in the 100 yard breast-

stroke at the Conference
Championships, and diver

Leland Gentry, who won the
3 meter dive in last year's

Conference Championships and

competed in the AIAW champ-
ionships.

New to the squad are
four talented freshmen who
will more than make up for

the loss of swimmers from
last year's team. Peter Bryan
should fair extremely well in

the breaststroke and indivi-

dual medley events. James
Buck should provide ample
assistance to Tim Walsh in the
distance events. Dan Colela
is a fine swimmer who special-
izes in the butterfly and indi-

vidual medley. Paul Morris
should prove to be tough com-
petition for sprinters David
Freibert and Kent Gay.

The diving corps will be
much weaker this year due to

the graduation .of Fred Mc-

t aurel Point—Rustic Cottage

Daily and Weekly Rates

14K Gold Serpentine Chains Cloisonne Add-A-Beads

Coming Soon

14K Gold Add-A-Beads

University Supply Store

You'll Never Forget...

Village Wine & Spirits Shoppe

Smoke House - Monteagle
Fine Imported & Domestic Wines & Liquors

All your party needs found here and at the Smoke House Soda Shop
Soda Shop now carrying a complete line of bar accessories & mixers

Perrier Water, Mr. &Mrs. T*s, Canada Dry, Master Mix, Imported Beers

The Tiger defense held the
Generals and got the ball back
with only 50 seconds left. On
first down, however, Holland's
pass was intercepted and Sewa-
nee dropped a narrow decision.
It appeared Sewanee was fortu-
nate the game was as close as it

gained 366 yards to 154. But the
muddy field and rain hampered
the Tigers' passing game and
they were never really able to
establish an effective running
attack.

On November 1 Rose-Hulman
visited McGee Field in a show-
down that would leave the
winner with an outside shot at
the Conference championship.
The visiting Engineers wasted
little time in settling the issue.

From his end zone, Robert Hol-
land fired a quick look-in pass
to tight end Mallory Nimocks,
but an alert Rose-Hulman line-

man grabbed the ball and went
down at the Sewanee three yard
line. Two plays later the Tigers

trailed 7-0.

In the second quarter the
visitors added a field goal and
a touchdown for a 17-0 halftime
margin. The touchdown came
on a blocked punt return. After
getting close several times, the
Rose defenders finally broke
through to block a Mallory
Nimocks punt and ran it in for
the score. Despite the difference

in score the Tigers were very
much in the game. They had
merely been the victims of two
bad breaks, and yet they were
still within striking distance.
Rose-Hulman quickly disspelled
any hopes Sewanee optimists
might have.

On the first play of the
second half Rose-Hulman broke
a 63 yard scoring run for a 24-0
lead. Five minutes later the
Engineer defense got its second
touchdown with a fumble recov-
ery in the end zone. Three min-
utes later a one yard touchdown
run and Sewanee trailed 38-0.

cont'd, on p. 1

1

Laughlin. Leland Gentry has
done well in the past, but due
to an injury she will probably

in the Liberal Arts Conference
Championship. Their firs'

home meet, however, is no

Harriers
Women's Cross Country,

under the direction of Coach
Marion England, worked ex-

tremely hard this year and
managed a fifth place finish in

AAIW Regionals. The team
was led by Captain Nancy
Reath, "C" Hinrichs, Terry
Owen and France Gilley.

"C" Hinrichs'
i

regionals will enable he

compete in the Nationals,

held in Seattle later this ye

800-
243-5075

Save the
Children,

Westport, Connecticut
06880

Hospitality

Shop
* Restaurant -£

TiMAThua 11:002:00

SicdSuppli Store
"YOUR FRIENDLY HARDWARE STORE"

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

35 CENT BEER
HAPPY HOUR 5:30-7:30 pn

THURSDA Y NIGHTS -_-^--=i5$?_
598 5774

For sandwiches, quiche, kegs, and
an occassional cookie . . . 11:30am - 12pm

Remember VALLEY LIQUORS in Cowan

WAWK*
STEAK & PIZZA

HOUSE
STEAK ROOM OPENS DAILY A7

PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 10:30 a

NOON BUFFET NOW SERVED Monday-F

WINCHESTER

6 Days a Week I

BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Call for Reservations 967-1 1 1 1 CLOSED SUNOAY
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Brecht

Who?

duction, "Brecht on Brecht,"

sadly outweigh the many good
aspects. Although the direc-

tion of the presentation and
the "Brecht" players them-
selves deserve a hearty con-
gratulations for their effort,

I lament a more important
question concerning the Purple

Masque which arises in this

With few exceptions, each

actor demonstrated a remark-

able degree of stage presence

and developed the character

of Brecht in a personalized

way. It is almost disturbing

to imagine how successful the

play would have been had each

actor not been Brecht, but
possessed his own individual

I must qualify my belief

that Steven Shrader's musical

direction and Susan Rupert's

:

singing were quite pleasing.
'

Although the songs vividly

depicted the Brecht milieu,

the problem I encountered
with the musical element
involved the casting of her

voice for the part. Ms.
Rupert's voice is highly-trained

and very suitable for art music.

A raspier, cabaret tone would
have captured the low-rent

atmosphere intended by Brecht
more effectively.

Both Frank Miller and John
dedPiccard

for the excellent staging
movement, lighting, and scen-
ery. These important aspects
were carefully planned and
well-executed.

The quality of the above
ingredients in "Brecht on
Brecht" was lost. It is clear

that, due to the choice of the

Brecht readings for this fall's

production, Gilbert Gilchrist's

and David Landon's talents,

John Lowrance's marvelously

inflated "potato" and the

usually whirlwind Jumana
Ateyeh's surprisingly calm, in-

tense rendition of the Jewish
wife were all unable to salvage
the total experience.

Mr. Miller has said that the
collection of excerpts from
Brecht was chosen because few
people appeared to audition
for the Purple Masque. Yet
there have been in the past
dozens of auditioners for other
plays primarily becau
play chosen appealed
dents and was familiar to the
College community. Only a
well-versed theatre-goer would
be acquainted with this play.
Graduate theatre students love
such pursuits, while Sewanee
undergraduates would under-
standably fail to fully appreci-
ate Brecht in this form.

In light of the fact that the
Purple Masque only presents
two regular productions a year,
Mr. Miller's obscure selection
has failed to fulfill my expec-
tations. Such an erroneous
choice but compounds the
continual lack of focus pos-
sessed by the theatre depart-

one faculty position, and the,
meager support and encourage-
ment given Sewanee theatre
arts by the administration.

the

Famous Pianist

Scheduled to Perform
English pianist David Wilde

will play a special concert on
Friday, Nov. 21, sponsored by
the University Concert Series.

The concert will be at 8:00pm
in Guerry Hall

David Wilde was born near

Manchester in 1935. After

prodigious boyhood s

began advanced s

Franz Reiz
endalio

Solom

the

of the great

Three Choirs Festivals. He has

performed extensively in

Europe, the U.S.A., Canada,
New Zealand, India and Aus-

His records haye been re-

leased all over the world and
he is a regular broadcaster.

He created two documentary
for the BBC-TV, one

the f Bartok, for v

othe

Artist's Abstractions
Opens Exhibit

A selection of Sewanee area

artist Carolyn Goldsmith's show
"Major New Works" will be the
opening exhibit at the Sewanee
Alternative Space, December
2-23. The new gallery space is

located at the old dairy which
now serves as the sculpture

studio for the College Fine Arts
department. The works in this

exhibition involve a pouring and
staining technique in acrylic
paint developed by the artist

during the past several months.
The artist Is a native of

Gainsville, Florida, where she
first studied art at the P.K.
Young Laboratory School. After
attending Stephens College in

Columbia, Missouri and the
University of Alabama in Tusca-
loosa, she continued her art

studies at Huntingdon College in

Montgomery under Dr. May belle

Gay and Nadya Cameron. In
Montgomery, Ms. Goldsmith
also studied oil painting with
Rene Hernandez, Barbara Gal-
lagher and the Riverfront Paint-
ers. She has studied drawing and
painting in Sewanee with Ed
Carlos and Ronald Jones; in

addition, Ms. Goldsmith under-
took independent study projects
examining critical issues raised
by contemporary painting. Ms.
Goldsmith serves as the Admin-
istrative Director of the Gallery

smith's works are landscapes.
The viewer is allowed to imagine
a vista in some of the works,
but upon closer inspection the
viewer will perceive two or more
horizon lines. These spatial

ambiguities bring the viewer
back to the surface of the canvas
and the horizon line becomes
an effective compositional
device.

Ms. Goldsmith's works could
be best described as sedate. In

edatei

best

at St. Andreu.
additii

Carolyn Goldsmith's
New Works" offers

reappraisal of the color field

paintings of the late 1950's and
early 1960's. Ms. Goldsmith
explores the process of poured
paint. This process aetivates
with a sedentary expressiveness

a concern for gestural

muted color is exqui-

agined in a few of her
itmospheric quality

reiterated by

s is accentuated by the
use of muted cool colors. The
color systems used in these
workds tend to be analogous.
For example blue and its two
neighboring colors, green and
purple, appear frequently. The
colors therefore do not clash

but may be qualified as sedate

Ms. Goldsmith insists on
asserting the material quality of
the canvas she paints on. This
assertion has the effect of push-
ing the viewer out of any
illusionistic depth. The viewer
must then recognize the canvas
as canvas and the paint as paint.
Here her concern is that of
gestural form and autonomous
color.

By letting the works hang
freely without the restraint of
stretcher or frame Ms. Gold-
smith asserts the objecthood of
her works. The use of thinly
applied paint accentuates the
woven material character of

The artist hangs the works
away from the wall. The dis-
tance between the work and the
wall is small but easily perceived.
This particular method of hang-
ing works in indirect opposition
to the tradition of the painting
as a picture window. The viewer

s nothing beyond

works. Thi
of these works

This

thecfl

A relationship can be drawn
between the method Ms. Gold-
smith uses in hanging her works
and her preoccupation with or
exploration of the properties of
poured paint. Gravity affects
the way the works hang and it

) say that Ms. Gold-

Remind your parents

over Thanksgiving

to order

Exain Treats

for you
from

Theta Kappa Phi

(orders must be in by Dec. 1

)

ten. He was awarded an Open
Scholarship to the Royal Man-
chester College of Music at 13,
and divided his time between
college and school, studying
piano with Iso Elinson, compo-
sition with Richard Hall, and
conducting with Cecil Cohen.
He received the college's high-

est awards for performance and
compostion. Later, he re-

sumed studies with Reizenstein

In 1961 Wilde won first

prize at the Liszt-Bartok Com-
petition in Budapest, and subs-

quently second prize at the

International Competition in

Rio de Janeiro and the Queen's
Prize in London. Numerous
solo engagements resulted, and
in 1963 he was awarded a

Caird Foundation Scholarship

with which he went to France

for a year to study with Nadia
Boulanger, who described him
as "superb performer, magnifi-

Wilde has sii

with all the major British or-

chestras and at numerous im-

portant festivals including the

Edinburgh, Cheltenham, and

> scripts and perfoi

nt day, and he has several

first performances to his credit.

During the season 1971-72 he
played all the Beethoven
Sonatas in Manchester, and his

long experience in chamber
music and accompanying has
involved him in performing vir-

tually the entire standard violin

and piano repertoire, as well as

the quintet and much of the
established song repertoire.

In 1972, Wilde founded the
Stonyhurst Summer School of
Music, under the patronage of

classes, talks and recitals which
were recorded by the BBC.

Following his work on the
sound track for the film

"Lisztomania", SAGA Records
issued a Liszt recital by David
Wilde which includes the piano
music from the film. This re-

ceived such critical acclaim
that it was followed by also for

ANYONE IS ELIGIBLE
TO PARTICIPATE
IN THE...

PRIZES
AWARDED

Competition Begins Dec. 4, 1st Home Basketball Game

Sewanee vs. Baptist University

2 participants from each fraternity and sorority will be

eligible to compete.

Contact your President or Erling Riis for more informa-

tion.

Come Support the Tigers and Enjoy One on-One

Competition at Halftime

Compliments of Mid-South Distributing and
Your Miller Campus Representative
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Careers

Data ProcsKing. Graduating seniors interested in careers
in data processing and computer modelling will be considered

\

for positions with the Department of Agriculture (Data Ser- 5

vices Center) for positions involving economic research and i

staff work in international trade, price and demand (crop \

and livestock) forecasting, natural r

opment. Further detail:

Office.

iillips Academy. College s

Summer Imerruhips-Park and Forest Assistants. The Student^
Conservation Association, a nonprofit organization, is accep- 1|
ting applications for its summer program. The Association M
places a total of 700 volunteers in conservation positions 1|
in more than 70 national parks and forests and private conaer- §§
vation areas throughout the U.S. The program lasts from ||
eight to twelve weeks, during which time a Park and Forest ||
Assistant will devote time to conservation work, hiking and m
exploring wilderness areas. >£s

Application deadline is March 1, 1981. Applications, in- M
formation and a listing of positions has been requested by §1

;es and should be available prior to Thanksgiving |p

ng will be covered in a workshop {

JJniversity counselor, and Richard I

i Wednesday, December
]

Interviewing Workshop. '.

of employment interne-
led by Richard Chapmat

y). Sign up in Career Sei

Pianist

harmonic Orchestra, for Lyrita,
and Liszt's Sonata in B minor
and Schumann's Fantasy, Opus

Sewanee and in Florence, Ala.
He will also give a public lec-

ture, "The Artist in Society,"

Other successful recordings by
Wilde are Franz Reizenstein's
Violin and Piano Sonata, with
Erich Gruenberg, for Decca;
Sir Lennox Berkeley's Piano
Concerto with the New Phil-

Footbal

Holland to Lawren
however, a case of far too little

far too late as Sewanee fell to
3-5 and was eliminated from the
CAC race.

The Tigers completed their
season against St. Leo College
in Tampa, Florida, on November
8. It was a very different team
from the one that lost to Rose-
Hulman the week before.
Robert Holland had perhaps his
finest day as a quarterback,
completing 16 of 31 passes for
204 yards and four touchdowns
with only one interception. In
addition, Holland scored one

Goldsmith

Is. Goldsmith reinforces the
sn of gravity in the formal

of her works. The pain
applied thicker and the color

field is predominate on the
lower half of her works. The
paint attains a physical presence,

weight is sensed.
The thicker

colorful I

pair

to pull
tne canvas downward. This
weighted feeling of the canvas
refers back to and hence empha-
sizes the sedate quality of Ms.
Goldsmith's work. Calmness
pervades her work both physi-
cally and illusionistically.

The display of the Ms.
Goldsmith's "Major New Works"
at the Sewanee Alternative
Space follows a solo exhibition
of the works at the Junior
League Headquarters

Her

ck Gallery in 1979.

touchdown himself. The Tigers
raced to a 21-0 halftime lead on
three scoring passes. Holland
hit senior All-Conference tight

end Mallory Nimocks for eight
yards. Junior Greg Worsowicz
for seventeen yards, and junior
Jim Fleming for seven yards.
After the third touchdown Hol-
land connected with tailback
Woody Ledbetter for a two
point conversion, offsetting Jeff
Swan son's only missed extra
point of the year.

In the second half the Tigers

shut down St. Leo. When Hol-
land found all his receivers
covered he scrambled for 22
yards and a touchdown to put
Sewanee up 28-0. St. Leo
rallied on a 50 yard interception
return, but the Tigers put the
game away with two touch-
downs in 21 seconds. Freshman
running back Bob Roddenberry
scampered 10 yards for a touch-
down with 31 seconds left in the
third quarter. An alert Sewanee
defense forced a turnover and
Holland found Jim Fleming for
24 yards and a score with 10
seconds remaining in the
quarter.

The 42-14 triumph was a
bright finishing note for a Sewa-
nee team that struggle

games due to injuries would
compose an outstanding unit,
including Jon York (knee), Steve
Blount (knee), Bo Watson {calf),
Herb Sparks (hand), Gary
Rothwell (wrist), Tim Tenht
(shoulder), Mark Lawrence
(ankle), and Hunter Keller (hip).
The Tigers managed to finish
in third place in the Conference
despite these setbacks. Next

team should impr
s4-5 r

the
rill

i p

Lawrence, Steve Blount, Herb
Sparks, Gary Rothwell, Larry
Dickerson, and Eriing Riis.

Evan gel ist

a total rejection of previous
Christian beliefs, attributed to
the way in which Smock's mes-
sage was delivered.

"I thought it was very enter-
taining. I agreed with him on
alot of what he said, but was
afraid to admit it. They really

believe in what they are doing.
He felt threatened by Paul
(Pearigen)."

"I thought he was amusing.
He is counter-productive. He
is too literal."

"I don't force people to drink
beer, so why should he force
religion?"

"I'm a homosexual and I was
extremely offended."
"I think the man has guts,"
"He stated that women were
ignorant and all a guy had to

do is tell them they're pretty
and the girls would drop their

pants. Women are silly. I

thought that it just showed his

ignorance and narrowminded-
ness. He did not preach Christ-

ianity."

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

American
J

Cancer Society f^

Ride The Miller Express
To See

Sewanee vs. Georgia Tech

Basketball Game in Atlanta

Dec. 2- the Tuesday After Thanksgiving

4^$*

Cosl: S19.S0 per person

Includes: -Greyhound Bus Service to and

from the game

— Tickets available at Door— $4.00

— unlimited refreshments provided by

Miller Beer

and your campus representative.

^America's

quality beer

since 1855

Sign-up and payments

due by Friday, Nov. 21,

at Gailor

Contact: Eriing Riis

For More Information

598-0941

SPO 846

Come Support the Tigers and Have a Blast
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When You Come to the Mountain Think of...

TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN
FOODS

PREPARED FRESH DAILY

SWOPS FERTURED AT

THETflRDWG POST

a,\y fi'i*6

COJU.US (L>lS-)<\Z't-7Zt,%>

Vill.tCMt <Uj/rte anJ
r --+S Shoppe

Couwtru "Bay

Antique Shop

Old Turns
Soda ohop

Trading Post

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTS Y HAM,
BISCUITS, CATFISH, BAR-B-Q, VEGETABLES,

CHARCOAL-BROILED STEAKS,
A LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING

OVER 20 ITEMS
AND FINE SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY!

OUR HEARTHROOM WILL ACCOMMODATE
1 00 PEOPLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS

JIM OLIVER 'S FAMO US SMOKED
COUNTR YHAMS AND MEA TS

ENTERTAINMENT
Open Nightly on, the: "Strip" in Monteagle

Big D ad-dy s Disco

Discount Coupon

Good any Friday or Saturday Night

9p--m.-la.rn.

'/2OFF

REGULAR ADMISSION CHARGES
for any of these nights

with this Coupon and Student ID.

Big Daddy's Disco

Nov. 21 & 22

Dec. 5 & 6

Wedensday Nights

FREE

Beer for Ladies

Big Daddy's

Pizza & Game
Room

OPEN NIGHTLY AT 5:00 P.M.

(Formerly Billy's Hut)

Call 924-9902
For Carry-Out & Delivery

CHECK OUT OUR NEW MENU ITEMS AT
BIG DADDY'S

Fried Mushrooms, Egg Rolls, Stuffed

Potatoes. Steak Fries w/Skins, Big Daddy's
Cadillac Club Sandwich. Big Daddy's Pizza

Burger, Imported Beer, Drink Mixers &
Set-Ups, and Much, Much More.

Big Daddy's Is Out To Get Your Business

Please Give Us Suggestions If You Would
Like To Have Us Serve Something
You & Others Would Like To

Eat Or Drink.

PARTIES AND REUNIONS

Now booking Reservations for private

parties. Big Dady's can accommodate
up to 160 people. Excellent menu of-

fered, food catered by the Smoke House
Restaurant and/or Big Daddy's pizza.
We can arrange the music. Also, Disco
or Live Band. Fantastic Light Show.


